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Abstract
This work presents VANESA, a powerful and easy-to-use modeling software. The software
application is laid out to support scientists from the natural sciences in the modeling and
analysis of biological systems to better understand biological processes. Therefore, it combines
different fields of research, such as information fusion, modeling, analysis, simulation, and
network visualization, which are some of the most important areas in bioinformatics and systems
biology.
Using VANESA, scientists have the possibility to automatically reconstruct important biomedi-
cal systems with information from the databases KEGG, MINT, IntAct, HPRD, and BRENDA.
Additionally, experimental results can be expanded with database information to better analyze
the investigated elements and processes in an overall context. This results in biological mod-
els, which enable scientists to focus on complex interactions and/or to investigate the role of
individual components and processes within whole biological systems. Furthermore, users have
the possibility to use graph theoretical approaches in VANESA to identify regulatory struc-
tures and significant actors within the modeled systems. These structures can then be further
investigated in the Petri net environment of VANESA for hypothesis generation and in silico
experiments.
VANESA can be applied in many different life sciences, such as fundamental biology, theoreti-
cal biology, systems biology, biotechnology, and medical research, among others. The software
application has already been proven useful in several biological and medical application cases
[JKT+10, KHA+10, STK+10, JKH+11, PJB+12, PJHB12, KJB+12], in which the provided fea-
tures were applied to an increasing number of biochemical problems such as signal transduction,
cellular rhythms and cell-to-cell communication, among others. Although it is primarily ad-
dressed to members of the laboratory, it can be used by any scientist. All interested people, who
would like to use VANESA for their own research can download VANESA at http://vanesa.sf.net
or start it via Java web start. It is platform-independent and free-of-charge.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Natural scientists have always endeavored to produce good theoretical models, which they can
use for hypothesis testing. Their main goal is to create a complete system that is able to answer
fundamental questions and moreover, to imitate cell behavior. But in general, the necessary
data and possibilities are missing for such an approach. Over the last decades of biomedical
research, it has become apparent that a biological element can never be investigated in isolation,
since the degree of regulation covers almost all -omic levels. Cellular life is mostly a network
of interacting elements, in which the biological elements, such as DNA, RNA, proteins, and
metabolites interact with each other. Overall, scientists from fundamental biology and systems
biology experimentally investigate biological systems in a more limited context, focusing on a
specific element or regulatory process. This is not surprising, as cellular life is complex and
the investigation very time-consuming and experimental analysis quite complicated. Therefore,
scientists mostly have only detailed information and broad knowledge about the main inter-
action partners. But a biological element or process is always a part of a larger machinery
or regulatory process. Thus, natural scientists need sophisticated information about the other
involved elements and/or processes. And they need sophisticated biological networks presenting
the whole context of regulation.
One way to produce further information about many other involved regulatory processes is by
performing high-throughput experiments, such as microarrays. With these kinds of experiments
a broad spectrum of elements can be investigated. But the results are often not in correlation
with each other. Moreover, each of the elements is investigated in isolation reflecting one
particular system state. Scientists are faced with linking these results to identify connections,
interaction networks, and biological switches that can help in explaining system behavior.
One further possibility for gaining additional knowledge and to link different datasets is by ac-
cessing knowledge from biological databases. Biological databases are a great repository storing
relevant information. However, this kind of information is distributed over different autonomous
2and heterogeneous biological databases, which need to be collected, filtered, cleaned, normal-
ized, and linked in complex and time-consuming processes. Actually, more than 1,380 biological
databases covering various areas of biology can be found [GFS12]. Although, data integration
tools and data warehouses exist, it is still a challenging task to model biological systems based
on this data. In the best case scenario, data is stored in databases with a high curation model,
a well-designed interface, and data structure. But in many cases data is only available in flat
files, is not normed, and not linked to other data sources or -omic levels.
Finally, scientists have detailed knowledge about the research object on the one hand and
furthermore, extensive, but imprecise and not correlated information from high-throughput
experiments and database information about the overall context of the system. Overall, this
different knowledge has to be incorporated into one model, where unknown elements can be
grouped into known biological context, important elements into functional groups, sub-networks
and motifs identified and examined. By trying to incorporate all of these details the models
become large and complex, which in the most cases overwhelm scientists. Therefore, further
filtering and analysis mechanisms are necessary, which limit a model to its most important
parts.
Based on these models, it should be possible to simulate the analyzed system to predict cell
behavior and to gain new ideas for further experiments and approaches. And this takes scientists
to the next challenge. How will it be possible to automatically create such a model in one
workflow, consisting of all relevant information and data? Ordinary Differential Equations
(ODEs) are one powerful way to model such systems, but this approach needs prior knowledge
in mathematics and a complete set of biological data and parameters. Biological models that
are adjusted or estimated can be misleading or become meaningless. Therefore, a more intuitive
way is necessary, that has both analytic power and a balance of necessary data.
Actually, there are more than 200 bioinformatics solutions in the field of molecular modeling.
However, most of them fail in their initial goal or produce results which cannot be used for
molecular research. Besides, each of them covers only a limited set of necessary approaches.
Some are specialized in biological modeling, others in the analysis of high-throughput experi-
ments, others in the visually exploration of biological data, and still others in network recon-
struction. In general, there are only few solutions covering different research fields, such as
information fusion, modeling, simulation, and network visualization. And those are focused on
a specific kind of biological problem and mainly fail in identifying important regulatory effects
on the entire cellular interacting network. A software application, which offers a platform to
automatically reconstruct and systematically explore the molecular functionality of a particular
biological process, leading to the identification of regulatory modules and networks, is still not
available. Thus, a strong need for such a platform that is able to model and simulate changes
in cell organization and consequently, discuss fundamental questions, and metabolic or genetic
diseases, for example, has emerged.
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1.1 Aims and objectives
As motivated by the previous section, the objective of this work is to realize a software appli-
cation, which assists molecular scientists in the semi-automatic reconstruction, analysis, and
simulation of biological systems. Primarily, this framework should be designed for fundamental
research in biology and medical investigations, but also can be used in other life sciences, such
as theoretical biology, system biology, biotechnology, and medical research. Therefore, scien-
tists working at the bench will have a powerful tool that extends their possibilities in analyzing
molecular machineries and expands their view on cellular organization and cell behavior. With
mathematical and computational modeling power this integrated framework should present, in-
tegrate, and visualize state-of-the-art knowledge. Overall, with three mouse-clicks they should
be able to get an overview of the whole molecular context, which they could use for hypothesis
generation and testing (see Figure 1.1).
Using this application, what now will be called VANESA (Visualization and Analysis of
Networks in System Biology Application), scientists should have the possibility to model bio-
logical networks, where they could analyze and simulate biological elements and processes in an
overall context. Therefore, biological databases are an important resource in assisting scientists
in their research, as they provide important data and knowledge from literature, experiments,
and results from several analysis techniques. This knowledge can be used in explaining biologi-
cal systems and cell behavior, from the genetic level on up to the entire metabolism. This data
integration and fusion approach should result in biological models, which enable scientists to
focus on complex interactions and/or to investigate the role of individual components (RNA-
molecules, genes, proteins) and processes (transcriptions, translations, modifications, phospho-
rylations) in the reversible or irreversible changes of networks’ architecture. These insights into
the molecular level should help scientists explore the molecular complexity of a particular dis-
ease, developmental processes, and differentiation processes, among others and finally, answer
fundamental questions and lead to new ideas for therapeutic strategies, personalized medicine,
drug targeting approaches, and biotechnological approaches.
Furthermore, it should be possible to automatically simulate the reconstructed systems in a so-
phisticated simulation environment, specially designed for biological purposes. The simulation
environment should provide a powerful and user-friendly framework for hypothesis generation
and testing. This feature should enable users to perform experiments in silico in order to deter-
mine system dynamics and properties, which later on can be influenced in life-science research
to change information and processing flow in the biological system. Using the simulation en-
vironment system dynamics and network changes could be simulated and moreover, examined
under different circumstances. Simulations should be based on the reconstructed biomedical
networks, which are previously enriched with experimentally derived data or kinetic data from
biological databases. Finally, mathematical analysis techniques, such as graph theory should
highlight the most significant and important actors in the biomedical systems. This could help
4 1.1. Aims and objectives
Figure 1.1: An overview of VANESA’s aims and objectives. The numbers 1 to 7 represent the
stated functionalities on VANESA to model, simulate, analyze, and share biological models.
Each number represents a differing bioinformatics approach, which in combination with the
other approaches, forms the entire framework and its possibilities. Every modeling approach
begins with a basic model, which is either based on experimental datasets or prior knowledge
(1). With access to external databases it should be possible to reconstruct molecular networks
covering the most important -omic levels (2). Based on the reconstructed models it should be
possible to transform each biological model into a simulation language (3), which then can be
simulated for hypothesis testing (4). Furthermore, there should be several analysis techniques
to analyze simulation results and network structures (5). Based on the bioinformatics results,
scientists should get new ideas and suggestions for further laboratory experiments (6). Biological
standards should ensure that all model concepts are well-defined and can also be exported, as
well as imported into VANESA. Thus, VANESA will enable users to share and evaluate models
with other scientists and software applications (7).
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in the identification of biological motifs that can be made accessible for fundamental research
in biology and biomedicine.
1.2 Structure of the work
In the previous sections it was described what kind of challenges scientists doing molecular
research in biology face and how VANESA could assist them in solving the occurring tasks. To
realize a software application like VANESA it is necessary to be aware of the complexity of living
cells and the various modeling possibilities in bioinformatics. Thus, Chapter 2 begins with the
fundamentals of biological cells. The first sections present what exactly characterizes different
cell types and how cell behavior can be modeled and analyzed using biological networks. Based
on this, different modeling approaches and analysis techniques concerning the best uses for
VANESA are discussed and reviewed. Furthermore, one of the main goals of VANESA is to
use existing knowledge for network reconstruction. With this in minds, biological databases are
highlighted in the next part of the chapter, as these repositories are an important knowledge
base for qualitative and quantitative data. In the last part of this chapter different possibilities
for the network reconstructions are presented.
Chapter 3 presents work with a concrete relationship to VANESA and its research topic. In the
beginning, this chapter focuses on existing software solutions addressed to biological network
modeling, analysis, and simulation. Therefore, the most relevant approaches are described and
compared regarding their advantages and disadvantages. This review shows the gap in bioin-
formatics and system modeling and moreover, motivates the realization of VANESA. Further
sophisticated bioinformatics approaches from related work are presented, as they serve as power-
ful features for the modeling, analysis, and simulation of biological systems in VANESA. For the
simulation of dynamic systems and the identification of relevant system parameters, Petri net
analysis techniques are discussed in more detail. The next part of this chapter discusses special
graph theoretical approaches applied on biological networks. It is explained which approaches
are best suited for analyzing and determining important topological structures and elements
within biological systems. The chapter continues with a discussion on biological databases,
covering some of the most important -omic levels, which are an indispensable part of VANESA.
The presented databases are briefly described and it is shown how these databases can be ac-
cessed with popular database integration solutions. Important standards in systems biology
and bioinformatics are presented in the last part of the chapter, as they are used for model
consistency and sharing in VANESA.
The focus of Chapter 4 is the software architecture and design of VANESA. The chapter presents
the specifications and requirements which were made prior to programming and implementation.
This in necessary in order to realize a software solution that is useful, technically sound, and able
to help in understanding, reconstructing, analyzing, and simulating entire biological systems.
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Therefore, it is shown which requirements are incorporated in VANESA and how the system
architecture looks in detail.
Chapter 5 presents the realization of VANESA. It describes how specifications are implemented
and algorithms and software components appear in detail. The chapter mainly focuses on
the automatic network reconstruction based on database content, the implemented simulation
environment in the Petri net language, the realized analysis techniques, network visualization
and interaction, and exchange possibilities. The chapter ends with an overview of all important
features and the various possibilities of VANESA.
In order to show how useful VANESA can be in life-science research, Chapter 6 presents different
application cases from system biology, fundamental research, clinical studies, and biotechnology,
in which the software application helped scientists with their molecular research. The chapter
introduces different research questions and describes in detail how VANESA was applied and
where users where able contribute to new biological findings using this tool.
Finally, this work concludes with Chapter 7, presenting the final results of this work. It sum-
marizes all possibilities and advantages of VANESA and moreover, the benefits scientists have
using the software application. In addition, the chapter gives an outlook for further develop-
ment. As new questions in molecular research will certainly arise in the future, VANESA will
be further developed. Therefore, additional bioinformatics approaches are mentioned which
can be integrated in the near future. The chapter and work ends with a short and compact
discussion as to what makes this software so unique and usable.
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Chapter 2
Background
To be able to realize a usable and powerful software application for the reconstruction, model-
ing, analysis, and simulation of biological systems, each involved scientist needs to be aware of
the complexity of cellular life and the possibilities of how to model and analyze it. Bioinformatic
modeling, analysis, and simulation are highly interdisciplinary disciplines using techniques and
concepts from computer science, statistics, mathematics, chemistry, biology, biochemistry, ge-
netics, and physics, among others. Without knowledge about these research topics it is almost
impossible to implement a tool which is able to produce good theoretical models which can be
used for hypothesis testing. Therefore, this chapter presents the biological and bioinformat-
ics fundamentals necessary for the realization of VANESA. Each of the sections focuses on a
particular topic, briefly discussing the relevant aspects of this work.
The first section focuses on cellular life and its dynamics. It gives an impression of what
characterizes a cell and in general, what can be modeled from the biological point of view. In
the following Section 2.2, molecular interaction, information flow, metabolism and how many
more can be modeled with biological networks, giving scientists the possibility to examine
biological relations and processes in detail, are presented. Here, biological networks provide
a powerful integrated framework to exhibit, integrate, and visualize knowledge in all levels of
detail and thus, are an indispensable part of VANESA. Furthermore, based on the reconstructed
networks and models, a large amount of mathematical analysis techniques, derived from graph
theory, can be applied as described in Section 2.3. Using graph theory it is possible to examine
the topological structure of networks and, for example, determine the most relevant elements
within a biological network. This enables scientists to filter and identify important information
from large and complex models.
Section 2.4 discusses standards in biology as these are mandatory for understanding, computa-
tional usability, and reusability of created models. The following Section 2.5 presents different
standard approaches to model and simulate cell behavior. With the aid of computers and
mathematical formulas it is possible to formulate and predict the behavior of biological systems
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under certain circumstances. Therefore, several modeling paradigms exist, whereby ordinary
differential equations are the most common ones. However, other formalisms provide the same
power and features and even come with more advantages, such as Petri nets.
To enrich biological models with qualitative and quantitative data, different biological databases
can be used as important resources as described in Section 2.6. Biological databases provide
data that can help in explaining biological phenomena from the genetic level up to the en-
tire metabolism of a whole organism. Biological databases contain information for almost all
-omic levels, based on scientific experiments, published literature, high-throughput experiments,
and computational analyses. Database integration even makes it possible to query different
databases focusing on different -omic levels simultaneously. Biological information is linked
between the data repositories, resulting in one comprehensive view. Furthermore, Section 2.7
shows which possibilities exist to reconstruct biological networks based on database content and
the other aforementioned approaches.
Finally, Section 2.8 summarizes all presented approaches and analyzes them with regard to their
usability for VANESA. Therefore, it is discussed which approaches are best suited to reach the
goal of this work.
2.1 Cellular life
What is cellular life? The simplest answer from the biological point of view is: Anything
that contains DNA or RNA [AJL+07], shows self-organization, and has evolved over time as
described by Manfred Eigen [Eig71]. Motivated to seek a theory to understand life, many
decades ago researchers embarked on the study of biological systems [Sch55, DS99]. Their main
goal is not to imitate life but rather to understand the universal logic and properties of living
systems. Cellular functions which do not rely on simple enumeration of molecular components
and processes, such as transcription, translation, and modifications are carried out constantly.
These components never act as one independent element. Thus, present-day cellular biology is
challenged to reconstruct coupled dynamical models with many differing elements and strongly
interacting systems. Therefore, scientists endeavor to provide a new look at data on the present
organisms to validate or reject hypotheses.
The main task for modern biology is to trace phenotypical properties back to specific molecules.
Therefore, theoretical models are constructed, consisting of the formation of switching rules
that obligate cell features. With modern systems biology and bioinformatics those theoretical
models are pictured. Therefore, natural sciences produces a holistic view of different levels of
organizations. Using causal relations, theoretical models are constructed using several different
switching rules. Through the turning on and off of one or more genes, as controlled by one or
more molecules, the properties and dynamics of a cell can change. This can result in different
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Property E. coli Yeast
(S. cerevisae)
Mammalian
(Human
Fibroblast)
Cell volume ∼ 1 µm3 ∼ 1,000 µm3 ∼ 10,000 µm3
Proteins/cell ∼ 4× 106 ∼ 4× 109 ∼ 4× 1010
Mean size of protein 5 nm
Size of genome ∼ 4.6× 106 bp ∼ 1.3× 107 bp ∼ 3× 109 bp
Genes ∼ 4,500 ∼ 6,600 ∼ 30,000
Size of regulator
binding site
∼ 10 bp ∼ 10 bp ∼ 10 bp
Size of promotor ∼ 100 bp ∼ 1,000 bp ∼ 103 to 104 bp
Size of gene ∼ 1,000 bp ∼ 1,000 bp ∼ 104 to 106 bp
(with introns)
Concentration of
one protein/cell
∼ 1 nM ∼ 1 pM ∼ 0.1 pM
Ribosomes/cell ∼ 104 ∼ 107 ∼ 108
Table 2.1: Biological cell characteristics for E. coli, Yeast (S. cerevisae), and Mammalian (Hu-
man Fibroblast) based on [Alo06].
cell behavior, where the concentration of some other molecule is altered, with the effect of
turning on or off some other genes [AJL+07, Hol98].
Thus, to model and investigate cellular life, several different key-components of real-life systems
have to be considered. The central dogma of molecular biology stated by Francis Crick in 1958
describes the basic information flow in cells with the following sentence: “DNA makes RNA,
which in turn makes Proteins” [Cri58, Cri70]. In general, this statement is correct, whereas it
is very simplified. Nowadays, natural science has investigated many processes and functions in
detail, such as transcription, translation, and post-translational modification, among others,
which extend this stated dogma. The investigation of other regulatory processes, such as
microRNA fine-regulation are still in their beginning phases.
Table 2.1 gives an example of specific cell type characteristics to show the variety of living
organisms [Alo06]. Cell volume, the size of the genome, the promotor size, and many other
aspects make a cell unique. Furthermore, transcription time, mRNA lifetime, and cell generation
time, among others, differs between different cell types as presented in Table 2.2 [Alo06]. At
first glance, it becomes obvious that cellular life is very complex and governed by many different
processes and dynamics.
Although, all these presented aspects have to be considered in the modeling of a biological
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Property E. coli Yeast
(S. cerevisae)
Mammalian
(Human
Fibroblast)
Diffusion time of
protein across cell
∼ 0.1 sec
D = 10 µm2/sec
∼ 10 sec ∼ 100 sec
Diffusion time of small
molecule across cell
∼ 0.1 msec
D = 1,000 µm2/sec
∼ 10 msec ∼ 0.1 sec
Time to transcribe
a gene
∼ 1 min
(80 bp/sec)
∼ 1 min ∼ 30 min
(including mRNA
processing)
Time to translate
a protein
∼ 2 min
(40 aa/sec)
∼ 2 min ∼ 30 min
(including mRNA
nuclear export)
Typical mRNA lifetime 2-5 min ∼ 10 min to
over 1 h
∼ 10 min to
over 1 h
Cell generation time ∼ 30 min
(rich medium) to
several hours
∼ 2 h
(rich medium) to
several hours
∼ 20 h -
nondividing
Transition between
protein states
(active/inactive)
1-100 µs 1-100 µs 1-100 µs
Timescale for equilibrium
binding of small molecule
to protein
(diffusion limited)
∼ 1 ms
(1 µM affinity)
∼ 1 sec
(1 nM affinity)
∼ 1 sec
(1 nM affinity)
Timescale of
transcription factor
binding to DNA site
∼ 1 sec
Mutation rate ∼ 10−9
/bp/generation
∼ 10−10
/bp/generation
∼ 10−10
/bp/year
Table 2.2: Biological cell dynamic values for E. coli, Yeast (S. cerevisae), and Mammalian
(Human Fibroblast) based on [Alo06].
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system and put into relationship with the biological dogma, it is neither recommended nor
practical to model all aspects. Too many unknown parameters will come up, with the danger
being that a fitted model will match to nearly anything. Fitted parameters can be even mis-
leading or become meaningless. Furthermore, the larger the model, the longer it will take to
determine parameters and to analyze properties of interest. Therefore, each model has to be
limited to a practical size and linked to clear scientific questions.
One possibility to limit model size is by using biological networks. These networks can be
restricted to only one -omic level, such as metabolomics or proteomics. The main advantage
of biological networks is that they can be used to answer scientific questions with the focus on
important regulatory elements, rather than building up whole systems.
2.2 Biological networks
Cellular life is mostly a network of interacting elements. To visually represent and analyze
the various interactions and relationships, biological systems can be modeled as biological
networks, which are based on mathematical graphs (see Definition 1).
Definition 1. A graph is an ordered pair G = (V, E)
• comprising of a set V of vertices and a set E of edges, where each edge is assigned to two
(not necessarily disjunct) vertices,
• the order of a graph is |V |, comprised of the number of vertices,
• the size of a graph is |E|, comprised of the number of edges,
• the degree of a vertex is the number of edges that connect to it and are defined by NG(v)
or N(v).
The objects, represented by nodes are called “vertices” and the links, represented by directed or
undirected arrows, are called “edges”. In general, the smallest level of details is the molecular
level, describing DNA, RNA, proteins, and metabolites interacting with each other. Thus,
nodes can be any kind of biological compounds belonging to such a system. Edges are used
to represent biological relations and processes, such as activation, inhibition, and expression,
among others. To model all system elements, information flow, and dynamics different biological
networks were introduced as described in the following.
• Transcription networks (or gene regulation networks)
Transcriptional networks control the gene expression within cells in time, space, and am-
plitude [JS11]. Usually these kinds of networks describe how one gene is controlled by the
product of another gene. Therefore, the highly interconnected processes are modeled with
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a directed graph, in which nodes represent gene, transcription factors, and/or proteins and
edges indicate mechanisms, such as transcription, DNA-binding, protein synthesis, degra-
dation, among others. Furthermore, the synthesis of RNA, post-transcriptional events,
mRNA turnover, and translation can also be considered. However, as these kinds of net-
works model a wide range of biological processes, they play a major role in protein-protein
interaction networks, signal transduction networks, metabolic networks, and others, which
are described in the following.
• Protein interaction networks
In terms of the degree of regulation, it becomes apparent that a protein can never be
investigated in isolation. Moreover, it has to be examined in the context of other pro-
teins and their interacting network, in so-called “protein-protein interaction networks”.
The majority of biological processes within a cell are controlled and mediated by proteins
[Hol98, AJL+07]. They interact with other molecules, such as low molecular weight com-
pounds, lipids, and nucleic acids to ensure transcription, translation, splicing, mechanical
strength, transport, immunity, signal transduction, growth, development, and many other
processes. The types of interactions range from transient interactions, occurring for a lim-
ited time, such as they appear in protein kinases, protein phosphates and others, up to
static interactions, such as the transfer of biosynthetic intermediates between catalytic
sites without the diffusion into the enzyme’s surrounding. A further important aspect of
protein-protein interaction is the signal transmissions from the external environment to
specific locations within the cells.
However, such protein-protein interaction networks enable the scientist to investigate
protein functions, system dynamics and biological mechanisms [DLRF10, Wak05, JS11,
PP08, Sut08, Kep07, Zha09]. Reconstructing these kinds of networks, unknown proteins
can be grouped into known biological context, important proteins into functional groups,
sub-networks and motifs identified and examined in detail. This kind of analysis has be-
come so important and powerful that it already contributes to new therapeutic strategies
[KSA08, SWL+05, Sut08].
• Signal transduction networks
Signal transduction networks are of special interest in biological and medical sciences as
many diseases are related to disturbances in signaling networks [Alt02]. In general, signal
transduction links intracellular processes to the extracellular environment of a cell. The
general aim is to model and describe cellular functions in response to external stimuli.
Therefore, information transmission is modeled, starting with the binding of extracellu-
lar ligands to receptors and resulting in cell response that triggers a cascade of signal
transduction reactions. The sequence of reactions involved mainly relies on reversible
chemical modifications and complex formations, such as phosphorylation. The final tar-
gets of the processes are transcription factors and metabolic enzymes. In summary, signal
transduction pathways transform a set of inputs into a set of outputs.
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In contrast with other networks, such as protein-protein interaction networks, signaling
networks are basically directed. From the topological point of view, the networks in-
volve many different motifs, such as positive and negative feedback loops. One of the
most prominent examples is the negative feedback loop of the transcription factor NF-κB
[CHL08, Kea06].
• Metabolic networks
Metabolic networks have a fundamental importance in biochemistry and biotechnology,
as many scientists modify or alter metabolic networks to produce fine chemicals, antibi-
otics, industrial enzymes, antibodies, etc. Furthermore, metabolic networks are used in
biomedicine enabling a better understanding of metabolic mechanisms and for control-
ling infections. Therefore, scientists examine differences, synergies, and other interactions
between human beings and pathogens. In general, the main goal of metabolic networks
is the modeling of cellular processes, such as the up-taking and digesting of substrates
from the environment, energy generation, growth, and cell survival, among others. Many
of these networks are available online in databases, such as KEGG [KGS+12], EcoCyc
[KBMCV+09], and BioCyc [KOMK+05]. The networks refer to metabolites (amino acids,
glucose, polysaccharides, glycans, etc.) and their biochemical reactions.
• Correlation networks
Correlation networks represent statistical associations between variables derived from ex-
periments, such as derived from whole genome arrays, mass spectrometry, and enzyme
based proteomic experiments, among others [JS11]. The global analysis approach is to
give a broad overview of the state of the organism. Due to technological advances in
system biology, experimental approaches are able to provide qualitative and quantitative
information, which can be used for comprehensive insights into biological systems.
Usually the resulting datasets are mainly independent variable-unit entries. However,
based on the experimentally measured values, correlations can either be determined from
the probability point of view or the strength of variable units. The first approach measures
if two values have a connection by coincidence or if there seems to be a real link. Therefore,
correlation coefficients are calculated expressing the connection probability. The accuracy
of this approach mainly depends on the sample size of the experiment. Examining a large
number of samples increases the probabilities for finding real connections and moreover,
increases the probability of identifying whether weak connections are true. The second
approach only considers connection from the strength of variable units, instead of the
sampling size. However, an experimental validation based upon the results is the best
way to confirm a predicted correlation.
• Phylogenetic networks
Phylogenetic networks describe the evolution and relationship between different organ-
isms. Usually, phylogenetic reconstructions are presented by trees rather than networks,
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in which branch points represent the evolutionary separation of two organisms. However,
trees do not consider vertical and horizontal gene-transfer events. Thus, phylogenetic
networks describe evolutionary processes in more detail. Kunin et al. give one prominent
example of such a phylogenetic network in their article “The net of life: Reconstructing
the microbial phylogenetic network” [KGDO05].
• Ecological networks
Ecological networks typically present food webs. Food webs are limited representations of
real ecosystems describing ecological communities focusing on trophic interactions between
consumers and resources (“what eats what”) [Gra08, DRWM05, Pim02]. In general, two
trophic categories exist, called trophic levels. The first ones are the autotrophs, which
produce organic matter from inorganic substances. The second level, the heterotrophs,
obtains organic matter by feeding on autotrophs and other heterotrophs. It is a unified
system of exchange, adopted to analyze interrelationships between community structure,
stability, and ecosystem processes.
The analysis of food webs has shown that the evolution of realistic food web structures
can be explained on the basis of simple rules regarding population abundance and species
occurrence. For example, ecologists and mathematics have figured out early on, that
the structure of food webs consists of non-random properties, such as scaling laws. By
examining a predator-prey model (resource-consumer, plant-herbivore, parasite-host), it
becomes obvious, that the size of one species is crucial to the stability of the whole system
[Hop82].
However, food webs are an important representation for the prediction of ecological events.
They are mainly used to understand biological systems and moreover to protect them from
outside influences, such as climate change, foreign wild species, and the narrowing of the
habitat.
Summarized, the presented biological networks are able to capture all -omic levels, and further-
more, able to model ecological events and other correlations. With these advantages bioinfor-
matics and systems biology have a set of powerful integrated frameworks to present, integrate,
and visualize knowledge. Furthermore, graph theory comes with powerful approaches to analyze
those networks as described in the following.
2.3 Graph theory
As mentioned in the previous section, graphs or networks can be used to model many types of
biological relations, biological processes, and biological questions. Furthermore, geometry and
topology can give important clues about organization and information flow within a system.
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Figure 2.1: Different graph types as they may appear in biological networks: a) undirected, b)
directed, c) mixed, d) multi-graph, e) hyper-graph, f) bipartite graph, g) tree.
Graph analysis can determine structural properties of a network. Furthermore, graph theory
can analyze vertex degrees, path lengths, diameter, and many other structural properties.
In general, graphs can have different types as presented in Figure 2.1. In a directed graph an
edge between the vertices u and v is represented by the ordered pair (u, v) [Die00]. Visually the
ordered pair represents the direction of the arrowhead. However, there is a big difference between
directed and undirected graphs for a given number of vertices. The amount of directed
graphs Ndir(V ) with V vertices is much higher than the amount of possible undirected graphs
Nundir(V ) [JS11]:
Ndir(V )
Nundir(V )
= 2
(V 2−1)
2 (2.1)
A mixed graph has both directed and undirected pairs. In the biological context it can
represent protein-protein interaction networks, where some interactions are undirected, such
as protein-complex bindings, and some interactions, such as activation, phosphorylation, and
other processes are directed. A multi-graph contains multiple edges, where two or more edges
are incident to the same two vertices. A hyper-graph is characterized by more than two ele-
ments, which are connected to one interaction. Hyper-graphs are often used to model metabolic
networks where several substances are used in one reaction to produce another substance.
A graph is bipartite if there is a partition of its vertex set V = S ∪ T , such that each edge in
E has exactly one end-vertex in S and one end-vertex in T . In general, a tree is an undirected,
connected, acyclic graph, in which any two vertices are connected by one simple path. Vertices
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with only one edge are called leaves. All other vertices are inner vertices. However, a tree can
also be directed, where the edges are all directed towards a particular vertex, or all directed
away from a particular vertex. In case of a rooted tree, one vertex is designated the root, in
which case the edges have a natural orientation, towards or away from the root. The depth of
such a tree is the length of the path from the root to a vertex. The height is the maximal depth
[Die00].
A subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) of the graph G = (V,E) is a graph where V ′ ∈ V and E′ ∈ E
[Die00]. The density of a graph is given by
2 | E |
| V | (| V | −1) (2.2)
This definition indicates how dense or connected a graph is determining vertex degrees
[PSM+11].
Two graphs G and G′ are isomorphic G ' G′, if there exist a bijection ϕ : V− > V ′ between
the vertex sets of G and G′, such that any two vertices u and v of G are adjacent in G if and only
if (u) and (v) are adjacent in G′, based on xy ∈ E ⇔ ϕ(x)ϕ(y) ∈ E′ ∀x, y ∈ V [Die00].
Global network properties are topological entities, such as distance, average path length, and
diameter. A path is a sequence (v0, e1, v1, e2, . . . , vk−1, ek, vk) of vertices and edges. The
length of a path is given by its number of edges. The distance between two vertices is given
by dG(u, v). A shortest path between two vertices is a path with minimal length dij . The
average path length is defined by d = 〈dij〉. The diameter is defined by dm = max(dij),
which represents the maximum path length. The correlation between edges and vertices is given
by ε(G) := |E|/|V | [PSM+11, Die00].
An Eulerian path is a path, which contains every edge exactly once. A graph is an Eulerian
graph if it contains an Eulerian path [Die00]. A path in an undirected graph that visits each
vertex exactly once is called a Hamiltonian path. A graph that contains a Hamiltonian path
is a Hamilton graph [Die00].
Going further into detail, vertex degrees and other topological indices are described in the
following, which serve as a base for centrality measurements. A vertex degree δG(v) = δ(v)
is the number of edges |E(v)| incident to the vertex, with loops counted twice. The minimum
degree is characterized by δ(G) := min{d(v) | v ∈ V }, the maximum degree by ∆(G) :=
max{d(v) | v ∈ V }, the average degree by:
d(G) :=
∑
v∈V
d(v)
|V | (2.3)
The relation between the degrees is given by δ(G) ≤ d(G) ≤ ∆(G) [JS11, Die00,
PSM+11].
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The clustering coefficient, a basic measurement for the local cohesiveness of a network,
measures the probability that two vertices with a common neighbor are connected. In the case
of undirected graphs, there exist Emax = ki(ki − 1)/2 possible edges between neighbors. The
clustering coefficient Ci of the vertex ni is then given as the number of edges Ei between the
neighbors to the maximal number Emax with [JS11]:
Ci =
2Ei
ki(ki − 1) (2.4)
The matching index quantifies the similarity between two vertices on the number of common
neighbors. The index is based on following definition [JS11]:
Mij =
∑
common neighbors∑
total number of neighbors
=
∑N
k,lAikAjl
ki + kj −
∑N
k,lAikAjl
(2.5)
Based on the presented definitions a variety of analysis techniques are possible. The approaches
enable structural, as well as individual node analysis. Thus, it is not surprising, that applied to
biological networks, it has become an important aspect in system biology, bioinformatics, and
theoretical biology [JS11]. Furthermore, it can contribute and increase the power of various
modeling approaches, which are discussed in the following.
2.4 Biological standards
Molecular biotechnology, systems biology, bioinformatics, and many other disciplines in biology
make it possible to reconstruct and analyze biological systems. More than 300 pathway or
molecular interaction-related data resources, visualization, and analysis software tools have
been developed1. However, the diversity of tools shows several problems in sharing and moving
models between each other. An attempt to overcome this problem is the creation of standards
[MRC+09, SB08, SHL07].
In an online survey, Klipp et al. asked 125 researchers (75% modelers, 4% experimentalists
or 21% both) covering various fields, such as modeling of individual pathways, investigation of
complex processes, development and application of computational methods, and software de-
velopment about their opinion on standards [KLH+07]. About 80% of the scientists considered
the creation of standards necessary or desirable. This is not surprising, science standards have
many advantages as listed in the following:
1The number of software applications has been approximated by counting software tools that support the
Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) and the Cell Markup Language (CellML). Software tools are listed
at http://www.sbml.org/ and http://www.cellml.org/.
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• Model definitions and entities are based on ontologies, defined nomenclature and restric-
tions. Thus, they become accessible and readable to a wide community.
• Standards improve communication between software tools, free exchange of information,
and comparison between different studies, which results in more productive collaborations.
• Complementary resources from multiple simulation/analysis tools can work together, in-
stead of redefining and reconstructing models in each tool.
• Reimplementation of models becomes easier or dispensable, which reduces duplication
and redundancy.
• If tools are no longer supported, models developed within the tools can be still used if
they are based on standards. Information, knowledge, and research progress is not lost
and can be reused.
• Data curation teams can evaluate models without being restricted to a certain tool or
formalism.
• In the publication process, any curator can process annotation and normalization before
data is published and made available to the scientific community.
Scientists, simultaneously with both tool development and modeling projects, have developed
standards to share, evaluate and analyze knowledge and information. Standards are definitions
in the form of common, inclusive and computable languages. For the modeling and shar-
ing of biological models main standards exist, such as the Systems Biology Ontology (SBO)
[CJK+11], Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [FH03, HFS+03], the Cell Markup
Language (CellML) [MMR+10], and Biological Pathways Exchange (BioPAX) [DCP+10]. For
the graphical representation of biological pathways, languages such as the System Biology
Graphical Notations (SBGN) [LNHM+09] have been introduced (see Section 2.5). Model de-
scription achieves human and computational usability, reusability, and interoperability when
the encoded format is standardized. Models or software tools without standardization are only
of limited use, as they do not provide the possibility to share, compare, and/or integrate large
amount of systems. Thus, it is important to use common standards as described in the following
section.
2.5 System modeling
Modeling biological phenomena with the use of computer applications has become a common
task as described in this section. Therefore, different modeling techniques exist to study and
analyze the dynamic details of biological systems. In general, biologists are more familiar with
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mathematical modeling, whereas computer scientists are accustomed to computational formal-
ism. However, several approaches provide mathematical as well as computational capacities.
In order to give an overview of existing modeling languages, the most important techniques in
systems biology and biological network modeling are briefly described in the following subsec-
tions.
2.5.1 Ordinary differential equations
One of the most powerful techniques in modeling system dynamics are ordinary differential
equations (ODEs), which provide a theoretical framework for discrete, continuous, determin-
istic, and stochastic models. In general, they describe the change rate of variables in the
modeled system as a function of time. ODEs have been applied and used in many application
cases and proved themselves very useful [vdB11, Alo06, TCN03]. Furthermore, ODEs can be
used to model entire systems with given kinetics [GGM+10, DG08]. One common example
for modeling gene activation or positive control is the Hill function in which the equilibrium
binding of the transcription factor to its site on the promotor is modeled from zero to its
maximal saturated level with Definition 2 (see Figure 2.2 for a graphical representation).
Figure 2.2: Graphical plot of one Hill function with different steepness parameters (n) for the
modeling of gene activation and positive control in biology.
Definition 2. A Hill function is defined by F(X∗)=
βX∗n
Kn +X∗n
, where
• K is termed as the activation coefficient,
• β the maximal expression level of the promoter,
• n the steepness of the input function (the larger n is, the more step-like the curve).
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However, the model reconstruction with ODEs has some major drawbacks when the kinetic
system parameters involved are unknown. With increasing network size and complexity it be-
comes almost impossible to estimate all missing parameters. Due to high-throughput techniques
a huge amount of qualitative data is available but the parameter estimation still remains chal-
lenging. Furthermore, precise quantitative measurements for parameter estimations are difficult
to parametrically explore. A further disadvantage of ODE network modeling and analysis is
that ODE-based models do not support any detailed insights into signal and information flow
within biological networks. Thus, information flow, biological cascades, and system dependen-
cies cannot be examined in detail.
2.5.2 Object-oriented modeling
Object-Oriented Modeling (OOM) is a paradigm in which a system is primarily modeled with
a set of related, interacting objects and the functions and services they provide [RE91]. These
objects represent all entities relevant to the application (see Figure 2.3 for an example). Nearly
anything can be an object, which is defined as an assembly of classes. A class is a discrete
reusable code block that has attributes, takes variables, performs functions, and returns values,
among others. In general, objects do not exist in isolation from another. The relationships
between the objects represent a wide set of different connections and interactions, for example,
how one protein is related to a gene, or how one protein changes the state of another protein by
phosphorylation. However, the modeling task is always specified for one specific context, where
objects belong to each other and share a set of properties and methods to imitate the real-world
system [JGW04, FDM09, DPG93]. Using the standardized Unified Modeling Language (UML)
[LS94] the object-oriented models can be made visually accessible through a set of graphic
notation techniques.
2.5.3 Rule-based models
Rule-based specifications and formal grammars play an important role in the creation of pho-
torealistic virtual organisms. Particularly plants and scientific models of vegetation structure
are modeled with rule-based models [Kur07]. One widely used formalism is the Lindenmayer
System (L-System), a parallel rewriting system on strings. Based on an alphabet of symbols,
a finite set of rules for string manipulations, a start string called axiom, and a mechanism to
visualize data, it is possible to model the morphology of a variety of organisms. With an itera-
tive process, which expands the model with new structures in each time step, growth processes
can be modeled and simulated.
For example, having the axiom A and the rules A → B (letter A will be transformed into
letter B) and the rule B → AB (letter B will be transformed into substring AB), a new string
is generated in each time step by applying the aforementioned rules. Based on the system
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Figure 2.3: An example of an object-oriented model in molecular biology. The model is focused
on a mandatory set of properties, whereas a complete model is made up of more attributes and
relationships. However, here, a protein can be a transcription factor regulating one or more
specific genes. One gene can be even regulated by more than one transcription factor. The
genes are derived from the class DNA, which contains a set of genes. Each gene alone or in
combination with others can be transcribed and translated into one or more proteins. Each
class is characterized by specific attributes, such as binding sites and nucleic acid sites, which
are necessary for biological functions and molecular processing.
settings the development sequence for this model is described by: A → B → AB → BAB →
ABBAB → BABABBAB → . . . Finally, the expanded string only needs to be visualized to
see developmental growth.
In order to visualize this model, additional geometric rules have to be defined, which reconstruct
geometric structures based on the appearance and order of the letters in the development
sequence. One of the first examples of branching structures generated by an L-System was given
by Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer in 1990 [PL90], which is presented in Figure 2.4.
2.5.4 Constraint-based models
Constraint-based models are mainly used for cellular metabolism. The main idea of this ap-
proach is to describe detailed dynamic models with a set of constraints which characterize the
models possible behaviors. Therefore, stoichiometric, thermodynamic, and enzyme capacity
constraints are defined. Instead of single solutions, a set of possible solutions represents differ-
ent phenotypes which comply with the constraints. Thus, models can comprise thousands of
reactions, such as the metabolic reconstruction of the bacterium Escherichia coli, where 2,583
constraint reactions were defined [OCN+11]. Furthermore, these models and constraints can
be used for other metabolic engineering applications. However, the classical constraint-based
models focus at flux balance analysis of metabolic networks [KPE03, Wie01].
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Figure 2.4: A developmental sequence of branching structures generated by an L-System (pic-
ture from [PL90]).
2.5.5 Interacting state machines
Interacting state machines are mathematical models for the description of temporal behavior
within a system. The model is based on the states of its parts and not on its components.
Therefore, hierarchies are expressed by diagram-based formalisms. Each of the parts can be in
one of a finite number of states, whereas the machine is in only one state at a given time. How-
ever, by initiating a trigger event the machine can change its condition. The main advantage of
interacting state machines is that they require little quantitative data, as they model biological
behavior in a qualitative way [EHC03, KCH01]. Usually, models described with interacting
state machines are used for model checking and interactive execution.
2.5.6 Process algebras
Process algebras are used for the modeling of concurrent systems. The language provides a
framework for the high-level description of interactions, communications, and synchronizations
using a set of process primitives. Operators are used to combine these primitives. Therefore,
this approach provides algebraic laws for the manipulation and analysis of process expressions
using equational reasoning. In most of the cases, process algebras are used in signal processing,
as presented in the work of Danos and Laneve. The authors introduced a protein algebra to
demonstrate how standard biological events can be expressed in simplified signaling pathways
[DL04].
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Figure 2.5: An example of a simple cellular automaton with rules and settings of the “Game
of Life” approach by John Horton Conway. From left to right: initial state and configuration
(generation 1), second generation, and third generation.
2.5.7 Cellular automata
Cellular automata (CA) are used to model and simulate biological self-organization. They use
a paradigm of fine-grained, uniform, parallel computation, which were used in many aspects
of developmental biology [EE93, WYA+05, WMP99]. With CA whole population dynamics
can be simulated in which each individual’s fate is dependent on its neighbor’s behavior and
existence. Therefore, a set of simple rules is defined, that mimics the physical laws of the given
system. The evolution of a CA is determined by its initial state, requiring no further input.
The simulation is discrete in time, space, state, and once running, evolves with its own given
rules.
The most prominent example of a CA is the “Game of Life” devised by the British mathematician
John Horton Conway in 1970 [Gar70]. The example is based on a simple deterministic CA
consisting of a regular two-dimensional grid of cells, in which each cell has a certain state: Alive
or dead. Every cell interacts with its neighbors based on the set of applied rules at each time
step (see Figure 2.5).
Following rules are applied to the “Game of Life” to calculate and simulate next genera-
tions:
• Any living cell with less than two living neighbors dies because of under-population.
• Any living cell with two or three living neighbors does not change in the next generation.
• Any living cell with more than three living neighbors dies due to overcrowding.
• Any dead cell becomes alive by reproduction, when exactly three neighbors are alive.
Those rules are applied repeatedly to create further generation. Finally after n generations, a
picture results, that describes population structure, dynamics, population features, and system
robustness, among others.
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2.5.8 Agent-based systems
Agent-based systems are similar to the concept of cellular automata, focusing on complex
system behavior, structures, and phenomena in dynamics. This approach describes and sim-
ulates operations and interactions of autonomous agents in a given space. System operations
and interactions are based on simple rules. However, in contrast to CAs, the agents are not
placed on a grid or any similar environment. Moreover, the autonomous agents can freely move
within the given 2D or 3D space. The most prominent examples are from multi-cellular stud-
ies, such as tumor growth studies [ZAD07], morphogenesis [GMTH06], and immune response
[LVC+08].
2.5.9 Bayesian networks
A technique for biological network modeling is the so-called “Bayesian networks” theory.
Bayesian networks are used for the automatic reconstruction of causal signaling network mod-
els from experimentally derived data [LDD+09, Pe’05, SSR+03]. The core of this approach is
the notion of conditional independency. This approach calculates probabilistic relationships to
estimate which network structures, circuits, and motifs can be derived from given biological
data. This results in one or a set of possible directed acyclic graphs that match the exper-
imentally data conditions best. Nodes, which are not connected within the graph, represent
variables which are conditionally independent. Nodes that are connected to each other represent
strong probabilistic relationships based on experimentally conditions. One example of such an
approach is presented in Figure 2.6.
However, the reconstruction of such networks demands a large number of datasets. The greater
the network, the larger the necessary experimental datasets must be. Otherwise, probabilistic
relationships and independencies cannot be determined.
2.5.10 Boolean networks
In 1969, Boolean networks were introduced by Kauffman to model gene regulatory networks
[Kau69]. Here, genes are modeled by Boolean variables which represent their active and in-
active states within the model. A Boolean network is a directed graph, where all nodes are
equivalent and receive information inputs from their neighbors. Every node can only take two
binary values, 0 (OFF) or 1 (ON). These values represent the dynamic activity and behavior
of the involved elements. Information flow and statement acting is determined by a logic rule.
Therefore, the logical operators and, or, and not are used. If the statement is true, the logical
operation results in an ON state, otherwise it remains in the OFF state (an example is given
in Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.6: This Figure presents a Bayesian network example from classical genetics studying
mutations. (a) The probability that the son has a mutation is 0.001. If we know that his
grandfather has the same mutation, the probability increases to 0.025. Thus, their genotypes
are clearly dependent. But if we also know that his father has the mutation as well, the son’s
probability increases to 0.5. This additional information indicates that his father, independent
of whether his grandfather has or does not have the mutation, only affects the son’s proba-
bility. Therefore, only one conditionally network can be reconstructed (b), which matches the
experimental data. All other possible networks are disregarded.
Figure 2.7: The Figure shows a possible Boolean network based on three nodes (a), each having
a state 0 (OFF) or 1 (ON). The states for each node is determined by the input of the other
nodes. Node 1 and 2 copy their single input, while node 3 performs the Boolean function NOR
on its inputs as described in the table (b). The dynamic system is described in (c), where filled
nodes are on, lights are off.
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The main advantage of this technique is the reduced number of parameters necessary while still
capturing network dynamics and producing biologically predictions and insights [Ger04]. How-
ever, quantitative measurements cannot be included for precise predictions and analysis.
2.5.11 Boolean formalization
This approach formalizes in Boolean terms genetic situations for the description of complex
circuits [Tho73, TD90, BCC+07]. The main goal of this language is to formalize a complex
model in a compact and unambiguous way by functions of binary variables. Therefore, three
different types are defined and used. The genetic variable describes the gene state, being normal
or mutated and the recognition site, being a promoter, operator, terminator, or other. The
environment describes temperature and the presence of different substances. Internal variables
are used to memorize previous system states at a given time. Associated functions calculate the
proceeding periods of the system with regard to the present variables. In order to reduce the
algebraic expressions to its simplest form, tabulations of the logic equations as Veitch matrices
are used. The Veith matrices give a clear and exhaustive view of all calculated system states
and show which states are stable and how the model proceeds from state to state.
2.5.12 Petri net
A Petri net is a mathematical modeling language for the description and analysis of complex and
distributed systems. Therefore, it provides an exact mathematical definition of its execution
semantics. The language was introduced by Carl Adam Petri in 1962 [Pet62] and constantly
developed. Thus, this language comes with a well-developed mathematical theory for process
analysis.
Reisig et al. presented the first basic definition in their article “A primer in Petri net design”
in 1982 [Rei92]. This resulted in the general formalism presented in Definition 3.
Definition 3. A basic Petri net is defined by the tuple PN = (P, T, F, W, m0), where
• P = {p1, p2, ... , pn} is a finite set of places,
• T = {t1, t2, ... , tn} is a finite set of transitions,
• P and T are pairwise disjoint,
• F ⊆ (P × T) ∪ (T × P) is a set of arcs from places to transitions and transitions to
places, where (pi → tj) denotes the arc from place pi to transition tj, and (tj → pi) the
arc from transition tj to place pi,
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• W is the weight function (W: F → R) which assigns every arc a non-negative integer,
where (f:pi → tj) denotes the weight of the arc from place pi to transition tj,
• m0 is the initial marking ∀ pi ∈ P.
A Petri net is based on a directed bipartite graph, in which the nodes represent transitions
and places. Regarding the graphical representation, places are drawn as circles, transitions are
drawn as rectangles and arcs are drawn as directed arrows. The directed arcs describe which
places are pre- and/or post-conditions for which transitions. Each place can contain tokens,
which are drawn as black dots. The start configuration of a Petri net model is described by the
state m0, which assigns tokens to each place. With this graphical notation, processes such as
choice, iteration, and concurrent execution can be modeled stepwise and analyzed.
Due to the presented formalism, Petri nets stand out by their balance between modeling power
and analyzability in comparison to other modeling techniques. Furthermore, concurrent sys-
tems can be automatically determined, although some of the systems are difficult and expensive
to determine [PR08]. Thus, the various modeling possibilities and analytic power of the pro-
posed formalism offers a well-developed basis for the description of chemical processes and a
mathematical theory for process analysis.
In 1992 Reddy et al. proposed a Petri net formalism for biological network modeling in or-
der to represent and analyze metabolic pathways in a qualitative manner [RML92]. Using the
biological definition, places represent biological compounds such as metabolites, enzymes, pro-
teins, and cofactors, which are part of biochemical reactions. The directed arcs and transitions
are used to represent relations, events, and stoichiometry between the biological compounds.
The drawback of the proposed formalism by Reddy et al. is that neither complex metabolic
processes nor quantitative processes can be modeled. Therefore, Hofestädt et al. expanded
the existing formalism and introduced a more complex Petri net language [Hof94] to enable
quantitative modeling of biochemical networks. This resulted in a formalism that is capable of
modeling gene-controlled metabolic networks, cell communication processes, and other signaling
processes and regulations (see Figure 2.8).
However, in order to model and analyze kinetic effects, a further formalism was introduced,
called functional Petri net (FPN) (see Definition 4). Therefore, Hofestädt and Thelen presented
a more detailed formalism [HT98] based on the definition of the self-modifying Petri net by
Valk [Val78].
Definition 4. A functional Petri net is defined by the tuple FPN = (P, T, F, VF, m0), where
• (P,T,F) is a net,
• VF is a mapping, which assigns each f from F a mapping VF (f ),
• VF (f ) is an element of: g(x1, ... ,xn) | g: PN × ... × PN → N, n ∈ N, and
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Figure 2.8: This Figure shows the possibility of modeling abstract biological processes with Petri
nets. The model is based on gene-controlled biochemical reactions, such as gene regulation,
protein synthesis, and others.
• PN represents any number N or the number of tokens represented by the place PN regarding
the actual configuration of FPN.
The advantage of the FPN is that kinetic effects of biological networks can be analyzed and
simulated. Thereby, any qualitative Petri net model can be extended by a functional Petri net.
Later this model can be enriched with quantitative experimental data.
The usage of real numbers instead of tokens was not considered in the existing formalisms. Thus,
for more realistic simulations of biological networks a further extension of the Petri net classes
was necessary. In view of these new demands, Alla and David introduced the Hybrid Petri net
(HPN) in 1998 [AD98]. The idea of the HPN is the representation of two kinds of places and
transitions that allow calculating discrete and analytical molecular values. Therefore, discrete
places (discrete transitions) and continuous places (continuous transitions) are defined. Thus,
non-negative real numbers can be used in continuous places, representing the concentration of
metabolites and other biological concepts.
Later on, Matsuno et al. proposed a Petri net approach for the modeling of gene regulatory
networks by discrete and continuous processes with Hybrid Petri nets [MDNM00]. The authors
combined the discrete Petri net concept with the continuous one. Their approach uses Petri
nets containing discrete places with integer tokens and discrete transitions with time delays as
well as continuous places with non-negative real marks and continuous transitions with firing
speeds.
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Figure 2.9: Graphical representation of the HFPN formalism. This Petri net formalism intro-
duces two new arcs (test and inhibitor arcs) and combines the discrete Petri net concept with
the continuous one to one paradigm.
However, Matsuno et al. improved this approach by combining the discrete Petri net concept
with the continuous one to a so-called Hybrid Functional Petri Net (HFPN) [MTA+02]. The
authors extended the formalism with the feature that arcs as well as the speeds of the transitions
are functions depending on the tokens of the places. Furthermore, they extended the HFPN by
two specific arcs, called test arcs and inhibitor arcs in order to model inhibition and activation
mechanisms in biological processes (see Figure 2.9 for a graphical representation of the formal-
ism). Chen and Hofestädt as well as Doi et al. demonstrated the applicability, possibilities,
and power of this approach by modeling molecular networks [CH02, DFM+04].
In addition to the aforementioned formalisms, Goss and Peccoud introduced Stochastic Petri
nets [GP98]. The main idea behind Stochastic Petri nets is to model the random behavior of
molecular reactions, as they have been observed in many experiments with a low concentration
of molecular reaction. A stochastic transition does not fire instantaneously but rather with a
time delay following an exponential distribution which may depend on the token numbers of
the places.
2.5.13 Visual modeling
A further way to model a biological system is by using a standard graphical notation, such
as the System Biology Graphical Notations (SBGN) [LNHM+09]. SBGN is a visual language
which focuses on the graphical notation of biological networks. It provides a common notation
to represent interactions and regulations between molecular species, such as binding, complex-
ation, and protein modification, among others. It consists of three complementary languages:
process diagram, entity relationship diagram, and activity flow diagram. Together the different
notations enable scientists to represent biological networks in a standard and unambiguous way
(see Figure 2.10 for an example).
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Figure 2.10: SBGN entity relationship diagram representing the effect of calmodulin
binding on CaMKII activity, using the nested entities of ER L2 V1 (picture from
http://www.sbgn.org/Documents/ER_L1_Examples).
Summary
Each modeling technique comes with specific features and constraints. In order to model and
analyze a biological system a powerful theoretical framework is necessary. Thus, visual lan-
guages such as SBGN are not suitable for systems biology analysis, as they do not provide any
kind of analytical environment. Furthermore, these languages consider only a limited graphical
representation of the biological components. Object-oriented models are software-intensive and
complex systems. As systems evolve, classes and the function they perform need to be changed
more often. This can result in a schema, where complexity continuously grows. Thus, a clean
programming, organization, and notation are necessary during model design and software im-
plementation. Furthermore, well-defined interfaces between objects are mandatory to keep the
model maintainable. Otherwise, model parameters can become distorted or even incorrect.
Ambiguities in data flow can also occur. Therefore, the following review only focuses on model-
ing techniques that provide sophisticated analysis power and are clean and well-defined in their
semantics. To show how often and in which application cases the aforementioned techniques
are used, Machado et al. summarized literature references, classified by the type of biological
process [MCR+11] (see Table 2.3). Boolean formalizations are not considered in this review
as this approach is frequently used in system biology and bioinformatics. Furthermore, the
same or similar results can be produced with Boolean networks, ODEs, or Petri nets, among
others.
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Signaling
networks
Gene
regulatory
networks
Metabolic
networks
Boolean networks + + +
Bayesian networks + + +
Petri nets + + + + +
Process algebras + +
Constraint-based models + + + +
Differential equations + + + + + +
Rule-based models + +
Interacting state machines + +
Cellular automata + +
Agent-based models + + +
Table 2.3: Overview of the amount of literature references using the presented formalism classi-
fied by the type of biological process [MCR+11]. Based on the evaluated information, signaling
networks have been modeled and analyzed with all formalisms. Gene regulatory networks and
metabolic networks have only been modeled with specific techniques due to their specific sys-
tem dynamics and topology. However, differential equations, constraint-based models, and Petri
nets have been used as universal techniques to examine all of the mentioned networks.
The first thing to point out is that all formalisms have been applied to signaling networks. This
it not surprising, as signaling networks have the largest number of features, such as spatial
localization, multi-state components, network information flow, and robustness, among others.
Therefore, each of the presented formalisms contributes with powerful features. A smaller
number of formalisms are applied to metabolic networks. However, this does not indicate
that other formalisms are not able to model those systems. Moreover, it seems that Petri nets,
process algebras, constraint-based models, and differential equations seem to be powerful enough
to consider all aspects of metabolic system dynamics. A further observation indicates that Petri
nets, constraint-based models, differential equations, and cellular automata are applied to all
kind of biological networks. This makes them potential candidates for whole-cell modeling. The
most powerful technique is still differential equations modeling, which is also reflected by the
data provided in the table. However, Petri nets are among the formalisms that cover most of
the features to model all kinds of biological networks as described in Table 2.4. It is a universal
graphical modeling concept for representing processes from different application fields in nearly
all degrees of abstraction. Petri nets provide the qualitative modeling approach as well as the
quantitative one. Furthermore, qualitative and quantitative formalism can be combined to one
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paradigm. The formalism is easy to understand and use.
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Table 2.4: Overview of implemented features for each modeling formalism based on [MCR+11]:
(+) Supported feature; (e) Available through extension. Based on the provided data, the most
powerful technique is the Petri net modeling as it includes the advantages and features of all
other formalisms.
Once a basic qualitative model is established, it can be successively enriched with quantitative
data. Thus, parameter estimations based on experimentally derived data is not implicitly
necessary in the network reconstruction process. Furthermore, models can be modeled discretely
as well as continuously. It is even possible to integrate ODEs for precise model description.
Besides, Petri nets allow hierarchical structuring of models and thus offer the possibility of
different detailed views for every observer of the model. Petri net theory provides a variety
of established analysis techniques that are well-suited and applicable to biological network
modeling. Moreover, database information, as described in the following section, can be used
to automatically reconstruct sophisticated network and Petri net models.
2.6 Databases
Databases are an important resource in assisting scientists from natural sciences in their re-
search. They provide knowledge that helps explain biological phenomena from genes up to
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the entire metabolism of an organism. They contain life science information collected from
scientific experiments, published literature, high-throughput experiment technology, and com-
putational analyses. Using a database for information storage, users can benefit from reduced
data redundancy, improved data security, improved data access, greater data integrity, increased
consistency, and many other aspects [EN10].
The first biological database emerged in 1965 when Margaret Dayhoff published the Atlas of Pro-
tein Sequence and Structure [SD10]. In the 70s the first protein structure database, called Pro-
tein Data Bank (PDB) was founded [BKW+77, Mey97, BHNM07]. A few years, later in 1981,
the first repository for nucleotide sequences was established called European Molecular Biology
Laboratory (EMBL) [HC86, CAB+09] and one year later the GenBank [BFG+85, BKMC+12].
Since then, more and more biological databases have developed. The 19th annual database
issue of Nucleic Acid Research (NAR) now lists more than 1,380 databases in molecular biology
[GFS12]. The Pathway Resource List (Pathguide) [BCS06], a meta-database with an overview
of more than 325 biological pathway related resources, with more than 100 databases focused
on protein-protein interaction, is an additional important resource for biological databases. To
make it easier for researchers to quickly find relevant information about useful molecular re-
sources, tools and databases, community-curated databases with content and links to other
biological databases were established. Some of the most important are MetaBase [BCP+12],
Online Bioinformatics Resources Collection (OBRC) [CCB+07], BioDBCore [Bat10], and the
Bioinformatics Links Directory [FBM+05, BYYO11]. Currently, more than 1,800 entries are
listed in MetaBase, each describing different biological databases. BioDBCore gives a brief
description of the core attributes of biological databases, whereas OBRC contains annotations
and links for more than 1,700 bioinformatic databases and software tools. The Bioinformatics
Links Directory curates links to software tools and databases. Using these resources, users have
the possibility to contribute, update, and maintain database content.
A further resource for information is a so-called “wiki”. A wiki is community website which
allows its users to add, modify, comment, or delete content. Thus, content can be created and
reviewed collaboratively. The most popular wiki is the online encyclopedia Wikipedia2. Finn
et al. [FGB12] say that wikis are undoubtedly changing the way biological databases operate,
since a database is no longer closed, moreover it can be commented, updated and improved by
users; “A static resource is becoming dynamic.” On the other hand new problems arise, such as
the curation, participation and responsibility of researchers. At any rate, a growing number of
databases using wiki systems and technologies suggest a new type of database storage, access,
and editing.
In general, biological knowledge is distributed amongst many different general and specialized
categories, covering all -omic levels. Concerning the NAR, the main categories for biological
databases are:
2www.wikipedia.org
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• Nucleotide sequence databases
• RNA sequence databases
• Protein sequence databases
• Structure databases
• Genomics databases (non-vertebrate)
• Metabolic and signaling pathways
• Human and other vertebrate genomes
• Human genes and diseases
• Microarray and other gene expression databases
• Proteomics resources
• Other molecular biology databases
• Organelle databases
• Plant databases
• Immunological databases
• Cell biology databases
To give insight into the growth of biological databases, Bolser et al. [BCP+12] examined the
database for biomedical publications PubMed [WCE+04] for entries publishing new database
information. They queried the database for unique publications containing the word "database"
in the title. In 1980 only 2 publications were listed, whereas the number of database publications
increased to nearly 1,200 in 2010 (see Figure 2.11). Querying the NAR for listed databases gives
further insight into the growth of databases (see Figure 2.12).
However, having access to such a large amount of databases results in certain challenges. New
high-throughput methods in biology generate more datasets than ever before. An ever increasing
number of publicly available databases that analyze, integrate, and summarize leads to several
problems. No single database has stored sufficient information about one specific topic or the
resources to capture and organize all the published information. Moreover, researchers are
challenged to query multiple databases to interrogate the largest possible dataset. Even on
a specific biological or biomedical topic it might become a challenging and time-consuming
task. Besides, a small number of databases are independently funded and pursue their goals
in isolation. This especially applies to databases with a very specific topic. Another problem
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Figure 2.11: The growth of database publications per year. Each bar shows the number of
research articles with the keyword "database" appearing in the article title in the given year.
This data is provided by Bolser et al. [BCP+12] who counted indexed articles in PubMed
[WCE+04].
Figure 2.12: The number of listed databases in the annual issues of NAR. Each bar shows the
number of databases in the given year.
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occurs when resources only exist for short time due to the end of funding. Afterwards they are
neither supported nor is database content up to date.
Database content is a further criterion for quality. To be confident about data, it should be
collected from well-curated resources, experiments, literature, and evaluated analysis methods.
In the best case scenario, a senior curator additionally curates provided information. Thus,
noisy data, redundant information from overlapping sets of experiments or literature, different
publication structures, definitions, and identifiers would not become a hurdle in obtaining infor-
mation of interest. Ironically, sometimes new resources are created to cope with the perceived
problems or omissions of existing databases instead of improving them.
In summary, biological databases are a great resource for research and almost all of them are
free and available via internet. However, it is very difficult to judge the strengths, weaknesses,
or status of the available databases. To cope with the variety and amount of available data, the
heterogeneity of the data in different sources, and the autonomy and different capabilities of
the sources, the topics biological data integration and data warehousing have cropped up and
became a major focus of bioinformatics as described in the next section.
2.6.1 Data integration
The increasing number of databases and their high heterogeneity makes it difficult for scientists
to find and work with the provided knowledge in a global -omics context [LC03, SKSB00,
KHH11]. Biological data should enable scientists to perform comparative analyses and modeling
in disciplines such as genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics. For example, a scientist might
need to link gene expression data to protein-protein interactions, or sequences to disease and
molecular structures. Some databases share links to other resources, but some share only few
or no links to other databases, particularly to databases covering other -omic levels. Looking
at the complexity of data, the way it is published and made available, users are challenged to
process each data source as to how it fits into their overall research.
Biological data presents numerous challenges from the lack of standardized data to data inconsis-
tencies resulting from experimental data variations and annotations [TB11]. Missing standards
and consensus for basic biological terms also cause semantic heterogeneity. Furthermore, data
quality differs from database to database depending on the curation model. Similar data can
be overlapping in the databases and moreover, have different meaning, interpretation, types of
terms and concepts. Also database access and structure might be a problem, since databases
operate autonomously and free in their internal design and publication structure. Databases
might be only available through a specific interface and service, where each database has to be
queried independently.
To adopt to the aforementioned problems, computer scientists have come up with a technology
called data integration. In recent years many systems for data integration were developed in
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bioinformatics to cope with heterogeneous, autonomous, and distributed data sources. Data
integration is one of the most important tasks in bioinformatics [KHH11], integrating various
data sources into one local repository. In order to migrate data from one database into another,
adapted extract, transform, and load functions are used (ETL). Using ETL functions, data is
read from one database, converted from its previous form into the intended, cleaned, filtered,
annotated, and linked to other database content and finally loaded into the new database or
data warehouse.
In general, two data integration approaches exist, namely the materialized integration, where all
data is stored in one central repository and virtual integration, where the integration of data is
temporal and ensued with the data query. Having all information stored in one local repository,
users are able to query just one, rather then different and heterogeneous databases for the
information of interest. This results in a repository, called a data warehouse. Data warehouses
are one of the widely used architectures of materialized integration [EN10]. Therefore, a brief
overview of existing data warehouses is given in Section 3.5.
2.7 Network reconstruction
A biological network, as described in Section 2.2 consists of a set of different biological elements
being in interaction with each other. Such a network can be reconstructed by hand, with
experimental data, information from literature, and/or database knowledge. In the first case,
users need to put all involved elements into relation and draw the resulting models as a graph.
They have several possibilities to model the system. They can use directed, undirected, mixed,
or other graphs as presented in Section 2.3. Furthermore, they can use a standard graphical
notation, such as SBGN for the visual modeling as presented in Section 2.5.13.
In terms of a network reconstruction with experimental data correlation, networks have to be
reconstructed as described in Section 2.2. Therefore, a well-established modeling and analysis
technique is necessary. One possible approach are Bayesian networks as described in Section
2.5.9. Bayesian networks offer one way to automatically reconstruct signaling networks from
experimentally derived data. The only disadvantage of this approach is the necessary input data.
To be able to produce unambiguous results a huge set of experimental data is mandatory.
A further way to reconstruct biological networks is by using text mining approaches [KAAEV05,
HKA+05]. Text mining is equivalent to text analytics, with the goal of turning text into data
for further analysis. This approach can be used, for example, to find interaction partners for
a gene by analyzing a set of publications. The collected data is then modeled as a graph. In
general, this technique is based on statistical pattern learning. The main disadvantage of this
approach is still the interpretation of the input text. In many cases relations are identified
which are positive-false or false-positive. Although the analysis and results are becoming better
and better, the resulting networks need to be evaluated by an expert.
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A more reliable way to reconstruct biological networks is by querying biological databases.
Therefore, more than 1,300 different biological databases exist that can be accessed as described
in Section 2.6. Using complex queries, data transformations, and data integration techniques
rudimentary data, such as genes and proteins can be linked with each other. Many databases
provide links between the different biological compounds. If such a link does not exist, it is
even possible to establish connections by mining genomic databases. Hence, several attempts
have been made to reconstruct metabolic pathways via genome sequence comparison [MK96,
BOGK98]. Such attempts have a certain limit, as the results do not reflect all involved molecular
functions. Due to cellular functions, such as translation, transcription, post-modification, and
many more processes with genome sequence comparison and analysis it is often not possible to
predict direct correlations and further regulatory or metabolic processes.
However, several databases do exist, which contain more detailed information about metabolic
pathways, such as the KEGG database [KGS+12]. The information about the networks can be
accessed via Internet or by parsing provided flat-files. The disadvantage with online access is
that the elements cannot be analyzed and combined with other -omic level data and experi-
mental datasets. Therefore, flat-files have to processed, filtered, normalized, and integrated into
one model. Actually, the KEGG database consists of more than 121 tables, where at least 23
tables are necessary to reconstruct the backbone of a biological network. The other tables store
further information, such as diseases, drugs, taxonomies, and much more (see Figure 2.13 for a
simplified scheme of the KEGG database structure). With access to that data it is possible to
reconstruct metabolic networks as they are presented by KEGG and to analyze the biological
elements in detail or overall context.
2.8 Discussion
The previous sections gave an impression of how complex cellular life is and presented which
possibilities exist to reconstruct, model, and analyze cell behavior. Based on the logical analysis
of the available information and approaches, now it is discussed which of the approaches are
necessary to make VANESA a useful software.
Cellular life is very complex and governed by thousands of macroscopic functions being con-
stantly carried out. To produce good theoretical models which can be used for hypothesis
testing, the models need to be manageable. This can only be achieved by reducing a biological
system to the known and essential parts, which are necessary to answer the underlying research
questions. By trying to model a complete system, regardless of the lack of data and parameters,
it is very likely that the modeled systems can be misleading. Therefore, VANESA needs to have
a clear focus rather than model all levels of biological details.
One of the best ways to start modeling a biological system is by using biological networks. A
small network consisting of known and already analyzed elements can be the initial point for the
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Figure 2.13: Simplified scheme of the KEGG database structure. The pathway element is
the root element of the biological network, consisting of a list of entry, relation, and reaction
elements. Theses entities specify the graph information. Additional elements specify more
detailed information about the biological compounds, relations, and reactions within the model
(picture from http://www.kegg.jp/kegg/xml/docs/ ).
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reconstruction of a more significant system. Therefore, there are different biological networks
which can be used as powerful integrated frameworks to present, integrate, and visualize knowl-
edge. As these networks are intuitive and easy to extend in knowledge, any scientist can work
with them. With biological networks different -omic levels can be modeled, describing elements
such as genes, RNAs, proteins, and metabolites being in interactions and relationships with
each other. Moreover, biological databases can be used to reconstruct or enrich those networks
with relevant information and new data. Kinetics and other information can be queried to
model a system in a more precise way. With database integration modules it is even possible to
query multiple databases with one view instead of consulting each database separately. Besides,
data integration tools filter, normalize, and link heterogeneous data from different distributed
data sources. Concerning the great benefit of the access to such a data repository, any kind of
modeling software solution should have the possibility to access such a repository.
A further advantage of biological networks is that a wide range of graphical theoretical analysis
techniques can be applied on reconstructed models. Graph theory can give important clues
about topological network properties, such as the identification of the most important nodes
within a system, or average path lengths between different elements in a biological model. This
is important in as much as biological networks can become large and complex. Scientists need
a tool which assists them in identifying relevant information. Therefore, VANESA should also
support such mathematical analysis.
When it comes to simulating cell behavior scientist often speak about ODE modeling. Indeed,
it is one of the most powerful approaches, but needs prior knowledge in mathematics and a
complete set of biological data and parameters. These are high requirements for a modeling
approach when scientists try to reconstruct and understand system behavior or unknown regu-
latory processes. Thus, a more intuitive approach is necessary in VANESA, which can be used
in the beginning without biological data and is still able to imitate and predict cell behavior.
Therefore, Petri nets can be used for the description, simulation, and analysis of complex and
distributed systems. Petri nets cover most of the needed features for network modeling and
provide qualitative as well as quantitative modeling features. Furthermore, it is possible to
integrate ODEs for precise model descriptions.
Putting all this approaches into one framework, VANESA becomes a powerful modeling, simula-
tion, and analysis software that can be used to discuss and answer complex biological questions.
As this chapter discussed the basics of system modeling the following chapter will go into more
detail and present, which detailed bioinformatics approaches and data sources are available
and can be used by VANESA. In addition, it lists the most relevant software solutions in the
same field of studies with its advantages and disadvantages and shows why VANESA is so
important.
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Chapter 3
Related work
This chapter presents and discusses important and relevant work in terms of VANESA1. There-
fore, the first section refers to software applications, which are able to model and simulate bio-
logical systems. Based on the discussion of these tools, the need and motivation for VANESA is
given. Discussed are the state-of-the-art applications CellDesigner, CellIllustrator, Cytoscape,
E-Cell, Gepasi, JDesigner, PNlib, and Snoopy. The following sections present further analysis
approaches from related work, which are very valuable and therefore, should also be integrated
in VANESA. Section 3.2 describes sophisticated analysis methods for Petri nets that can be
used in VANESA for the calculation of possible system states, among others. Important graph
theoretical approaches specially applied to biological networks are discussed in Section 3.3.
The section focuses on centrality measurement techniques and explains how it can be used for
network analysis. Section 3.4 lists existing biological databases, which can be used to enrich
biological models with important information and also used for the reconstruction of biological
networks. Databases discussed are KEGG, STRING, BioCarta, PID, HPRD, IntAct, MINT,
ENZYME, and BRENDA. The important data integration tools and approaches, BioWarehouse,
ONDEX, BioDWH, and DAWIS-M.D. are presented in Section 3.5. These are discussed as pos-
sible approaches and repositories for VANESA in order to access the aforementioned biological
databases. Standard exchange formats are discussed in Section 3.6, as these are necessary to
share and evaluate in VANESA reconstructed systems within different software applications.
Finally, the last section discusses which approaches VANESA should make use of.
3.1 Competitive bioinformatics software applications
In general, more than 1,700 bioinformatic databases and software tools exist, as mentioned in
Section 2.6. Using these resources, scientists have the possibility to model biological systems in
1Presented data and information is based on mentioned publications and provided statistics from August
2012.
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Figure 3.1: Number of software applications providing SBML functionality from 2001 to 2011
(picture from http://sbml.org/).
many different ways and furthermore, enrich any kind of biological system with relevant biomed-
ical knowledge. In 2011, the SBML website2 listed more than 200 software tools which provide
biological modeling based on the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [FH03, HFS+03].
(see Figure 3.1). However, the number of available tools is constantly increasing. In order to
narrow computational tools, only the best suited applications for the modeling, visualization,
analysis, and simulation of biological networks are considered, which are also supported and
state-of-the-art. Therefore, Copeland et al. highlighted a small, representative portion of avail-
able tools from each -omic area [CBC+12]. Still, this review lists more than 30 tools specialized
in biological modeling. For the following discussion only those tools which are able to model, re-
construct, visualize, and simulate biological systems in one single comprehensive framework are
taken into account. Discussed in alphabetic order are the state-of-the-art applications CellDe-
signer, CellIllustrator, Cytoscape, E-Cell, Gepasi, JDesigner, PNlib, and Snoopy. For each of
the software applications a short summary is given presenting the most important features of
the tool. Finally, the last part of this section discusses the advantages and disadvantages of
each of these applications.
2http://sbml.org/
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Figure 3.2: A screenshot of CellDesigner modeling a biochemical reaction (picture from
http://www.systems-biology.org).
CellDesigner
CellDesigner is a structured diagram editor for drawing gene-regulatory and biochemical
networks (see Figure 3.2). It was developed by the Systems Biology Institute (SBI) in
Tokyo, Japan [FMKT03]. The core members of this software application are Akira Funa-
hashi, Hiroaki Kitano, and Akiya Jouraku. The main goal of this application is to visu-
ally represent biochemical reactions in a comprehensive graphical notation such as SBGN
(Systems Biology Graphical Notation) [LNHM+09]. Besides, in the new version it enables
users to connect from species name or ID to the databases Saccharomyces Genome Database
[CHA+12], iHOP (Information Hyperlinked over Proteins) [HV04], and the Genome Network
Platform (http://genomenetwork.nig.ac.jp). Furthermore, it is possible to get basic informa-
tion about a biological element from PubMed [WCE+04] or Entrez Gene, the search engine
from NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). To assist users in the simulation, CellDesigner
is able to connect to the SBML ODE Solver [MFM+06] and Copasi, a biochemical network
simulator [HSG+06]. Simulations can be set up in a control panel, where users are able
to adjust system amounts and parameters. CellDesigner is free-of-charge and available at
http://www.celldesigner.org in Version 4.2 running under Windows and Linux.
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Figure 3.3: A screenshot of CellIllustrator 5.0 visualizing simulation progress and results of the
apoptosis pathway (picture from http://www.cellillustrator.com/).
CellIllustrator
The software application CellIllustrator [NSJ+10] is a software platform for systems biology
that uses the concept of the Petri net language for the modeling and simulating of biological
networks. The first version of CellIllustrator was published as Genomic Object Net [MDDM00]
in 2000 under Matsuno et al. at the Faculty of Science, Yamaguchi University, Japan. The
software application employs the concept of a Hybrid Petri net as the modeling and simulation
method. To handle any type of objects, the existing paradigm has been extended to Hybrid
Functional Petri nets with extension (HFPNe). This paradigm is more suitable for biological
network modeling and simulation, since HFPNe can handle discrete and continuous events
simultaneously. Any kind of function can be assigned to delay, weight and speed parameters
of these elements. Additionally, ordinary differential equations can be modeled and integrated
into a subset of HFPNe.
Furthermore, CellIllustrator is able to import pathways or single reactions from the Transpath
database [KPV+06]. To import networks from other tools, SBML, CellML, and BioPAX
data exchange formats are supported. In addition, CellIllustrator has its own format called
CellIllustrator Markup Language (CSML). Simulation results can be visualized either in
2D or 3D plots in an all-in-one-window environment (see Figure 3.3). To make the net-
work visualization more legible graph grid layout algorithms are implemented. The latest
version of CellIllustrator is Version 5.0, which is commercially as online version available at
http://www.cellillustrator.com.
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Figure 3.4: A screenshot of the Cytoscape plugin BioNetBuilder reconstruct-
ing a Saccharomyces cerevisiae protein-protein interaction network (picture from
http://err.bio.nyu.edu/cytoscape/bionetbuilder/tutorial/).
Cytoscape
Cytoscape is an open source bioinformatics software platform for data integration and visualiza-
tion [SOR+11]. The first version of Cytoscape was published by Shannon et al from the Institute
for Systems Biology, Seattle, Washington [SAO+03]. Nowadays, it is supported and funded by
many different institutions, particularly by Agilent Technologies, University of Toronto, Insti-
tute Pasteur, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, Institute for Systems Biology, and the
University of California San Diego. Primarily, Cytoscape enables users to visualize molecular
interaction networks and biological pathways and integrate these with any type of attribute
data, such as gene expression profiles. Furthermore, Cytoscape supports standard network
and annotation files such as BioPAX [DCP+10], SBML, and others. Additional features are
available as plugins, which are developed by third parties focusing on network and molecular
profiling analyses, new layouts, additional file format support, scripting, and connection with
databases. For network reconstruction there is the plugin BioNetBuilder [ACDL+07] (see Fig-
ure 3.4), which uses the databases KEGG [KGS+12], HPRD [KPGK+09], BioGrid [BSR+08],
and GO [BDD+12], among others for its modeling. Furthermore, simulation plugins exist, such
as the SimBoolNet [ZZP+09], for the simulation of Boolean networks or FERN for the stochas-
tic simulation and evaluation of reaction networks [EFZ08]. Most of the plugins are available
free-of-charge. Cytoscape uses an open API based on JAVA technology and version 2.8.3 is
available at http://www.cytoscape.org.
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Figure 3.5: A screenshot of the E-Cell simulation environment (picture from [TKHT04]).
E-Cell
The E-Cell project [THT+99] is an international research project aimed at modeling and re-
constructing biological phenomena in silico. The main goal of this software application is to
develop a dynamical cell with all its functions. It has been developed by Hashimoto et al.
at the Institute for Advanced Biosciences, Keio University, Yokohama, Japan. The software
platform allows precise whole cell simulations with object-oriented modeling. Therefore, nu-
merical integration methods are encapsulated into biologically related object classes. Virtually
any integration algorithm can be used for simulation [TKHT04]. Thus, users have the pos-
sibility to define functions of proteins, protein-protein interactions, protein-DNA interactions,
regulation of gene expressions, and other cellular cell processes with a set of functions rules.
Therefore, hundreds of reaction rules are provided and available for simulation progress (see
Figure 3.5). E-Cell Version 3 is freely available at http://www.e-cell.org and runs on several
different platforms such as Microsoft Windows and Linux.
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Figure 3.6: A screenshot of the Gepasi simulation environment (picture from
http://www.gepasi.org/gep3plot.png).
Gepasi
Gepasi is a software application for the modeling and simulating of biochemical systems
[Men97, Men93]. It has been developed by Pedro Mendes at the Department of Biological
Sciences, University of Wales, Aberystwyth, UK. Gepasi uses mathematical formulas to trans-
form biochemical properties into kinetic models. It provides a number of tools to fit data, to
optimize any function of the model, to perform metabolic control analysis and linear stability
analysis. Sophisticated numerical algorithms realize simulation processes and analysis tasks.
The simulation results can be plotted in 2D and 3D (see Figure 3.6). Furthermore, the software
application supports SBML 1.0 import and export. The latest version of Gepasi is 3.30 and
freely available at http://www.gepasi.org. It only runs using Microsoft Windows.
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Figure 3.7: A screenshot of JDesigner simulating the phosphorylation of a protein-protein
interaction network (picture from http://sbw.kgi.edu/software/jdesigner.htm)
JDesigner
JDesigner is a software application that enables users to draw a biochemical network, which
can be exported to SBML for further processing [SHF+02]. The development of JDesigner was
supported by the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California and more recently
by the KECK Institute of applied sciences, Claremont, California USA. JDesigner represents
networks by using one notation for chemical species, which can be decorated with visual cues
(see Figure 3.7). This is also possible for reactions. Although it is a network design tool it
also supports simulations. It has the ability to use JARNAC as a simulation server via the
Systems Biology Workbench (SBW) [SHF+02] which is an open source framework connecting
heterogeneous software applications. JDesigner is an open source project distributed under the
LGPL license and available at http://sbw.kgi.edu/software/jdesigner.htm.
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Figure 3.8: A screenshot of results of the PNlib in Dymola (Modelica) visualizing and simulating
a basic Petri net model (picture from [PJHB12]).
PNlib
The PNlib is the powerful new state-of-the-art Petri net simulation library [PB11]. Proß et al.
have developed the PNlib library using the Modelica language [Ass05] at the Department of
Engineering and Mathematics, University of Applied Sciences, Bielefeld, Germany. Modelica
was developed and promoted by the Modelica Association since 1996 for modeling, simulation,
and programming. Primarily it is focused on physical and technical systems and processes.
Now, Modelica, embedding the PNlib, provides the possibility to simulate biological systems
(see Figure 3.8).
The PNlib is based on the Extended Hybrid Petri Nets for biological applications (xHPNbio)
formalism [PJB+12]. The mathematical modeling concept xHPNbio was specially developed
for scientists, based on the demands of biological processes. The focus of this formalism is
the processing of experimental data to gain usable new insights about biological systems. The
xHPNbio elements are modeled object-oriented by discrete, algebraic, and differential equations
in the Modelica language. In order to achieve reliable simulation results, simulations can be
performed with different solver settings in Modelica. The mathematical modeling concept
xHPNbio allows users to model and simulate many kinds of processes: business processes,
production processes, logistic processes, work flows, traffic flows, data flows, multi-processor
systems, communication protocols, and functional principals. Hierarchical modeling, hybrid
simulation, and animations are also featured. All this is possible due its universal and generic
design. The PNlib for Modelica is only available for the commercial interpreter of Modelica,
called ”Dymola” [AB13]. The developers of the PNlib are presently working on a module for
the free interpreter of Modelica, called ”openModelica” [FAL+05].
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Figure 3.9: A screenshot of Snoopy visualizing simulation progress and results.
Snoopy
Snoopy [HRSR08, RMH10] is a unifying Petri net framework to investigate biomolecular net-
works. It has been designed and implemented by Heiner et al. at the Brandenburg University
of Technology at Cottbus, Germany. The simulation environment comprises a family of related
Petri net classes, such as time Petri nets, stochastic Petri nets, continuous Petri nets, hybrid
Petri nets, colored Petri nets, and extended Petri nets, among others. The mentioned classes
enhance standard Petri nets in various ways to meet the demands of biological scientists. For
example, the extended Petri nets are characterized by read arcs, inhibitor arcs, equal arcs, and
reset arcs. Using these formalisms, scientists are able to reconstruct and simulate any kind of
dynamic network. Larger networks can be hierarchically structured. If further demands on the
supported Petri nets should arise, the software application can be extended by new properties
and even by new Petri net classes. This is possible due to the generic data structure of the
software application. Furthermore, users are able to move between the qualitative, stochastic,
and continuous modeling paradigms. However, this transformation from one paradigm into
another is not possible without information loss.
Simulation results are visualized within a built-in animation environment (see Figure 3.9). To
be able to share results with other scientists and software applications, Snoopy offers SBML
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support with both import and export functions. Snoopy is available for all major operating
systems, such as Windows, Linux, and Mac OS-X. It is available free-of-charge at http://www-
dssz.informatik.tu-cottbus.de/snoopy.html.
Summary
In order to compare the aforementioned software applications, each of the tools was examined
in terms of graphical modeling usability, possibility to automatically reconstruct biological
networks based on database information, network analysis (graph theory, mathematical
analysis, Petri net analysis, etc.), network visualization and interaction, and the possibility to
simulate biological systems (see Table 3.1). Although all tools are quite strong in their main
application field they have certain disadvantages or are missing certain approaches for the
entire spectrum of biological modeling.
Network
modeling
Network
reconstruction
Network
analysis
Network
visualization
Simulation
E-Cell + m o o ++
Gepasi - m o m +
Cytoscape ++ p - p ++ ++ p -
CellIllustrator ++ + - o -
Snoopy o m + o ++
PNlib o m o o ++
CellDesigner ++ - o ++ p o
JDesigner + m m + p o
Table 3.1: Comparison of existing software applications concerning necessary features for the
modeling and analysis of biological systems. Legend: ++ (strong), + (good), o (sufficient), -
(weak), m (missing), p (only available as plugin).
The software applications E-Cell and Gepasi are well-suited for precise process simulations and
even whole cell simulations. Therefore, they provide a powerful framework, in which users can
set up equations and specify system parameters. However, programming skills are essential
for these tools and users need to have prior knowledge about differential equations. Database
access to biological databases is not provided and the analysis is only possible with the specified
equations and resulting simulations.
Cytoscape offers a strong platform for visualization. Besides, Cytoscape offers a well-designed
plugin structure for the integration of new program modules. For practically every aspect of
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system modeling and simulation a third-party plugin exists. However, many of these plugins
show disadvantages in their possibilities or are no longer available in the new version of Cy-
toscape. The BioNetBuilder, one of the strongest plugins for automatic network reconstruction,
is able to access some important biological databases but fails in reconstructing sophisticated
networks. The reconstructed networks are a collection of unfiltered data resulting in furballs
in most cases. Besides, many different and cumbersome steps govern network reconstruction.
For the simulation, several different ODE solvers are available, such as FERN, for example.
However, the quality of the results is not always comprehensible and it is difficult to use the
results for the identification of network motifs, regulatory switches, and so on. So far, a plugin
for Petri net analysis is not provided.
The JDesigner is a good modeling and visualization tool, but without the possibility of accessing
life-science databases for the reconstruction of biological models. However, the simulation can
be performed with the external tools JARNAC or the Systems Biology Workbench. Therefore,
the models can be exported and further investigated based on the results of the provided ODE
solver.
The CellDesigner is strong in its possibility to draw and model biological systems but weak in
network reconstruction and analysis. Although the software application is able to access some
important databases, the tool only enables users to enrich model elements with given database
information. Based on this information, users can manually extend their networks step by step.
Simulations can be performed using external tools such as Copasi and other ODE solvers.
By contrast, CellIllustrator offers an easy-to-use interface, which enables drawing, modeling,
analyzing, and simulating complex biological processes and systems based on extended hybrid
functional Petri nets (HFPNe). However, the weakness of CellIllustrator is the simulation
itself. There is no information about how the Petri nets and the corresponding processes are
defined and simulated. It is not known how conflicts in Petri nets are resolved, how the hybrid
simulation is performed, and which integrators are used. Due to its evolutionary design and
many changes, the core has become opaque over the last few years. Further down the line, there
is no possibility to adapt solver settings to achieve reliable simulation results.
An alternative to CellIllustrator is Snoopy. Using Snoopy, Petri nets can be modeled time-
free (qualitative model) or its behavior can be associated with time (quantitative model) such
as stochastic, continuous, and hybrid Petri nets. Furthermore, users are able to work with
different classes of Petri nets by converting them into each other. But this is not possible
without information loss. A further feature of the application is that large systems can be
hierarchically structured to manage complex networks. However, the software application has
some drawbacks. For example, a continuous Petri net is interpreted as a graphical representation
of a system of ordinary differential equations. Hence, the general Petri net property of non-
negative marks cannot be held during simulation. Furthermore, conflict situations in hybrid
Petri nets can occur such as negative markings. Moreover, places cannot be provided with
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capacities and no functions can be assigned to arcs in hybrid Petri nets, which is essential for
biological modeling and simulation. The modeling possibilities are not intuitive and network
reconstruction not provided.
The PNlib for Modelica is another way to model and simulate biological systems using Petri
nets. It is based on the xHPNbio formalism, which has been specially developed for biological
applications. Due to this formalism, new classes of biological Petri nets can be object-oriented
modeled. Furthermore, Modelica allows users to choose between several solver settings to
perform hybrid Petri net simulations. The drawback of this approach is that it is only available
as an add-on for the commercial version of Modelica. Furthermore, network reconstruction
possibilities are not provided and the modeling and visualization features are weak.
In summary, no existing application is able to model, visualize, analyze, and simulate a biological
model with sophisticated methods. Users are faced with using many different approaches and
tools in combination to cover all important aspects in dynamic cell modeling. Furthermore, users
need prior knowledge in mathematics and a good background in computer science. Another
drawback of all the presented tools is the access to biological databases and moreover, the
possibility to reconstruct biological systems using the provided information. None of the tools
was able to convince or at least to produce biological networks suitable for biological analysis.
This is because of the missing link to some important databases or the produced results, which
were not specific enough, mainly resulting in furballs. The existing knowledge from existing
databases could not be employed in a usable way. The simulation is another drawback of some
of the tools. If simulation techniques are provided, they are mainly based on mathematical
approaches. This requires mathematical knowledge and moreover, a set of biological data and
parameters that can be used for simulations. Therefore, Petri nets are more suitable, as they can
simulate biological networks in a qualitative and quantitative manner. However, CellIllustrator
failed in producing comprehensible results and Snoopy showed other disadvantages. The PNlib
is convincing but comes with weak modeling possibilities and visualization. Furthermore, it
is not connected to any kind of biological database. Finally, a strong need for a software
application exists, which provides strong modeling features where models can be reconstructed
or enriched with biological database information, then analyzed in different ways, and finally
simulated in a qualitative and quantitative manner.
3.2 Petri net analysis
In terms of analytic power, Petri net concepts provide sophisticated approaches for the analysis
of biological systems [GBSH+08, LSG+06, SHK06, ZOS02]. Petri net analysis can be divided
into two topics, namely dynamic analysis and static analysis. Dynamic analysis is performed by
calculating the whole or partial space state of the model, such as done with the liveness and re-
versibility analysis. Static analysis is performed without reconstructing or calculating the state
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space, as done with the boundedness property analysis. However, liveness, reversibility, and
boundedness are the three major Petri net behavioral properties and described as follows:
• Liveness of a Petri net : In an infinite net behavior, with a sufficient amount of input
compounds, the network will never stop working. It is assumed that each transition will
stay alive in the whole state space. Independent of past events, it will always be enabled.
An interruption in signal flow indicates a modeling error.
• Reversibility of a Petri net : A system is reversible if the initial marking of the model can
be reached again.
• Boundedness of a Petri net : This property indicates if the system accumulates unlimited
tokens in one place. If the maximal number of tokes for each place is limited, a Petri net
is bounded.
One way to perform dynamic analysis is by constructing a dedicated graph, the so-called “reach-
ability graph” or “covering graph”, which is finite for bounded Petri nets. A reachability graph
represents all possible markings of a model by considering all possible transition firings (see Fig-
ure 3.10). Based on this graph it can be determined if a given Petri net can reach a given system
state by finding a set of necessary conditions. Therefore, the graph is walked through until a
given Petri net property is found, such as a requested marking. However, the construction of
such a reachability graph can be exponential in time and space. Furthermore, the reachability
graph has several other problems such as the Finite Reachability Tree Problem (FRTP), the
Finite Reachability Set Problem (FRSP), the Quasi-Liveness Problem (QLP) or the equivalent
problem called the Coverability Problem (CP) and the Regularity Problem (RP) [VJ85, KM69].
This motivated another approach called “minimal coverability graph” [Fin93].
The basic idea of a coverability graph is to reduce markings. Therefore, markings are covered,
which represent a system state that only differs in the accumulation of tokens. System dynamics
and properties remain similar. One example for such a coverability graph is given in Figure
3.11. If transition t3 is active, this normally results in the marking {3,0,1,0} as presented in the
reachability graph in Figure 3.10 (b). A new marking mj can be covered, when the graph from
the root to the actual state contains a marking mi that has similar properties. Therefore, the
tokens in the places of the new marking need to have at least the same number of tokens as in
the previous markings and furthermore, one place needs to have more tokens. For example, as
the marking {3,0,1,0} contains in place 3, more tokens than the marking {3,0,0,0}, place 3 in
the new marking can be covered with ω. This indicates, that the system state does not really
change with the new marking. Only the number of tokens in place 3 increase.
The system’s invariant properties are an example of static analysis. Therefore, model validation
on structural properties can be performed with t-invariants, and respectively, p-invariants as
counterparts. These invariants correspond to sub-networks which describe basic system be-
havior. Periodic system behavior can be determined by a t-invariant. It is calculated which
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: (a) Discrete Petri net with an initial marking in place 1 [PW08]. (b) Corresponding
reachability graph that lists all possible markings of the Petri net presented in (a) [PW08]. Edges
show how each marking can be reached. Each edge represents an active transition firing.
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Figure 3.11: A minimal coverability graph for the Petri net presented in Figure 3.10 (a) [PW08].
and how often transitions have to fire until reaching the initial marking, (if possible) without
reconstructing or calculating state space.
In summary, the aforementioned analysis approaches can be used for practical problems in
several ways. System models can be validated by determining if they are able to reach a certain
state that is experimentally derived. If this is not possible, the model has to be revalidated.
On the other hand, Petri net models can calculate a set of transition firing steps to reach a
certain behavior in real life systems. Thus, starting conditions can be optimized or influenced
to obtain effects faster or more efficiently.
3.3 Centrality measurements
Network centralities are a common method to determine important elements within a system.
In the social sciences it is a common task to model relationships with graphs and based on that,
to identify people that are more influential than others. Similar questions can also be asked of
biological networks.
A centrality is defined by the function C : V 7→ R on a directed or undirected graphG = (V,E),
which assigns a real number to every vertex. If one vertex is more central than another one, then
C(v1) > C(v2) is given [KLP+05]. However, centrality measurements are only comparable inside
the same network and some measurements can only be applied on connected networks.
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One of the first centrality measurements is the degree centrality, defined by:
Cdeg(v) := |e|e ∈ E ∧ v ∈ e| (3.1)
This measurement counts the number of edges connected to a vertex. In several studies, this
measurement was used to identify essential elements within a biological network. A study
on Saccharomyces cerevisiae revealed that proteins with a high degree centrality are more
essential in comparison to others [JMBO01]. Other studies described similar findings with
degree centralities as described by Hahn et al. [HK05].
The average neighbor degree is defined by [JS11]:
ki,nn =
1
ki
Nv∑
j=1
Aijkj (3.2)
for each vertex ni over all vertices N . A is the adjacency matrix of the graph G.
Further centrality measurements are stated on network paths. They give information about
the importance of certain paths by using information about path length. The first presented
measurement is called eccentricity centrality. For every vertex it determines the maximum
distance to all other vertices. The vertex with the shortest paths to all other vertices is the
vertex with the highest eccentricity value. Formally, the eccentricity centrality is defined as
[HH95]:
Cecc(v1) := 1max{dist(v1, v2) : v2 ∈ V } (3.3)
The second important centrality measurement is the closeness centrality, which assigns a
vertex v a high value if the shortest path distances for all other vertices to v is minimized.
Formally, it is defined as [Sab66]:
Cclo(v1) := 1∑
v2∈V dist(v1, v2)
(3.4)
The shortest path betweenness centrality measures the ability to monitor communication
between other vertices. These vertices, which are on the shortest paths between all other
vertices, are the most relevant ones. Let σv1v2 be the number of shortest paths between v1 and
v2, whereas more than one shortest path can exist. σv1v2(w) denotes the number of shortest
paths, including w as an interior vertex which is neither start nor end vertex of the paths. The
communication rate is given by:
δv1v2(w) :=
σv1v2(w)
σv1v2
(3.5)
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If no shortest path between v1 and v2 exists, then δv1v2(w) := 0. With these definitions the
shortest path betweenness centrality can be defined as [Fre77]:
Cspb(w) :=
∑
v1∈V ∧v1 6=w
∑
v2∈V ∧v2 6=w
δv1v2(w) (3.6)
A further centrality measurement is based on the eigenvector. It is used on strongly connected
graphs such as protein-protein interaction networks, to determine essential elements within a
network. The eigenvector centrality is the eigenvector Ceiv of the largest eigenvalue λmax in
absolute value of the equation system λCeiv = ACeiv, where A is the adjacency matrix of the
graph G [Bon72].
In summary, all presented measurements are able to identify important elements within a graph.
However, without a clear scientific question the presented approaches can be misleading. Fur-
thermore, scientists need to have in mind that a large set of graphs can share the same graph
topological values [Lew12]. In general, the number of possible graphs for a given node size is
very large as presented in Table 3.2 [SS67]. Based on the non-isomorphic graphs, it was exam-
ined how many graphs share the same graph topology during preliminary work. The Figures
3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 present the distribution of graphs with same topological values.
Nodes Number of connected Number of connected
isomorphic graphs non-isomorphic graphs
3 8 2
4 64 6
5 1,024 21
6 32,768 112
7 2,097,152 853
8 268,435,456 11,117
9 68,719,476,736 261,080
10 35,184,372,088,832 11,716,571
Table 3.2: For a given network size many different graphs can be reconstructed, where the
difference between isomorphic and non-isomorphic graphs is significant.
Inferentially, thousands of different graphs share the same topological values. And having in
mind that the discussed and examined graphs in biology have, in most cases, more than 30
nodes, the number of different graphs with the same topological values increases dramatically.
Thus, graph theory has to be very carefully considered and only applied when it is linked to a
specific scientific question.
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Figure 3.12: The analysis of the distribution of graphs with the same average neighbor degree
resembles a Gaussian curve, where thousands of different networks share the same average
neighbor degree. The conclusion is that one specific average neighbor degree cannot characterize
a unique network type [Lew12].
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Figure 3.13: The analysis of the distribution of graphs with the same shortest path degree shows
that most of the networks have a shortest path degree value between 0.6 and 2. Exceptions
with higher values are rare. Thus, it is not possible to draw back any information on network
structures based mainly on shortest path degree values between 0.6 and 2 [Lew12].
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Figure 3.14: The analysis of the distribution of graphs with the same matching index resembles
a Gaussian curve, mainly covering the values between 0.1 and 1.1. Most of the networks are
located in this area and share the same value [Lew12].
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3.4 Biological databases
As described in Section 2.6, more than 1,380 biological databases exist, covering various areas of
molecular biology. Due to the large number of databases, it is not possible to mention them one
by one. Therefore, only the most important and well-known databases in the field of network
modeling which are suitable for this project are described in the following. Categories and
subcategories are taken from Nucleic Acid Research (NAR) [GFS12].
• Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
Category: Genomics databases (non-vertebrate),
Subcategory: General genomics databases
Category: Metabolic and signaling pathways, Subcategory: Metabolic pathways
For the computational analysis of molecular interaction networks with target molecules,
metabolizing enzymes, drugs, and chemical structure transformation networks within
cells, the KEGG database is of great value [KGS+12]. KEGG serves as an informa-
tion source on genomes, enzymatic pathways, and biological chemicals to reconstruct
biological systems for modeling and browsing biological data. Furthermore, KEGG links
its datasets to other important databases such as Universal Protein Resource (UniProt)
[WAB+06], Catalog of Human Genetic and Genomic Disorders (OMIM) [ABSH09], and
Gene Ontology (GO) [BDD+12]. To continue, the KEGG resource contains data of molec-
ular systems for normal and pertubated molecular states. Especially the pertubated net-
works are important as they can be used as a reference for disease and drug targeting, for
example by integrating experimental datasets. KEGG has been developed over the last
16 years and significantly expanded. The most important part of KEGG are the path-
way maps. These maps are manually curated by capturing and organizing experimental
information in computable form.
• Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING)
Category: Genomics databases (non-vertebrate),
Subcategory: General genomics databases
The String database [SFK+11] provides uniquely comprehensive coverage and easy ac-
cess to both experimental as well as predicted interaction information. The interactions
include direct (physical) and indirect (functional) associations. Data is derived from ge-
nomic context, high-throughput experiments, co-expression, and previous knowledge from
sources such as PubMed [WCE+04], a database for scientific publications on life sciences
and biomedical topics. STRING quantitatively integrates interaction data from these
repositories for a large number of organisms, and transfers information between these or-
ganisms where applicable. Interactions in STRING are provided with a confidence score,
accessory information such as protein domains, and 3D structures. The database currently
covers more than 5 million proteins from more than 1,100 organisms. Furthermore, the
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database provides an interactive network viewer, which can be used for the visualization
of the protein-protein interactions.
• BioCarta
Category: Metabolic and signaling pathways, Subcategory: Metabolic pathways
Category: Metabolic and signaling pathways, Subcategory: Protein-protein interactions
BioCarta is a dynamic community-fed forum for information exchange and collaboration
between researchers, educators, and students, integrating proteomic information from the
scientific community (http://www.biocarta.com/). It contains classical pathways as well
as current suggestions for new pathways of metabolic and signaling pathways. The forum
is focused on interaction maps in humans, both in the healthy and pertubated state.
Actually, more than 350 pathways are available to the community. The maps depict
molecular relationships from areas of active research such as genomics and proteomics.
With dynamic graphical models users are able to observe and analyze how genes and
proteins interact in a complete map. It also catalogs and summarizes important resources
providing information for over 120,000 genes from multiple species.
• Pathway Interaction Database (PID)
Category: Metabolic and signaling pathways, Subcategory: Signaling pathways
The Pathway Interaction Database [SAK+09] is a curated collection of information about
known biomolecular interactions and key cellular processes assembled into signaling path-
ways. It contains 136 human pathways with 9,215 interactions, curated by NCI-Nature
and 322 human pathways with 7,575 interactions imported from BioCarta and Reactome.
However, it does not include interaction data deriving from high-throughput protein-
protein interaction experiments. The database recognizes several kinds of events such as
transcription, translation, translocation, reactions, protein-protein interactions, modifi-
cation, and black-box processes whose internal composition is not provided. Primarily,
the database serves as a research tool for the cancer research community and other re-
searchers interested in cellular pathways such as neuroscientists, developmental biologists
and immunologists.
• Human Reference Protein Database (HPRD)
Category: Human and other vertebrate genomes,
Subcategory: Human Open Reading Frames (ORFs)
HPRD [KPGK+09] is a database of curated proteomic information pertaining to human
proteins and a very important knowledge base for genomic and proteomic research. The
provided data is experimentally derived, based on mass spectrometry, protein-microarray,
protein-protein interaction, Post-Translational Modifications (PTMs), and tissue expres-
sion. Overall, HPRD lists 30,047 protein entries and 39,194 protein-protein interactions.
Furthermore, 22,490 subcellular localization and 470 domains are documented. Informa-
tion about protein expression (112,158 entries) and PTMs are also given (93,710 entries).
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• Interaction Database (IntAct)
Category: Metabolic and signaling pathways, Subcategory: Protein-protein interactions
A further resource for protein-protein interaction data is the IntAct database [KAB+12].
IntAct provides data either curated from literature or from raw data deposits. Primarily,
it consists of protein-protein interaction data, where each entry is reviewed by a senior
curator. It also captures the protein-small molecule, protein-nucleic acid, and protein-
gene loci interactions. It contains approximately 293,000 binary interactions from more
than 5,009 scientific publications and 15,000 experiments, referencing 62,000 proteins, 144
small molecules, and 233 genes.
• Molecular Interaction Database (MINT)
Category: Metabolic and signaling pathways, Subcategory: Protein-protein interactions
The Molecular Interaction Database [LBP+12] contains approximately 235,000 interac-
tions from over 4,800 publications. MINT is not specialized in a specific organism. More-
over, it contains interactions from more than 30 different species. Nevertheless, it provides
28,283 interactions for Homo sapiens, 4,808 interactions for Mus musculus, and 2,804 en-
tries for Rattus norvegicus, which are all of great value. Furthermore, data from other
species can be used for cross-species-analysis.
• ENZYME
Category: Metabolic and signaling pathways,
Subcategory: Enzymes and enzyme nomenclature
The ENZYME [Bai00] database is a repository of information relative to the nomen-
clature of enzymes. It is primarily based on the recommendations of the International
Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUBMB). The database describes each
type of characterized enzyme for which an Enzyme Commission (EC) number has been
provided. The ENZYME database is an indispensable resource for the development of en-
zyme databases and metabolic pathways. Furthermore, it is helpful in the development of
computer programs for the reconstruction and analysis of biological pathways. It contains
more than 4,851 active entries on enzyme information.
• Braunschweig Enzyme Database (BRENDA)
Category: Metabolic and signaling pathways,
Subcategory: Enzymes and enzyme nomenclature
BRENDA [SGC+11] is the main repository for manually annotated enzyme functional
and property data for the scientific community. The database is characterized by high
scientific knowledge that is mainly manually extracted from primary literature. It covers
information on function, structure, occurrence, preparation, and application of all enzyme
classes that have been classified by the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology (IUBMB), as well as properties of mutants and engineered variants.
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In summary, for each -omic level related to this research appropriate databases exist. Scientists
are not limited to a particular database, moreover, they can choose between different data
sources and information. However, there are no general reasons why one database is better
than the other, since all databases contain important and relevant information. For example,
BRENDA and ENZYME have a similar focus, curation model and reputation. The choice of a
particular database always depends on the project requirement.
However, this section has shown how the mentioned databases can contribute to the overall
research question of this project and what kind of information can be retrieved. It becomes
obvious that only one single database is not able to explain all biological processes in an entire
biological system. Thus, several databases have to be linked to each other in order to support
scientists in modeling and explaining biological phenomena and systems.
3.5 Data integration approaches
There are several data warehouses that contain important life science databases and information.
Some of the most popular data warehouses in the field of bioinformatics are the BioWarehouse,
ONDEX, BioDWH, and DAWIS-M.D. In the following, a brief description of the aforementioned
systems is given:
• BioWarehouse
The BioWarehouse [LPW+06] is an open-source software environment for integrating a
set of biological databases into a single repository for data management, mining, and
exploration. It supports loader programs that translate the flat file representation of a
source database into the warehouse schema. Each loader is implemented for a particu-
lar data source and applies a degree of semantic normalization to the respective source
data, decreasing semantic heterogeneity. Following databases and formats can be loaded:
BioCyc [KOMK+05], BioPax [DCP+10], ChIP-Chip data (meta data, gene expression
data, transcription factors, antibodies), CMR [PUD+01], eco2dbase [VSC+92], Enzyme
[Bai00], GenBank [BKMC+12], Gene Ontology [BDD+12], KEGG [KGS+12], MAGE-
ML [SMS+02], MetaCyc [CAD+12], NCBI Taxonomy [Kar00], and the UniProt resource
[AJMO+12], containing SwissProt and TrEMBL. Users are able to install the software on
the local computer or use the publicly available version of BioWarehouse called Public-
House3.
• ONDEX
The ONDEX framework [KBT+06] is a freely available software system that combines
semantic database integration and text mining with methods for graph-based analysis.
3http://biowarehouse.ai.sri.com/PublicHouseOverview.html
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Based on an integrated ontology in the ONDEX back-end and front-end, all biologi-
cal databases and their content can be represented as graphs, where nodes and edges
have a distinct set of concepts and relations. A concept can be a gene, an enzyme, a
transcription factor, a pathway or any other biological element that is linked by a re-
lation to another element. Both concepts and relations have properties and optional
characteristics that are derived from database content. Following parsers for databases
and tools are provided: AraCyc [MZR03], AtRegNet [PJS+06], BioCyc [KOMK+05],
BioGRID [BSR+08], BRENDA [SGC+11], Cytoscape [SOR+11], EcoCyc [KBMCV+09],
GOA [DHAF+12], Gramene [LJH+08], Grassius [YNF+09], KEGG [KGS+12], Medline
[WCE+04], [CAD+12], O-GlycBase [GBR+99], OMIM [ABSH09], PDB [WIN+05], Pfam
[PCE+12], SGD [CHA+12], TAIR [RBB+03], TIGR [QLH+00], Transfac [MKMF+06],
Transpath [KPV+06], UniProt [WAB+06], and WordNet[Mil98]. Furthermore, each con-
cept and relation can be enriched with literature information from PubMed [WCE+04],
derived by text mining algorithms. To make the data and graphs accessible to users, visu-
alization and analysis algorithms are provided. In addition, ONDEX provides microarray
and statistical analysis.
• BioDWH
The BioDWH [TKKH08, KHH11] is a powerful data integration framework which loads
some of the most important biological databases into one data warehouse. External
databases can be integrated into the system by using specific data parsers. With an
object-relational mapping (ORM), database entities can be represented as objects in a
relational database system, which makes it easy to access their properties and relation-
ships. Actually, parsers for following databases are provided: BRENDA [SGC+11], EM-
BLBank [CAB+09], ENZYME [Bai00], EPD [SPPB06], Gene Ontology [BDD+12], HPRD
[KPGK+09], IntAct [KAB+12], iProClass [HBCW03], JASPAR [PCTK+10], KEGG
[KGS+12], MINT [LBP+12], OMIM [ABSH09], Reactome [MGG+09], SCOP [AHC+08],
Transfac [MKMF+06], Transpath [KPV+06] and UniProt [WAB+06].
• DAWIS-M.D.
The data warehouse information system DAWIS-M.D. (Data Warehouse Information Sys-
tem for Metabolic Data) was created based on the powerful data integration frame-
work BioWDH. DAWIS-M.D. is a platform-independent web application that provides
an integrated view of comprehensive biomedical knowledge from integrated data sources
[HKJ+11]. Furthermore, DAWIS-M.D. is able to divide the provided database content
into meaningful domains such as compound, disease, drug, enzyme, gene, gene ontology,
genome, glycan, pathway, protein, reaction, reactant pair, and transcription factor, and
moreover, to identify the relationship between the domains. This makes it easy for sci-
entists to find information of interest and to understand complex biological mechanisms
and interactions.
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In summary, several well-suited approaches exist, which VANESA can use. Table 3.3 summa-
rizes all important features and serves as a base for discussion. An important aspect of data
warehouses are the technological features such as user model, level transparency, and update
mechanisms, among others. Data updates within the BioDWH integration tool are realized
automatically, whereas the other mentioned solutions have to be updated manually. This is a
main advantage in terms of data relevance. Furthermore, no critical expertise is necessary and
all databases can be queried. The BioWarehouse enables users to develop a user-specific data
warehouse. Ondex‘s objective is the integration of (un)structured sources.
3.6 Standard exchange formats
This section gives insight into currently available and popular standards such as the Systems Bi-
ology Ontology (SBO) and Extensible Markup Language (XML) -based [BPSM+08] standards
for the exchange of pathway data within systems biology. Here, only XML-based formats are
considered, since it is used as universal language in data exchange. McEntire et al. [MKA+00]
and Achard et al. [AVB01] have shown in their studies that this language is very flexible
and simple to use and therefore, a powerful standard in bioinformatics and systems biology in
comparison to Comma Separated Values (CSV), Excel, and other file formats. More than 85
standards can be found within systems biology [SHL07]. In the following, some of the most im-
portant XML-based standards are described, with information on concept and addressee.
• Systems Biology Ontology (SBO)
The SBO ontology [CJK+11] is a well-defined logic about biological terms, including
single identifiers for each distinct entity, allowing clear reference and identification. Fur-
thermore, it is augmented with terminological knowledge such as synonyms, abbreviations
and acronyms. The terminology is also used to specify the type of the components being
represented in a model and their role in systems biology descriptions. Thus, the ontology
allows unambiguous and explicit understanding of the meaning of the involved compo-
nents in a system and moreover, enables mapping between elements of different models
encoded in this format.
The ontology is a well-defined logic about biological terms, including a single identifier for
each distinct entity, allowing clear reference and identification. It is composed of seven vo-
cabulary branches: systems description parameter, participant role, modeling framework,
mathematical expression, occurring entity representation, physical entity representation,
and metadata representation. The terminology is also used to specify the type of com-
ponents represented in a model and their role in systems biology descriptions. Thus, the
ontology allows unambiguous and explicit understanding of the meaning of the involved
components in a system and moreover, enables mapping between elements of different
models encoded in this format.
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BioWarehouse ONDEX BioDWH DAWIS-M.D.
Level of
transparency
Sources
specified by
user
Sources
selected by
system
Sources
specified by
user
Sources
hard-wired by
system
Data model Structured
relational
Structured
relational
Structured
relational
Structured
relational
User model Expertise in
query
language
No critical
expertise
No critical
expertise
No critical
expertise
Aim of
integration
Query oriented Portal,
browsing-
based
Query oriented Portal,
browsing-
based
Objective Development
of user-specific
data
warehouses
Integration of
(un)structured
sources
Development
of user-specific
data
warehouses
Comprehen-
sive view of
biomedical
knowledge
from different
data sources
Graphical user
interface
Command line Java-based
application
Java-based
application
Web
application
Updates Manually Manually Automatically Manually
Supporting
database
technologies
MySQL,
Oracle
PostgreSQL ORM on
MySQL
ORM on
MySQL
Table 3.3: Comparison of the data integration systems and data warehouses BioWarehouse,
ONDEX, BioDWH, and DAWIS-M.D. in reference to their technical features.
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• Biological Pathways Exchange (BioPAX)
BioPAX is a standard language to represent biological pathways at the molecular and cel-
lular level [DCP+10]. The main goal of BioPAX is the exchange of information between
several pathway databases such as Reactome [MGG+09] and BioCyc [KOMK+05]. It was
introduced through a community process to make complete representation of basic cellu-
lar processes substantially easier to collect, to index, to interpret, and to share. BioPAX
covers concepts such as metabolic and signaling pathways, gene regulatory networks, and
genetic and molecular interactions. Therefore, it has a structure for substances, interac-
tions, pathways, and links to organisms and experiments. The language is distributed
as an ontology definition with associated documentation and a validator for checking.
Therefore, the BioPAX community cooperates with the SBML and CellML mathemati-
cal modeling language communities. For better accessing and manipulating data in the
BioPax format, a house-implemented java library called “Paxtool” is available. BioPax
Level 3 is currently available at http://www.biopax.org.
• BioXSD
BioXSD is common exchange format for basic bioinformatics data [KPJ+10]. Using this
format it should be possible to establish a common web service for the exchange of data for
bioinformaticians in the World Wide Web. This format should fill gaps between special-
ized XML formats such as Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [FH03, HFS+03],
Microarray Gene Expression Markup Language (MAGE-ML) [SMS+02], Genomic Contex-
tual Data Markup Language (GCDML) [KGM+08], Protein Data Bank Markup Language
(PDBML) [WIN+05], Molecular Interaction Format (MIF) [HMPB+04], and Phylogenetic
Markup Language (PhyloXML) [HZ09]. Therefore, BioXSD defines data formats such as,
biological sequences, sequence alignments, sequence annotation and references to data,
resources, and vocabularies in a variety of possibilities. BioXSD serves as a canonical
data model and is available at http://bioxsd.org as Version 1.1.
• Cell Markup Language (CellML)
CellML [CLN+03, MMR+10] is a language for representing mathematical models. Using
Differential Algebraic Equations (DAEs) any cellular model can be represented in CellML.
In addition, CellML represents entities using a component-based approach, where rela-
tionships between components are represented by connections. The developers have im-
plemented an Application Programming Interface (API) for working with CellML models
and files. Thus, software developers do not need to reinvent the same functionality each
time they develop a new tool. The API enables users to retrieve information, to manip-
ulate, and to extend a model. The API interfaces are designed to be independent in any
programming language, platform, or vendor, and are expressed in the Interface Definition
Language (IDL). At the present time, CellML is available at http://www.cellml.org in
Version 1.1.
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• Mathematical Markup Language (MathML)
MathML is a low-level specification for describing mathematics [San03, ABC+10]. It
is used wherever mathematics needs to be handled by software, such as mathematical
expressions in web pages and workflows in science and technology. Actually, MathML is
available at http://www.w3.org/Math/ as Version 3.
• Protein Data Bank Markup Language (PDBML)
The PDB is the single worldwide repository for macromolecular structure data [BWF+00].
For more than 30 years, the data resources has used a column-oriented format to store and
share archival entries [WIN+05]. Facing more and more complex data for macromolecular
structures, the used data format constrained several limitations such as internal structure
and the organization of records. Therefore, a new XML based data format, called PDBML
has been introduced [WIN+05]. It builds the content of the PDB exchange dictionary and
can be used as a specific exchange medium for detailed molecular protein structures, such
as data derived from experimental crystallography. PDBML is currently available at
http://pdbml.pdb.org as version 3.3 to all users.
• Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML)
SBML is an exchange format for representing biochemical reaction networks [FH03,
HFS+03]. Using SBML, users are able to describe models in many areas of computa-
tional biology, including cell signaling pathways, metabolic pathways, gene regulation,
and others. Therefore, SBML has the structure, ontology, and links, for pathways and
interactions. To enable mathematical descriptions, the SBML Level 2 uses MathML for
more complex mathematical formulas. This extends the features of SBML and also re-
sults in a greater compatibility with CellML. Furthermore, it provides the possibility to
specify delay functions and define discrete events that can occur at specified transitions
in a certain state in biological models. In order to help users to read, write, manipulate,
translate, and validate SBML files and data streams, the LibSBML API is available in
different common programming languages, such as JAVA, C, C++, and others. Presently,
SBML Level 2 is available at http://sbml.org/Software/libSBML and SBML Level 3 is
being developed.
In summary, it is recommended that any kind of biological modeling software should use stan-
dards. One of the main standards for the modeling of biological systems is the Systems Biology
Ontology. Using this standard ensures the usability, reusability, and interoperability of biolog-
ical models. Furthermore, data exchange standards can easily access models encoded in this
format. For instance, SBML, MathML, and CellML support SBO definitions, which makes it
easy to translate any kind of SBO model into such an exchange format. However, there is a
significant difference in the scope of the mentioned standard exchange formats. By studying
the most important formats and considering recommendations from literature [SHL07, SB08],
SBML and CellML are proposed as a means for the exchange of biochemical reaction net-
works and models between different software tools. They provide an ontology and structure
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that can even be used for simulations. They also provide constructs that are similar to the
object models used in packages specialized for simulating and analyzing biochemical networks.
CellML and SBML, embedding MathML, provide users with the possibility for the representa-
tion of whole models in differential algebraic expressions. Besides, SBML and CellML have an
API, which allows reading, writing and manipulating models in an easy manner. Furthermore,
SBML and CellML have much in common, since the development of both standards takes place
cooperatively. Formats such as PDBML only focus on particular substances. Thus, they are
not appropriate for network models. This also applies to MathML, which only provides basic
mathematics. Furthermore, BioXSD and BioPax exist and can be used as data standards.
However, BioXSD is focused on data that is not supported by the main formats and thus, very
specialized and not capable of representing entire biological systems. BioPax is only focused
on pathway maps, which can be shared between databases and tools. SBML and CellML can
support dynamic systems in ways not possible for BioPax.
3.7 Discussion
Hundreds of modeling and simulation tools exist, as described in Section 3.1, but none are able
to reconstruct a biological model with database information, which can be visualized, analyzed,
and automatically simulated in a qualitative and quantitative manner. However, Chapter 1
introduced the work of natural scientists and showed that they need a software application
which is able to reconstruct models based on selected biological databases. Furthermore, they
need a possibility for automatically simulating the models with an intuitive formalism that
works both with and without biological data.
With references to the here presented approaches, if a contiguous simulation based on database
reconstructed networks is possible, the simulation processing is performed in external tools
or using a third-party ODE solver. To perform a successful simulation, prior knowledge in
mathematics and a complete set of biological data is necessary. As an alternative, Petri net
simulation tools can be used. Although different Petri net simulation tools exist, they have
certain disadvantages. The discussion in Section 3.1 revealed that the presented tools have some
inconsistencies in their execution semantics and/or are not comprehensible in simulation results.
In conclusion, users do not have a tool for biological modeling which enables them to start
modeling a biological system with advanced modeling techniques which can be automatically
extended or enriched with biological knowledge from important databases, and then analyzed
and simulated. This has strongly motivated the realization of VANESA.
In Chapter 2 it was discussed on which basic bioinformatics approaches VANESA should be
based. This chapter presented further approaches, which can be used in VANESA to make it
even more powerful. Therefore, Petri net analysis techniques and graph theoretical approaches
have to also be considered in the realization of VANESA. With reachability graphs or covering
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graphs, dynamic analysis could be performed to determine different system states. Invari-
ant properties could give clues for static analysis. In addition, centrality measurement would
highlight important elements within a biological network and point out structures relevant for
analysis.
In terms of an automatic network reconstruction, there are several well-suited databases, which
can be used as valuable data repositories. Furthermore, these databases are accessible in well-
curated data warehouses, which facilitate the access. The last section focused on data exchange
formats and showed that several possibilities exist to exchange models between different software
applications. In the following, the next chapter discusses which and how these approaches should
be realized in VANESA.
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Chapter 4
Design and system architecture
The main goal of this work is the realization of a framework which can be used for modeling,
visualization, analysis, and simulation of biological networks in the natural sciences. Therefore,
important aspects about VANESA were discussed in the Sections 2.8 and 3.7. The present
chapter focuses on concrete requirements and design principles for the system architecture of
VANESA.
The first section begins with the backgrounds of VANESA, as VANESA reuses certain well-
established programming modules from the modeling software Network editor, which was real-
ized in preliminary work. Furthermore, the established requirements on VANESA are presented
in the following, which define the functionalities that should be offered. Therefore, the following
aspects are discussed: Network reconstruction, database access, Petri net simulation, Petri net
analysis, network analysis based on graph theory, system standards and data exchange possibil-
ities, user interface, and network interaction design. Section 4.2 presents the resulting system
architecture. It is demonstrated how all bioinformatics approaches are realized in VANESA and
how they are interconnected with each other. The last section, 4.3, summarizes the presented
results and discusses the advantages of the design and architecture.
4.1 Design requirements
Section 3.1 presented several software applications which are able to model, analyze, and sim-
ulate biological networks in one framework and workflow. However, as reviewed in Section 3.7,
most of the tools are failing in their initial goal or are not appropriate for the research pre-
sented here. Therefore, the new software environment VANESA should be realized, with which
users can model, visualize, analyze, and simulate biological processes and systems. As a base
for VANESA the software application Network Editor was used (see Figure 4.1), which was
realized in preliminary in-house work [Jan08]. The initial goal of this application was to test
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of the analysis of the Glycolysis KEGG pathway within the software
application Network Editor. The focus of the analysis is the shortest path between the alcohol
dehydrogenase (EC: 1.1.1.71) and the phospho-beta-glucosidase (EC: 3.2.1.86)
a network based approach to model biological systems. As the resulting application was very
promising and helpful in molecular research, it was decided to reuse aspects of this software
application. Thus, instead of reinventing the wheel, VANESA could make use of some of the
programming modules of the Network Editor.
As the name already suggests, the Network Editor was primarily designed to create and edit net-
works. It provided a well-designed user interface, in which the intuitive interaction with graphs
is possible. This concept of the visual interaction should be also incorporated into VANESA.
Furthermore, the Network Editor is able to reconstruct simple networks with data from the
databases KEGG and BRENDA. Although the data structure of the databases changed and
the Network Editor is no longer able to access up-to-date data, this basic principle should be
also integrated into VANESA. Furthermore, the Network Editor provided two basic analysis
methods. The first method focused on the computation of the shortest path from one node to
another and the second function enabled the highlighting of equal nodes in different models.
Although, this comparison was very simple, as it only highlighted elements with the same bio-
logical name, users liked it. Thus, it was decided to reuse these functions and implement further
graph theory approaches in VANESA. Nevertheless, in order to realize a software application
that can meet the initial goal of this work and is able to compete with other state-of-the-art
tools, VANESA needs much more useful approaches. Therefore, the following section presents
all important stated requirements placed on VANESA in order to become a meaningful and
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useful tool.
4.1.1 Network reconstruction
Database information can be used in various of ways, for example to get information about
a certain biological element or to unravel metabolic regulation, as presented in Section 2.6.
Furthermore, biological databases can be used as useful data sources for the reconstruction and
analysis of biological networks as described in Section 2.7. Therefore, VANESA needs access
to external databases and other data resources that allow users to interpret and analyze their
own data in the context of existing knowledge. Hence, following requirements on the database
choice are established:
1. All databases should be free-of-charge and accessible by using a Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) or an Application Programming Interface (API).
2. All databases should use the same terms, identifiers, and publication structures as cited
in literature.
3. Provided datasets must be up to date and should not overlap.
4. The selected databases should be well-curated.
5. Only databases which can be used for the reconstruction of biological networks should be
integrated.
6. The integrated databases should be focusing on metabolic pathways, signaling pathways,
and protein-protein interaction networks.
7. At least one of the selected databases should focus on genomic information to gather
detailed insights into regulatory processes.
8. A further database should provide information on protein-protein interactions and com-
plexes.
9. Furthermore, one database should provide detailed information on proteins and open
reading frames (ORFs).
Section 3.4 presented several different databases and sources which fulfill these requirements.
However, to limit selection, only those databases and sources which have a very good curation
model, a good reputation among scientists, and from personal experience, are best processed
in terms of data structure and provided ontology are considered for integration. This is why
the databases KEGG, BRENDA, IntAct, MINT, and HPRD were selected in the first place.
These databases provide sophisticated life sciences information collected from scientific exper-
iments, published literature, high-throughput experiment technologies, and experimental anal-
yses. However, for projects specific to other research applications or -omic levels it should be
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still possible to integrate additional databases into VANESA. This should be possible through
an easy-to-use programming interface.
After a detailed peer review on existing databases, it was necessary to identify a data warehouse
containing the aforementioned selected biological databases with the following steps, instead
of querying each database one by one. Section 3.5 presented several sophisticated approaches,
whereas the BioDWH / DAWIS-M.D. data warehouses meet all requirements for the presently
discussed application. Both systems do not need critical experience and distinguish themselves
with a comprehensive view of biological knowledge from different data sources. Furthermore,
several other databases are provided that can also be accessed. Thus, further additional re-
quirements are established in VANESA:
10. Users should be able to reconstruct biological networks by using information from the
databases KEGG, BRENDA, IntAct, MINT, and HPRD.
11. Computer scientists should be able to integrate new databases with an easy-to-use inter-
face.
12. It should be possible to query each integrated database separately or in combination with
each other.
13. Users should be able to use Boolean operators, such as AND, NOT , and OR to combine
different search terms with each other.
14. Each database should have a graphical user form in which users can type in their search
terms.
4.1.2 Simulation
As discussed in Section 2.8, using Petri nets is one of the most powerful techniques to model
and simulate cell behavior. With Petri nets, users are able to qualitatively as well as quantita-
tively reconstruct models. Furthermore, ODEs can be incorporated into hybrid Petri nets when
kinetics are available. This approach is well-suited for users who are not familiar with modeling
techniques. No mathematical knowledge is needed prior modeling and a Petri net model can
be continuously extended with new knowledge and data, without changing the initial struc-
tures and parameters. Thus, a model can grow over years and become more complete and
meaningful. Furthermore, sophisticated analysis techniques are available which can be applied
to calculate possible system states, among others. Section 3.2 described some of the possible
approaches which have already helped in answering essential questions in biology and other
research fields. In order to provide users with all these possibilities, VANESA should also be
able to simulate biological models in the Petri net language. Therefore, following requirements
are described:
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1. Qualitative, stochastic, continuous, hybrid, and functional Petri net modeling possibilities
have to be provided.
2. New graph classes for the xHPNbio library have to be provided.
3. It should be possible to integrate external libraries such as the PNlib, for simulation
processing.
4. There should be a possibility for specifying systems of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) for continuous Petri Nets within the graphical user interface (GUI).
5. Manually created networks and database-reconstructed networks should be easily trans-
formed into the Petri nets language.
6. Simulation results should be animated within the GUI, whereby simulation processing
should be performed in the background.
7. Simulation results should be available as tables and also visualized in diagrams, showing
the evolution of the token numbers on selected places or the firing times of selected
transitions over time.
8. Animations of the simulation results should be triggered manually or be performed in the
automatic mode.
9. In terms of analytic power, the following Petri net concepts for model validation and
analysis should be provided:
• It should be possible to check the liveness of a Petri net.
• Reversibility of a Petri net should also be examined.
• Users should be able to determine a model for p-invariants and t-invariants.
• Covering graphs should give hints about possible system states.
4.1.3 Network analysis
Graph theory, especially centrality measurement, is a powerful mathematical approach to ana-
lyze organization and information flow within a biological network. Based on graph geometry
and topology, different scientific questions can be discussed as presented in Section 2.3 and
3.3. Providing scientists with the possibility to apply graph theory as network analysis on bi-
ological networks, they can discuss many important questions, such as “Which element is the
most important one?”, “How dense is the biological network?”, “How many interactions need to
get passed in order to get from element A to element B?”, “Which motifs occur most in the
network?”, and “How does the reconstructed real-world model differ from randomly generated
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networks?”. Furthermore, in the view of network complexity and size, this kind of network
analysis can be very useful. Because in our day and age biological networks can become very
large, a sophisticated method is necessary to reduce a model to its most significant elements.
Graph theory is one possible way for that. Depending on the scientific question, the analysis
can help in identifying those elements which are necessary for a better understanding of the
research question. Based on these results, the model can be better analyzed and reduced in
complexity. Hence, graph theory as a network analysis approach should also be an important
part of VANESA. Therefore, the following requirements are indicated:
1. An adjacency matrix for each biological network should be provided on which the calcu-
lation is performed. This ensures fast and efficient processing.
2. Users should have the possibility to calculate the following graph theoretical approaches:
• Minimum degree, maximum degree, average degree, average neighbor degree, and
the distribution of different vertex degrees within a network.
• Minimum, maximum, and average shortest paths within a network.
• Graph density, matching index, and clustering coefficient.
3. Furthermore, users should be able to compare biological networks with each other to
identify similarities and differences.
4. For theoretical biology it should be possible to reconstruct networks based on random
graphs, such as Eulerian and Hamilton graphs.
5. A comparison between reconstructed biological networks and random artificial networks
should also be possible, in order to identify structures and motifs that only appear in
real-world systems.
6. Results should be visually accessible in the visualization pane, and if possible, animated
in an interactive way.
4.1.4 System standards and data exchange possibilities
In order to assign meaning to model constituents, a controlled vocabulary of relationships should
be assigned to VANESA. Therefore, semantic standards should provide a unified and common
definition for all words, phrases, and vocabulary used to describe a particular data type or
subject area. In terms of biological network modeling and analysis, models should be based on
the Systems Biology Ontology (SBO). In terms of data exchange, the Systems Biology Markup
Language (SBML) and Cell Markup Language (CellML) are the most important formats within
systems biology and bioinformatics, as described in Section 3.6. SBML is capable of describing
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the significant elements of biochemical reaction networks and besides, it supports an API, which
allows reading, writing, and manipulating models in an easy way.
CellML is focused on describing whole biological models with differential algebraic equations
(DAEs). Since VANESA is not meant to reconstruct models only based on DAEs, this exchange
format is not considered. However, to give users the possibility to perform basic mathematics on
the exported networks, MathML should be provided. Using this format, users are able to analyze
reconstructed systems in research areas, such as science, business and economics. In order
to allow simulations within other software applications, such as CellIllustrator and Dymola,
additional export formats have to be considered. Therefore, the export formats CellIllustrator
Markup Language (CSML) and Modelica Exchange Format (.mo) should be considered. For
software applications that need a general biological network representation only based on nodes
and edges, a simple .txt format has to be made available. In addition, VANESA should have its
own Extensible Markup Language (XML) based format for the digital storage and exchange of
models and results, called VANESA Markup Language (VAML). The realization of this format
is motivated by the fact that other export files are not able to capture all necessary network
properties for reconstructed models and Petri nets. Furthermore, a simple .txt data file import
for experimental data should be provided, which enables users to map experimental data on
an existing model. In summary, this results in the following requirements for system standards
and data exchange possibilities in VANESA:
1. Models should be based on the Systems Biology Ontology (SBO).
2. SBML as standard exchange format for the import and export of models should be sup-
ported.
3. Users should have the possibility to export networks in the MathML language.
4. In order to perform model simulations in external applications, such as CellIllustrator
and Dymola, the export formats CellIllustrator Markup Language (CSML) and Modelica
Exchange Format (.mo) should be available.
5. A simple .txt format, including basic network structures, should also be available to export
networks to other software applications, such as the mathematical application MATLAB1.
6. A simple .txt import format should be provided to map experimental data on exiting
networks.
7. The VANESA Markup Language (VAML) format has to be defined and realized in order
to capture all network properties and dynamics, including specific project settings and
parameters.
1MATLAB is a high-level language and interactive environment for numerical computation, visualization,
and programming. It is commercially available at http://www.mathworks.de/products/matlab/.
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4.1.5 User interface and interaction design
For the network modeling, analysis, visualization, and simulation, users need to have cognitive
support in providing both detailed information of the currently most relevant objects, as well as
giving the user an idea of its entire context. Therefore, VANESA needs to be truly interactive to
give insight and organize results and ideas. It should be easy to use and helpful to users. Within
a short time, users should be able to learn how to work with the software application and be
able to accomplish a certain task. Everything should be immediately accessible without taking
long or roundabout routes. Thus, the following requirements for user interface and interaction
with VANESA are established:
User interface:
1. A biologically sophisticated graphical user interface (GUI) should be available to users,
with which scientists should be able to intuitively model and simulate complex dynamic
interactions and processes in one active window.
2. The GUI should adapt automatically to the selected network class, whether it is a bio-
logical network or a Petri net.
3. The GUI has to be truly interactive, making users aware of further possibilities and
restraints.
4. A comprehensive graphical network representation of biological research data is needed.
5. Information has to be visualized in a clear and understandable manner to meet the pur-
poses of underlying research activities, that is, to quickly understand the information and
to show the matching objects in response to a query.
6. Everything should be reachable within a maximum of three mouse-clicks.
7. Users should be supported by navigational guidance.
8. In order to have a clearly defined and recognizable structure of the GUI, VANESA should
be divided into three panels:
• The main panel in the middle of the software application, where models are visualized
and accessible to users.
• The toolbar on the right-hand side of the software application, where regularly used
approaches are available to users.
• An option pane on left-hand side of the software application, where each bioinfor-
matics approach should have its own graphical panel enabling user to perform an
analysis.
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Interaction design:
9. Scientists should have the possibility to visually draw and edit any kind of biological
model or Petri net.
10. It should be possible to create a model with simple “drag and drop” functions or the
provided network reconstruction functions.
11. During the modeling process, users should be supported in naming network elements
based on biological standards.
12. It should be possible to interactively select, transform, and analyze network elements.
13. Users should have the possibility to edit, compare, manipulate, transform, and zoom into
parts of biological networks.
14. A logical or semantic zoom for network modeling has to be supported.
15. Filtering should enable users to reduce network complexity.
16. Interactions with the models should allow the placement of limits.
17. Significant objects should be highlighted.
18. Graph layouts should visualize networks in an appropriate way.
4.2 System architecture
The requirements used for VANESA are vast and complex but finally, they present a well-
established guide for a powerful framework. Based on the aforementioned guidelines, a system
architecture for VANESA which is able to offer all required features (see Figure 4.2), was
elaborated. Each of the bioinformatics approaches is an individual module in VANESA, which
gets a certain input and produces a specific output. In order to reach the main goals of VANESA,
namely the reconstruction, analysis, visualization, and simulation of biological networks, all
modules are interconnected. The implementation of these modules and the overall framework
is realized in the programming language JAVA, as this language is platform independent, well-
known, and easily understandable by any computer scientist. In the following, each of the
modules presented in Figure 4.2 is briefly described in the overall context to give an impression
of the workflow in VANESA.
Network modeling and reconstruction
A modeling process begins with a clear scientific question stated by the user (1). Either the
user models the biological system by hand with knowledge from literature and/or own studies,
or he formulates a query to automatically reconstruct a system with information derived from
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the system architecture of VANESA. The numbers represent the differ-
ent modules providing the stated functionalities. Each number represents a different bioinfor-
matics module in VANESA, which in combination with the other approaches, forms the entire
framework and its possibilities as described in Section 4.2.
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the integrated databases (2). For database access, VANESA offers a form where scientists can
query each database for relevant information. Database information is gained by accessing the
data warehouse DAWIS-M.D., which contains the selected databases KEGG, HPRD, IntAct,
BRENDA, and Mint (3). Besides, the data warehouse contains even more databases covering
other -omic level, which can be accessed by need. Therefore, VANESA must be simply extended
by a new database parser. Access to the databases is realized by an asynchronous web service,
which automatically connects to the data repository via internet (4). The web service extracts
the user-specific data and sends it to VANESA, where it is parsed and normalized for further
processing (5). In the next step, the queried data is filtered with regard to usability and fused
into one data structure (6). In the first place, a mathematical network model which reflects the
structure and topology of the reconstructed network model is constructed (7). Using object-
oriented modeling (8), the elements of the adjacency matrix are expanded to java classes, storing
model significant data and database knowledge (9). Before visualizing the reconstructed model,
the network is automatically layouted with the appropriate layout algorithms (10) and then
presented in the graphical user interface (11). In the graphical user interface, the user has the
possibility to examine, discuss, edit, extend, and reduce the model.
Network analysis
For further analysis, VANESA offers even more bioinformatics approaches. On the one hand,
users are able to map results from laboratory experiments on an existing network by using a
text import function (12). These results are linked to the network model and made visually
accessible. Therefore, each of the results is stored in the corresponding network element class (9),
where it can be accessed for further analysis. Furthermore, users are able to compare different
models with each other to analyze similarities and differences in network structure, system
regulations, and dynamics (13). Additionally, graph theoretical analyses can be applied to the
networks to identify relevant elements and structures within them (14). To make calculated and
predicted results more intuitive and understandable, the calculations of these approaches are
directly applied and dynamically visualized on the networks. This is realized using an animation
algorithm, which users can interactively influence and control (15). For example, if one element
within the network is more important concerning graph theory than others, the element is
visually enlarged, whereas the other elements become smaller in an animation sequence.
Simulation
For the simulation processing, users are able to transform a biological model into a Petri net
(16). VANESA can automatically translate the network structure into the xHPN formalism
(17), which then, can be examined and edited in the visualization pane of VANESA (18).
Furthermore, users have the possibility to directly model a system using the Petri net language
without first reconstructing a model. However, based on the Petri net, users are able to check
the liveness, reversibility, t-invariants, p-invariants, and possible system states before simulating
it (19). This can help in building and setting up meaningful models, which can be used for
hypothesis testing. However, if kinetic data is available it can be incorporated into the Petri
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net by placing ODEs or system parameters, such as capacities and thresholds on the places
and transitions (20). Finally, simulations are performed using the integrated PNlib2, which
runs invisibly in the background (21). Once the simulation processing is finished, the results
are automatically transformed back to VANESA and made visually accessible with charts and
network animations (18).
Exchange
Biological standards should ensure that all model concepts are well-defined and can also be
exported and imported into VANESA (21). Thus, VANESA enables users to share and eval-
uate models with any other software application supporting the export files SBML, MathML,
CellML, VAML, and/or the network text export file.
4.3 Discussion
Although many different requirements have been integrated into VANESA, it was possible
to implement a software application that is already technically sound and useful. The main
requirements were made prior to programming, ensuring that all necessary features are taken
into account for the modeling, analysis, visualization, and simulation of biological systems. The
initial concept for VANESA is derived from the preliminary work performed on the software
application Network Editor. However, in order to create a powerful new framework which is able
to support scientists in their research, the different requirements were clustered into functional
groups and realized as individual programming modules in VANESA. Each of the modules has
its own properties and defined data inputs and outputs. These modules interact with each
other through programming interfaces. Thus, it is possible to combine different bioinformatics
approaches as in a building-block system. Due to VANESAs generic design, it is even possible
to extend the presented architecture with new programming interfaces, databases, exchange
formats, and/or analysis techniques. Hence, it can be adapted to meet new challenges and
further research questions in the natural sciences. In order to give an overview of how the
realization of the provided features looks in detail, the following chapter presents the most
important implementations in VANESA.
2Although, the PNlib is best suited because of its possibilities and features, it is only available in the com-
mercial product Dymola. However, the authors are working on an alternative version, the prototype, of which,
is already available and accessible. One main advantage of the PNlib is that once integrated or linked, it should
work in both versions, the commercial and the open source version.
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Chapter 5
Implementation
This chapter deals with the technical realization of the design concepts and requirements men-
tioned in Chapter 4. Therefore, the most important implementations are presented and put into
relationship with the overall system architecture. The first section discusses the implemented
data structure, which is used to model and simulate biomedical systems in VANESA, followed
by Section 5.2, which describes the network reconstruction. It is explained which databases
are integrated in the software framework and how networks are automatically reconstructed,
based on the provided database information. The chapter continues with Section 5.3, which
demonstrates the Petri net simulation processing using the xHPN formalism. Implemented
Petri net analysis techniques are discussed in Section 5.4. In addition, VANESA provides graph
theoretical approaches as described in Section 5.5. Here, the main implementations are listed
to give an impression of the various possibilities. The next section, 5.6, introduces the network
comparison techniques used to identify similarities and differences between a set of networks.
Section 5.7 focuses on network visualization and interaction. It is discussed, how VANESA
facilitates users in their visual analysis. Section 5.8 deals with biological standards and the
provided exchange formats. Standards and exchange formats are very important, as they guar-
antee that the reconstructed models can be made accessible and shared with other software
applications in the field of biomedical network modeling. The chapter ends with a summary in
Section 5.9, listing the various features of VANESA.
5.1 Data model
In order to model a biomedical network enriched with database information and experimental
findings, a new extended data structure for the backend had to be realized in VANESA. There-
fore, an integrated data structure consisting of a 9-tuple has been defined and implemented
(see Definition 5).
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Definition 5. The integrated data structure O is a 9-tuple = (C, R, CV, CT, RT, P, cv, ct,
rt) that consists of:
• C(O) = {c1, c2, ... , cn} is a finite non-empty set of discrete concepts such as: metabo-
lites, enzymes, substances, substrates, products, signals, genes, proteins, cells, complexes,
activators, and inhibitors, among others.
• R(O) = {r1, r2, ... , rn} is a finite non-empty set of discrete relations such as acti-
vation, inhibition, expression, repression, state change, binding / association, dissocia-
tion, phosphorylation, dephosphorylation, glycosylation, ubiquitination, and methylation,
among others.
• CV(O) is a finite non-empty set of vocabularies inspired by the Systems Biology Ontology,
• CT(O) is a tree consisting of concept classes,
• RT(O) is a tree consisting of relation classes,
• C(O), R(O), CT(O) and RT(O) are pairwise disjoint,
• P(O) is a finite non-empty set of additional properties consisting of:
– CPN(O) is a finite non-empty set of concept names and definitions,
– RPN(O) is a finite non-empty set of relation names and definitions,
– CPE(O) is a finite non-empty set of experimental results,
– CPD(O) is a finite non-empty set of database properties for concepts,
– RPD(O) is a finite non-empty set of database properties for relations,
– CPS(O) is a finite non-empty set of molecular structure properties for concepts,
• functions that assign vocabularies, concept classes and relation classes are:
– cv: C(O) ∪ R(O) → CV(O),
– ct: C(O) → CT(O),
– cv: R(O) → RT(O),
• functions that optionally link additional properties to concepts or relations are:
– def C(O) → DEF(O),
– def R(O) → DEF(O),
– cpn → {(cpn1 × ... × cpnn) | cpnj ∈ CPN(O)},
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– rpn → {(rpn1 × ... × rpnn) | rpnj ∈ RPN(O)},
– cpe → {(cpe1 × ... × cpen) | cpej ∈ CPE(O)},
– cpd → {(cpd1 × ... × cpdn) | cpdj ∈ CPD(O)},
– rpd → {(rpd1 × ... × rpdn) | rpdj ∈ RPD(O)},
– cps → {(cps1 × ... × cpsn) | cpsj ∈ CPS(O)}.
In simple terms, the backend structure is a computational representation of a mathematical
graph, in which concepts are the nodes and relations are the edges. Each concept represents a
real world entity, with specific properties and characteristics. Relations are used to represent
how the concepts are related to each other.
The Network Editor was based on the graph representation of the JUNG1 library. However,
for the extended data structure and new analysis approaches, a new graph structure had to be
implemented. Therefore, VANESA represents a biological network as an adjacency matrix with
links to the data structure. The reason for this choice is that a node-node adjacency matrix
is the most basic form of representing network topology. It is very convenient to work with,
easily accessible for many graph algorithms, and facilitates important graph manipulation and
analysis operations [CSLR01]. Furthermore, the node-node adjacency matrix is very suitable
for dense graphs, as they appear in biological terms nowadays.
The front-end of VANESA is a visible graph. This graph has been modified and extended to
meet the new integrated ontology. For simple network modeling approaches, Definition 6 has
been defined and implemented.
Definition 6. The front-end is a visible graph G described with the 10-tuple G(O, CO, SO, L,
color, shape, size, x, y, visibility) that consists of:
• an integrated data structure O,
• CO(G) is a finite non-empty set of colors,
• SO(G) is a finite non-empty set of shapes,
• L(G) is a finite non-empty set of graph layouts,
• the functions color, shape, size, visibility, x and y (coordinates) which affect the way
concepts and relations are visualized in the front-end:
– color: C(O) ∪ R(O) → CO(G),
– shape: C(O) ∪ R(O) → SO(G),
1http://jung.sourceforge.net/
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– size: C(O) → R,
– x: C(O) → R,
– y: C(O) → R,
– visibility: C(O) ∪ R(O) → {true, false}.
For the simulation of a biological network, the integrated data structure and visible graph
has to be transformed into the Petri net language. As described in Section 3.1, Proß et al.
have defined the Extended Hybrid Petri Nets for biological applications (xHPNbio) formalism,
a powerful mathematical modeling concept properly adapted to the demands of biological
processes. During the transformation, each node in a biological network is replaced by a place
and an edge connecting two elements which is replaced by a transition, according to Definition 7.
Definition 7. For simulation processes the xHPN formalism is used with the 18-tuple (PD,
PC, TD, TS, TC, F, G, T, I, R, f, cl, cu, d, h, v, s, m0) [PJHB12]
• PD = {pd1, pd2, ... , pdpd} is a finite set of discrete places,
• PC = {pc1, pc2, ... , pcpc} is a finite set of continuous places,
• TD = {td1, td2, ... , tdtd} is a finite set of discrete transitions,
• TS = {ts1, ts2, ... , tsts} is a finite set of stochastic transitions,
• TC = {tc1, tc2, ... , tctc} is a finite set of continuous transitions,
• PD, PC, TD, TS, and TC are pairwise disjoint,
• F ⊆ (PD × TD ∪ PD × TS ∪ PD × TC ∪ PC × TC ∪ PC × TD ∪ PC × TS) is a
set of arcs from places to transitions, where (pi → tj) denotes the arc from place pi to
transition tj,
• G ⊆ (TD × PD ∪ TD × PC ∪ TS × PD ∪ TS × PC ∪ TC × PC ∪ TC × PD) is a
set of arcs from transitions to places, where (tj → pi) denotes the arc from transition tj
to place pi,
• T ⊆ (PD × TD ∪ PD × TS ∪ PD × TC ∪ PC × TC ∪ PC × TD ∪ PC × TS) is a set
of test arcs,
• I ⊆ (PD × TD ∪ PD × TS ∪ PD × TC ∪ PC × TC ∪ PC × TD ∪ PC × TS) is a set
of inhibitor arcs,
• R ⊆ (PD × TD ∪ PD × TS ∪ PD × TC ∪ PC × TC ∪ PC × TD ∪ PC × TS) is a set
of read arcs,
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• F, G, T, I, and R are pairwise disjoint,
• f: (F ∪ G ∪ T ∪ I, m) → R≥0 is an arc weight function which assigns a non-negative
integer to every arc connected to a discrete place. All others are assigned a non-negative
real number depending on a concrete marking m , where (f:pi → tj) denotes the weight of
the arc from place pi to transition tj,
• if pi ∈ PD, tj ∈ TC then (pi → tj) ∈ F if only if (tj → pi) ∈ G and (f:pi → tj) = (f:tj
→ pi),
• cl: {PD → N0, PC → R≥0} are the minimum capacities of the places,
• cu: {PD → N0, PC → R≥0} are the maximum capacities of the places,
• d: TD → R≥0 is a delay function which assigns a positive, real-valued delay to every
discrete transition,
• h: (TS, m)→ R≥0 is a hazard function which assigns a positive, real-valued random delay
depending on a concrete marking m to every stochastic transition,
• v: (TC,m) → R≥0 is a maximum speed function which assigns a positive, real-valued
maximum speed depending on a concrete marking m to every continuous transition,
• s: (TD × TS × TC, mv)→ {true, false} is a condition function which assigns a condition
depending on all possible model variables (mv) to every transition, e.g., time,
• m0: {PD→ N0, PC→ R≥0} is the initial marking which must satisfy the condition cl(pi)
≤ m0(pi) ≤ cu(pi) ∀ pi ∈ (PD ∪ PC).
From the biological point of view, the formalisms presented in Definition 5 and 7 have the
following meanings: Places are biological compounds such as: metabolites, enzymes, substances,
substrates, products, signals, genes, proteins, cells, complexes, activators, inhibitors, repressors,
promoters, transcription factors, and RNAs, among others. Transitions are biological processes
such as: biochemical reactions, metabolic reactions, interactions, regulatory reactions, signal
transduction reactions, chemical reactions, binding, and phosphorylation, among others. The
marking of a Petri net describes biological concentrations such as the amount of molecules or
cells. Additionally, every place can be assigned with minimum and maximum capacities. Normal
arcs are used to connect biological compounds and processes with each other. Furthermore, test
arcs are used to describe activation processes such as the transcription process, activation in gene
regulation, enzyme activity, and activation mechanisms, among others. Inhibitor arcs describe
inhibition mechanisms such as the repression of gene regulation, among others. Read arcs
describe catalytic processes. Additionally, each arc can be weighted with biological coefficients
to include stoichiometric coefficients and yield coefficients in the model. Furthermore, each
biological process can have a delay. In order to model and simulate random duration of biological
processes, hazard functions can be assigned. For example, such a hazard function can be used
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to model and simulate stochastic kinetics. Maximum speeds of biological processes, such as
kinetics effects/laws can also be assigned.
Due to the used data structure, a variety of networks can be reconstructed, analyzed, simulated,
and visualized. As a result of the generic design, the software application is not only limited
to biological networks. Because of the strict separation of internal data structure and graphical
representation it is straightforward to extend VANESA by new graph and network classes. The
generic design allows software programmers to easily extend existing components by introducing
new concepts applying the re-use and specialization of already existing ones.
5.2 Network reconstruction
To assist scientists in describing a biological system with all its possible reactions, transfor-
mations, and modifications, an advanced database consulting module has been implemented
in VANESA. The data extraction, transformation and loading was a major concern for the
effectiveness in conveying information since the amount of datasets has become enormous and
multi-dimensional. Therefore, a new ETL (Extraction, Loading, and Transformation) module
for several databases has been implemented. Now eleven different databases from DAWIS-
M.D. covering almost all -omic levels can be accessed (see Figure 5.1). Most of the biological
processes within a cell such as enzymatic reaction, protein-protein interaction, metabolic and
signaling pathways, among others, can be modeled and analyzed.
One possibility to connect to the integrated databases is by using a local database access.
VANESA offers the functionality to directly connect to a mySQL server and the necessary
databases. Users only need to set up the connection parameters such as host, database name,
username, and password in the settings panel of VANESA. More convenient is the access via the
implemented web service, which is realized by an asynchronous Axis2 web service technology
[JA11]. Using this web service it is possible to consult the BioDWH and DAWIS-M.D. to
gather biological and medical information. Queries can be sent simultaneously without loss of
performance and connection dropouts. Thus, it is possible to query the data warehouse for large
and complex datasets. VANESA uses MySQL [SZT12] standards and optimization techniques
to ensure efficient data exchange.
Based on the web service, any kind of network can be loaded. Due to the asynchronous web
technique, communication deadlocks from client to server are excluded. Thus, networks with
increased size can be efficiently loaded. Actually, the manageable size of a network is 1,500 nodes
with about 6,000 edges. Bigger networks result in the performance reduction of VANESA due
to the used graph library JUNG 1.7. Using the database search panel, users are able to search
in the integrated databases, such as KEGG, BRENDA, Mint, IntAct, and HPRD. Therefore,
users have several possibilities to formulate their queries. They are able to search for all kinds
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Figure 5.1: This picture presents the overall data integration and consulting architecture of
VANESA. Biological data is extracted, transformed, and loaded from different data sources
such as KEGG, UniProt, BRENDA, OMIM, and GO, among others, into the BioDWH, which
is then accessible to DAWIS-M.D. for metabolic data and DAWIS-E.D for experimental data.
Using an Axis 2 web service VANESA is able to query DAWIS-M.D. in order to reconstruct,
model, and visualize biological networks. Based on these networks, an automatic Petri net
reconstruction and simulation can be performed for in silico experiments.
of biological elements matching or partially matching a given biological definition, name, or
identifier. Database content can be queried for all sources or targets. Optionally, users are
able to select whether or not a database query is supposed to be organism specific. Boolean
operators such as And/Or/Not provide an additional way to formulate specific and complex
queries for an advanced search within the linked databases. Using the different search forms,
it is possible to reconstruct networks based on KEGG pathways, enzymes, proteins, genes, and
compounds, among others. The tabs in the database panel divide the different databases from
each other. Each tab represents a database module, which is linked to specific algorithms to
query and reconstruct biomedical networks from DAWIS-M.D.
However, information stored in databases is distributed over many tables. In order to recon-
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struct a biological network, links, and connections from one biological compound to another
have to be established. This process is done piece by piece until completing a certain pathway
map or reaching a given network size. Primarily, the KEGG database is used to reconstruct
metabolic networks in VANESA. Therefore, a set of algorithms is implemented, which is based
on the KEGG Markup language. Although KGML is an exchange format, it describes the re-
lation between the different objects within the database in a generalized way. With the KGML
specification it is possible to query the relational data schema efficiently and finally, to recon-
struct metabolic networks as they are presented by KEGG. In order to access more detailed
information, additional tables from KEGG have to be queried. Actually, KEGG consists of 121
different tables. Twenty-three tables are necessary to reconstruct a basic network without any
additional data, such as information about protein-interactions, disease/drugs, and involved
chemical substances, among others. In general, for each database a query class exists, where
the specific queries are stored that are used to gather the necessary information. If a database
scheme changes, only these queries have to be modified in VANESA. This ensures that the
computer scientist only needs a short time to adapt to the new changes. Two basic examples
of such queries are presented in the following:
1) public static final String getKEGGpathwayByName = "SELECT pathway_name,
title, org,number,image,link FROM kegg_pathway p where pathway_name = ?;";
2) public static final String getKEGGentriesByPathwayName = "SELECT k.entry_id,
k.link, k.type, n.ec, g.background, g.foreground, g.graphicsName,
g.graphicsType, g.x, g.y FROM dawis_md.kegg_entry k
left outer join dawis_md.kegg_entry_name n
on k.entry_id=n.entry_ID Inner join dawis_md.kegg_graphics g
on k.entry_id=g.entry_ID where k.pathway_name=?
and n.pathway_name=? and g.pathway_name=?
Order by k.entry_id;";
Here, the questions marks are automatically replaced by the pathway name typed in by the user
in the database search form, which enables VANESA to consult the database to get all KEGG
pathways and entries which match the search term. Using SQL joins on specific identifiers
such as gene names, it is even possible to connect different databases with each other. Another
advantage is that queries can be optimized by using advanced SQL statements. Thus, no
intervention in the programming code is necessary. Once the data from the database is received,
the information is processed.
The BRENDA database can also be used to reconstruct metabolic networks. For each queried
enzyme, substrate, or product, a reaction list is created containing all involved biological ele-
ments such as inhibitors, cofactors, etc. This list is further converted into a connection matrix
substrate-product, which can be directly interpreted for analysis and visualization. Informa-
tion on reversibility and the type of connection is also considered in this matrix. Therefore, the
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Figure 5.2: This picture presents how networks are reconstructed in VANESA. In the initial
phase, the queried research object is placed as a preliminary root (Level 1). In the following
step, selected databases are queried in DAWIS-M.D. for elements, which interact with this node.
If interactions exist, new nodes are added to the graph and interconnected with it (Level 2).
In addition, algorithms in VANESA check by querying the databases if the other nodes can be
interconnected. These processes are then repeated in an iterative way until reaching a certain
network size specified by the user (Level 3).
matrix needs to be further processed to remove connection via currency metabolites. Currency
metabolites are mainly used as carriers for transferring electrons and other functional groups
such as ATP, H2O, CO2, and others. Nevertheless, currency metabolites are not shown or even
considered in metabolic pathways, since structure analysis with connections through currency
metabolites produces meaningless results.
One structure analysis approach which break down with currency metabolites is the calculation
of the shortest path length from one element to another. For example, in terms of biochemistry
and KEGG information, the path length from glucose to pyruvate should be nine. If currency
metabolites, such as ATP and ADP are also considered, the path length becomes two, since
the first reaction uses glucoses and produces ADP while the last reaction consumes ADP and
produces pyruvate. Beside the fact that structural analysis can become biologically meaningless,
the network size might increase with currency metabolites, as large number of edges have to
be added. Therefore, the covering of such elements is essential to draw meaningful conclusions
from a graph analysis.
In order to address this problem, top-ranked metabolites can be excluded by the user in
VANESA. Based on their connection degree, VANESA calculates their ranking and provides
users with the possibility of disregarding all or only selected metabolites identified as currency
metabolites. All calculations can be performed organism specific, to narrow search and anal-
ysis. Furthermore, the protein-protein interaction databases Mint, IntAct, and HPRD can be
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used for the reconstruction of biological networks. The network reconstruction algorithm also
works with a connection matrix, whereby connections and complexes between proteins are de-
termined. Thus, users have the possibility to reconstruct sophisticated networks with a chosen
network size, that specifies up to which network degree the model should be reconstructed (only
first interaction partners, first interaction partners and their neighbors, neighbors of neighbors,
and so on - see Figure 5.2). Additionally, binary interactions and complex interactions can be
included and excluded in the model.
5.3 Petri net simulation processing
For the simulation of biological processes, VANESA makes use of the xHPNbio formalism.
With a biologically sophisticated graphical user interface, network models can be reconstructed
and automatically translated into the language of the xHPNbio paradigm. Due to VANESAs
generic design and strict separation of internal data structure and graphical representation, it
is possible to convert the integrated data structure for network representation (see Definition
5) into the xHPNbio formalism (see Definition 7) that can be then, further simulated within
the PNlib.
A digital communication bridge, invisibly running in the background, realizes the communi-
cation between VANESA and the PNlib. Once a Petri net model with initial markings and
arc weights is reconstructed in VANESA, a script automatically translates the ready Petri net
model into the appropriate .mo data exchange format and starts Modelica (Dymola) and the
corresponding PNlib in the background for simulation as presented in Figure 5.3. An exam-
ple of such a .mo data exchange format is presented in the following. It shows an extract of
the simulation parameters for the transcription-regulated lac-operon system of the bacterium
Escherichia coli as presented in Figure 5.4.
1 model simulation
2 PNlib.IA inhibitorArc1;
3 PNlib.IA inhibitorArc2;
4 PNlib.PC P1003(nIn=1,nOut=0,startMarks=0.0,minMarks=-1.0,maxMarks=1.0E9);
5 PNlib.TC T1079(nIn=1,nOut=1,maximumSpeed=1.0,arcWeightIn={P1008.t*0.1},
6 arcWeightOut={(4*40*P1008.t^3*20^4)/((20^4+P1008.t^4)2)});
7 arcWeightOut={1});
8 ...
9 equation
10 connect(P1044.outTransition[1],T1088.inPlaces[1]);
11 connect(P1008.outTransition[1],T1079.inPlaces[1]);
12 connect(inhibitorArc1.outTransition,T1096.inPlaces[2]);
13 ...
14 end simulation;
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Figure 5.3: VANESA enables Petri net simulations using the features of Dymola and the PNlib.
Therefore, VANESA automatically transforms its models into the xHPNbio formalism and ex-
ports it into the simulation environment. Simulation processing is performed automatically and
is not visible in the background. As soon as the processing is finished, results are automatically
sent back to VANESA, where they are visualized with plots and special animation techniques.
Format tags, such as PNlib.PC (continuous place), PNlib.IA (inhibitor arc), and PNlib.TC
(continuous transition) with its markings and weights build up the backbone for simulation
processing. Using these connection tags the different xHPNbio Petri net elements are connected
to each other.
Due to multi-threading, VANESA is able to detect simulation results as soon as they are
available. When simulation processing is finished, the simulation results are automatically
loaded into VANESA. The data and simulation exchange is realized by a .csv file, which lists
progress steps and information. Finally, results are matched on the network and made visible.
With the supported xHPNbio paradigm, sophisticated simulations can be performed using
qualitative, stochastic, continuous, hybrid, and functional modeling features. Furthermore,
ODEs can be used for continuous Petri net models. Thus, users are able to check behavioral
and structural properties. Simulation results are available as tables or as charts, and can be
exported in JPEG files.
Simulation results can also be animated within the graphical user interface. Therefore, a new
approach has been implemented which represents the token numbers on selected places over
time (see Figure 5.5). Simulations can be triggered manually or be animated within the active
window. The animation is interactive and can be performed for each time interval. During
the animation, the nodes change their size and color depending on the amount of tokens. If
the amount of tokens increases, the node gets bigger and is colored in red. If the amount of
tokens decreases, the place gets smaller and the node is colored in blue. Thus, users are able
to intuitively recognize system state changes and information flow within the reconstructed
models.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results of the transcription-regulated lac-operon system of the bacterium
Escherichia coli within VANESA. The presented example simulates the cell behavior of the
bacterium in response to decreasing glucose and increasing lactose in the cell environment. The
charts show the cell dynamics of involved biological elements such as lactose, glucose, and the
lacZ gene, among others.
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Figure 5.5: The figure shows a screenshot of an animated Petri net simulation of the
transcription-regulated lac-operon system of the bacterium Escherichia coli within VANESA.
It demonstrates decreasing glucose and increasing lactose in the cell environment. The model is
created with discrete (single-edged circles) and continuous places (double-edged circles), and dis-
crete (single-edged rectangles), continuous (double-edged rectangles), and stochastic transitions
(black rectangles). Places and transitions are interconnected with each other using normal arcs
(edges with arrowheads) or inhibitory arcs (edges with circles). Using ODEs, the rate change
of variables in the modeled system is described. The numbers within the places represent the
current token numbers. The node size highlights the amount of tokens compared to the other
places. The node color indicates whether the token number decreases (blue), increases (red),
or remains the same (grey) in the next simulation step.
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Petri net validation is also provided, to prevent modeling errors such as connection from
place-to-place, among others. This validation is based on the data structure presented in
Definition 7. During model creation, algorithms constantly check to see if the Petri net is valid
in accordance with the aforementioned data structure. Additionally, a general syntax formula
validation algorithm checks for the correctness of the mathematical equations placed on the
continuous or hybrid Petri nets. If they are not correct, users are made aware of the specific
modeling error. Furthermore, users have the possibility to move between the different classes
of modeling and simulation concepts, since the graphical user interface adapts automatically to
the net class in the active window.
In addition to the possibility to simulate networks with Modelica in VANESA, an additional
export function for the software application CellIllustrator is implemented. It is possible to
transform any kind of reconstructed network model into the CSML export file, which then can
be loaded in CellIllustrator to simulate and analyze system dynamics. Therefore, an appropriate
CSML XML file is automatically constructed in VANESA, in which the java objects are mapped
on the specific CSML element and attribute tags. This is done in accordance to the Cell System
Markup Language Specification version 1.92. The CellIllustrator export functions supports
discrete, continuous, and hybrid Petri net models.
5.4 Petri net analysis
In order to perform Petri net model validation and analysis, several techniques had to be
implemented. To provide additional insights into network behavior and furthermore, to detect
system inconsistencies, mathematical invariant concepts are now provided. Therefore, the
t-Invariant vector IT regarding to Definition 8 [PW08] is calculated in VANESA:
Definition 8. A t-Invariant is a vector IT if
W+ · IT = W− · IT ⇐⇒ W+ · IT −W− · IT = 0 ⇐⇒ (W+ −W−) · IT = 0 ⇐⇒ W T · IT = 0
with IT ∈ ZT ≥ 0 where the transitions of a Petri net are described as a pair of |P| × |T|
matrices with
• W−, defined by ∀ s,t : W− [p,t] = f (p,t)
• W+, defined by ∀ s,t : W+ [p,t] = f (t,p)
• WT = W+ - W−
The t-invariant is a vector defining a multiset of transitions. In general, the vector has two
biological interpretations. On the one hand, a t-invariant represents a multiset of transitions
which reproduce a given marking by their ordered firing. This can contribute to a deeper
2http://www.csml.org/download/CSML_1.9_Specification.pdf
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understanding of the systems behavior. Additionally, the t-invariant can be used to examine
relative firing rates of transitions. Thus, transitions firing rates occurring permanently and
concurrently can be detected. This leads to better insights into the system’s steady state
behavior and activity level.
A further invariant concept is the p-invariant. In the context of networks, p-invariants represent
a set of places, over which the weighted sum of tokens is constant, independent of the firing
events. This technically indicates token-preserving, which reflects compound preservations in a
system and also corresponds to active/inactive states of a given compound. Therefore, any two
reachable markings m1, m2 have to hold the equation: x×m1 = x×m2. To test p-invariants,
the vector IP is calculated regarding to Definition 9 [PW08] in VANESA:
Definition 9. A p-Invariant is a vector IP if
W+ · ITP = W− · ITP ⇐⇒ W+ · ITP −W− · ITP = 0 ⇐⇒ (W+−W−) · ITP = 0 ⇐⇒ W T · ITP = 0
with IP ∈ ZS ≥ 0 where the transitions of a Petri net are described as a pair of |P| × |T|
matrices with
• W−, defined by ∀ s,t : W− [p,t] = f (p,t)
• W+, defined by ∀ s,t : W+ [p,t] = f (t,p)
• WT = W+ - W−
An example of t- and p-invariant calculations, based on the Petri net presented in Figure 5.6, is
given in the following. The t-invariant is derived from the incidence matrix from VANESA and
results in the linear equation presented in Example 1. In summary, for the equation only the
solution {3,3,2} exists. The solution can be interpreted as a firing sequence to reach the initial
marking. Transition 1 has to fire three times, transition 2 has to fire three times, and transition
3, twice in order to reach the initial marking. For the linear equation presented in Example
2, four solutions for the p-invariants exist. The four invariants are {P1,P3,P5}, {P2,P3,P5},
{P1,P3,P4}, and {P2,P3,P4} with the weight given by the positive integer number in the
solution vector.
Example 1. The following linear equation has to be solved to calculate the t-invariant for the
presented Petri net in Figure 5.6. The solution for this linear equation is (3,3,2).
x1 +2x2 −2x3 = 0
−3x1 −2x2 +2x4 +2x5 = 0
3x1 +3x3 −3x4 −3x5 = 0
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Figure 5.6: a) Example of a weighted discrete Petri net with initial marking. b) Corresponding
incidence (stoichiometric) matrix which describes how many tokens each place receives and how
many tokens are taken by which transition. Using this incidence matrix, new markings can be
calculated.
Example 2. The following linear equation has to be solved to calculate the p-invariant for
the presented Petri net in Figure 5.6. The solutions for this linear equation are (2,0,1,0,3),
(0,1,1,0,1), (2,0,1,3,0), and (0,1,1,1,0).
y1 −3y2 +3y3 = 0
2y1 −2y2 = 0
−2y1 +3y3 = 0
+2y2 −3y3 = 0
+2y2 −3y3 = 0
In addition to the t- and p-invariant calculations, a reachability and/or covering graph for a
given Petri net can be constructed in VANESA. With such graphs, users have the possibility to
visually examine system conditions and Petri net properties. As already mentioned in Section
3.2, the time and space complexity for a covering graph is (2O(
√
n)). Having this in mind, users
have the possibility to first check to see if it is even possible to reach a selected marking mi.
This can be done according to Definition 10 (sufficient criterion).
Definition 10. mi can be reached from the initial marking m0 by firing i ∈ N0 transitions if
• IP is an invariant,
• and ITP ·m0 = ITP ·mi.
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Figure 5.7: A basic discrete Petri net with an initial marking in place one (p1).
However, in order to construct a reachability or coverability graph, all possible firing events
from marking m0 to mi have to be calculated. Therefore, for each firing event all transitions
have to be checked if they are active. This is decided in accordance with Definition 11.
Definition 11. A transition can fire when following basic rules apply:
• A transition t is enabled in a marking m, written as m [t〉, if ∀p ∈• t : f(p, t) ≤ m(p),
• A transition t, which is enabled in m, may fire. When t in m fires, a new marking mi is
reached, written as m[t〉mi, with ∀p ∈ P : mi(p) = m(p)− f(p, t) + f(t, p),
• the firing itself is timeless and atomic.
If at least one transition is able to fire, a firing sequence is calculated (see Definition 12).
Therefore, the forward matrix W−, backward matrix W+, and transition matrix W T is de-
termined and calculated as described in the Example 3 for the presented Petri net in Figure 5.7.
Definition 12. A firing sequence is defined by
• mi = {m | ∃w : mi = m0 + WT × o(w) ∧ is a firing sequence of N},
• W−, defined by ∀ s,t : W− [p,t] = f (p,t),
• W+, defined by ∀ s,t : W+ [p,t] = f (t,p),
• WT = W+ - W−.
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Example 3. A firing sequence consisting of the firing state of transition one results in the
following transition matrices and firing equation:
W− =

t1 t2
p1 1 0
p2 0 0
p3 0 1
p4 0 0
W
+ =

t1 t2
p1 0 1
p2 1 0
p3 1 0
p4 0 1
W
T =

t1 t2
p1 −1 1
p2 1 0
p3 1 −1
p4 0 1

mi =

1
0
0
0
+

−1 1
1 0
1 −1
0 1
×
(
1
0
)
=

0
1
1
0

Based on Definition 10, the Algorithm 1 was implemented in order to check if a marking mi
can be reached or covered [Bri11].
Algorithm 1 Check if marking mi from m0 can be reached or covered
Input: matrix WT , initial marking m0, system state m1, (possible) p-Invariant ITP
Output: Boolean: If mi can be reached or covered from m0
1: if W T · ITP = 0 then
2: // p-invariant = true
3: if ITP ·m0 = ITP ·m1 then
4: // sufficient criterion met
5: cov ← createCoverabilityGraph
6: if m1 ∈ cov then
7: return m1 is reachable
8: if m1 6∈ cov and ∃ mi ∈ cov with mi > m1 then
9: return is coverable // m1 is covered by mi
10: return neither reachable, nor coverable
11: else
12: return not reachable
13: else
14: return not reachable
Algorithm 2 reconstructs the coverability graph [Bri11]. Input is the root node which describes
the initial marking m0. Based on this node, all other possible markings are iteratively
calculated. For each marking, it is determined which transitions are able to fire (line 2-4). For
each active transition, a new marking is calculated and represented as node (line 5-6). If the
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marking does not exceed the specified maximum capacity of the place (line 7), processing is
continued. Otherwise, the iteration for the actual marking is stopped. In the next step, it is
checked if the calculated marking is already existing in the coverability graph (line 8-11). If the
coverability graph contains such a marking, an edge is drawn to that state and the iteration is
stopped. If not, all nodes from the root to the processed node are checked for markings that
might cover it (see line 12-14). Further on, the algorithm looks up if the marking for the actual
processed place is really higher than the ones listed in the path. If it is higher, the marking
for this place is replaced by an ω (see line 17) which means that the marking for this place is
constantly increasing and furthermore, that it can cover all other possible markings. If such
a covered marking already exists within the coverability graph (see line 19), an edge to that
covering node is drawn, as long as it is not the same node as the actual processed node (see
line 20-21). Otherwise, a new node is added to the coverability graph, which later is iteratively
processed.
The algorithm for the reachability graph is similar, with the difference that all possible markings
are calculated and interconnected. With a simple graphical form, users have the possibility to
check if a marking mi can be reached or covered. In the first place, a yes-or-no answer is given.
Regardless of the result, users have the possibility to construct and visualize a reachability or
coverability graph. Thus, it is possible to examine how a given marking can be reached and
furthermore, which other markings are possible (see Figure 5.8 for an example).
5.5 Graph theoretical analysis
As described in Section 2.3 and 3.3, graph theory can identify several important structures in
networks. Important actors within a network can be determined, as well as paths highlighted,
which play an important role regarding centrality measurement. In order to support users
with the possibility to apply centrality measurements in VANESA, several new algorithms were
implemented, which are applied on the adjacency matrix of the corresponding networks.
In summary, users have the possibility to calculate the amount and distribution of different
vertex degrees (see Algorithm 3), the largest (see Algorithm 4), the smallest (see Algorithm
5), and the average vertex degree within a network (see Algorithm 6), as well as the average
neighbor degree (see Algorithm 7). In addition, graph density (see Algorithm 8), centralization
(see Algorithm 9), global matching index (see Algorithm 10), and the clustering coefficient (see
Algorithm 11) can be determined. Furthermore, the shortest and maximum paths, as well as
the average length of all shortest and maximum paths can be identified and highlighted.
Based on these algorithms, biomedical networks can be analyzed in different sophisticated ways,
as presented in Figure 5.9. Especially in high and dense graphs which suffer from visual orien-
tation, important elements can be made visually accessible such as biological hubs. Therefore,
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Figure 5.8: a) A basic discrete Petri net with an initial marking in VANESA. b) The corre-
sponding reachability graph for the given Petri net in VANESA. The red node represents the
root m0 and all other nodes the possible markings mi. The edges indicate which transition has
to fire in order to reach the next marking mi.
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Algorithm 2 Construction of the coverability graph
Input: matrix WT , matrix W−, transitions T , places P , upper bound for places cap(p) for all
p ∈ P , initial marking m0 = root, graph G = (V,E) with V = {root} and E = {}
Output: covering graph G
1: function computeNode(node) // ( nodep ∀ p ∈ P )
2: for all tj ∈ T do
3: col←W−(·, j)
4: if node ≥ col then
5: n← node
6: n← n+W T (·, j)
7: if np ≤ cap(p) ∀ p ∈ P then
8: if n = k with k ∈ V then
9: E ← E ∪ {(node, k)}
10: found ← true
11: else
12: L← parents(node)
13: for all ` ∈ L do
14: if n > ` then
15: for all p ∈ P do
16: if np > `p and cap(p) =∞ then
17: np ← ω
18: if n = k with k ∈ V then
19: found ← true
20: if n 6= node then
21: E ← E ∪ {(node, k)}
22: if not found then
23: V ← V ∪ {n}
24: E ← E ∪ {(node, n)}
25: computeNode(n)
26: found ← true
27: if not found then
28: V ← V ∪ {n}
29: E ← E ∪ {(node, n)}
30: computeNode(n)
an animation algorithm has been implemented which interactively highlights centrality mea-
surement results. Using a slide control, users have the possibility to dynamically visualize the
biological elements in order of their importance. In the presented example, the vertices with the
most incident edges are highlighted and furthermore, vertices with the same node degree are
similarly colored. Although the network is strongly connected, the most important actors are
visible. In a normal network visualization approach, this information would be lost, resulting
in a meaningless furball.
Furthermore, it is possible to compare a set of different networks with each other, based on the
aforementioned centrality measurements [Lew12] (see Figure 5.10). With a parallel coordinate
plot, network properties can be visualized and examined in the overall context. Thus, network
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Algorithm 3 Count different vertex degrees: O(n2)
Input: Adjacency matrix
Output: Number of different vertex degrees
1: vertexDegrees = []
2: for each row in adjacency matrix do
3: N(v) = count entries in actual row
4: if N(v) not in vertexDegrees then
5: vertexDegrees.add(N(v))
6: else
7: continue
8: return vertexDegrees.size()
Algorithm 4 Largest vertex degree: O(n2)
Input: Adjacency matrix
Output: (Int) Largest vertex degree
1: vertexDegrees = []
2: for each row in adjacency matrix do
3: N(v) = count entries in actual row
4: if N(v) <= vertexDegree then
5: continue
6: else
7: vertexDegree = N(v)
8: return vertexDegree
Algorithm 5 Smallest vertex degree: O(n2)
Input: Adjacency matrix
Output: (Int) Smallest vertex degree
1: int vertexDegree
2: for each row in adjacency matrix do
3: N(v) = count entries in actual row
4: if N(v) >= vertexDegree then
5: continue
6: else
7: vertexDegree = N(v)
8: return vertexDegree
Algorithm 6 Average vertex degree: O(n2)
Input: Adjacency matrix
Output: (Double) Average vertex degree
1: averagegVertexDegree = 0
2: for each row in adjacency matrix do
3: N(v) = count entries in actual row
4: averagegVertexDegree += N(v)
5: return
averageV ertexDegree
|V |
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Algorithm 7 Average neighbor degree: O(n2)
Input: Adjacency matrix, |V|
Output: Average neighbor degree
1: nodecount = const.value
2: nodedegree = [] //Array with size of nodecount
3: for each row in adjacency matrix do
4: degree = count of ones in current row
5: nodedegree[rownumber] = degree
6: for i = 0 to nodecount−1 do
7: for j = 0 to nodecount−1 do
8: if adjacencymatrix[i][j] then
9: neighbordegree+=nodedegree[j]
10: avgnbdegree = neighbordegrees/nodecount
Algorithm 8 Graph density: O(1)
Input: |V|, |E|
Output: (Double) density
1: density = 2·|E||V |·(|V |−1)
Algorithm 9 Graph centralization: O(1)
Input: |V|, max N(v), Graph density
Output: centralization
1: centralization = |V ||V |−2 ·
(
maxN(v)
|V |−1 −Graphdensity
)
Algorithm 10 Global matching index : O(n2(n− 1))
Input: Adjacency matrix, |V|
Output: Global matching index
1: seti =[], setj =[]
2: similars = 0, allnodes = 0, paircounter = 0
3: matchingindex = 0
4: for each nodepair pij do
5: seti = getneighbors(i)
6: setj = getneighbors(j)
7: similars = count(seti union setj)
8: allnodes = seti.size+setj.size - 2·similars
9: if allnodes > 0 then
10: matchingindex+= similarsallnodes
11: clear(sets)
12: similars = 0
13: paircounter++
14: matchingindex/=paircounter
Algorithm 11 Global Clustering-coefficient: O(1)
Input: Adjacency matrix, |V|, |E|
Output: Clustering coefficient
1: clusteringcoefficient = 2·|E||V |·(|V |−1)
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Figure 5.9: Biological hub detection measurement in a biological protein-protein interaction
network in VANESA. Nodes with the most incident edges are highlighted. Nodes with the
same vertex degree are colored in the same way.
properties, which only occur in special kinds of biological networks, such as a high graph density
value in protein-protein interaction networks, can be easily identified. With this information,
networks and motifs can be classified and characterized.
Additionally, all reconstructed networks can be compared with randomly generated networks.
Therefore, VANESA offers the possibility to generate random, regular, bipartite, connected,
and Hamilton graphs with a given node size. The graphs can be directed or undirected, as well
as weighted. Therefore, the Barabási-Albert (BA) model is implemented, among others, which
generates random scale-free networks [AB02]. With these networks, statistically meaningful
comparative analysis can be performed, which is especially useful in theoretical biology.
5.6 Network comparison
To determine differences and similarities between a given set of networks, new graph comparison
techniques have been implemented in VANESA. One of the realized techniques is the so-called
“heat-graph” approach.
A heat graph is a graphical representation of a set of different networks, where the individual
nodes are color-coded in accordance with their frequency of occurrence in the set of networks.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of a protein-protein interaction network with randomly generated net-
works, based on following centrality measurements: largest, smallest and average vertex degree,
average neighbor degree, graph density, centralization, global matching index, and clustering
coefficient, average shortest path, and maximum path length. Results are visualized in a par-
allel coordinate plot, which intuitively shows that a protein-protein interaction network differs
in centrality values, such as average neighbor degree and average shortest path.
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Figure 5.11: Heat-graph result for 4 biological networks. It is clearly visible that the back-
bone of the merged graph is constructed of proteins that appear in all networks (blue circle),
whereas specialized proteins (red circles) influence the information and processing flow within
the network.
The more often a certain node appears across the different networks, the more important it is
in its function, and thus, color-coded by a large blue circle in the heat-graph approach. The less
it appears within the set of networks, the more specialized it is in its function and thus, color-
coded by small red circles (see Figure 5.11). However, colors, shapes, and outward appearance
can be adapted by users.
The heat-graph is constructed by following four steps:
1. Consider a set S of graphs G1 . . . Gn containing equal subgraphs or nodes. Based on S
create one merged graph Gm, consisting of all graphs in the set S (see Algorithm 5.6),
2. compute a vector where graph topological similarities over the set S are represented,
3. layout the merged graph,
4. paint the heat-graph using custom color mapping.
The comparison vector is constructed by identifying equal or similar topological structures in
S. If topological similarities exist such as similar subgraphs, information about these structures
is stored in a matrix/vector product, which is described in Definition 13.
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Algorithm 12 Merge a set of graphs
Input: Set S consisting of graphs G1 . . . Gn
Output: Merged graph: Gm
1: Initialize Gm = ∅
2: for Gi ∈ S do
3: for v ∈ VGi do
4: if v /∈ Gm then
5: Gm = Gm ∪ v
6: for e ∈ EGi do
7: if e /∈ EGm then
8: EGi = EGi ∪ e
Definition 13. A comparison vector V is a vector containing elements v1 to vi where:
vx :=
∑
e∈Gm
1 e = x0 e 6= x
Finally, the heat graph is visualized. For each node in Gm a specific corona is painted. The color
is defined by the function: c(x, y) = max(c(x, y), DCF (v, x, v)), where DCF is the distance
correction function DCF (v, x, y) = hammingwindow(x− vx + R + y − vy + R, 2R) with R =
circle radius defined by the user. The distance function is used to create smooth transitions
between overlapping coronas. Briefly, the hamming window function calculates a shape similar
to that of a cosine wave for two overlapping circles. In the last step, users can choose color
mapping that highlights results in different ways.
In addition to the heat-graph approach, VANESA offers the possibility to visualize overlap-
ping biological networks in a 2.5D space. In this restricted three-dimensional representation
each network is separately visualized. The common sub graphs are visualized on parallel two-
dimensional planes (see Figure 5.12 and 5.13 for two examples). The method is similar to the
heat-graph approach, although it uses other drawing aesthetics. In the heat-graph approach,
overlapping parts are highlighted with different colors in one merged graph. In this approach,
the intersections are visualized in the middle plane of all other networks. The advantage of this
method is that by visual analysis, connections between different networks can be highlighted
and simultaneously exposed in their differences. This approach is especially well-suited for large
networks as it reduces the size of all networks to a subset of relevant overlapping subgraphs.
Furthermore, users can visualize each network in 3D space, where they can navigate through
the network, rotate it, and center as they wish. In addition, it is also possible to compare two
networks with each other in 2D space, such as presented in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.12: 2.5D comparison function in VANESA, where overlapping biological networks are
visualized in a restricted three-dimensional space.
Figure 5.13: 2.5D comparison function in VANESA. A zoom-in of the middle plane, where
overlapping parts of a set of protein-protein interaction networks are visualized.
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Figure 5.14: The figure shows two different regulatory networks being compared in terms of
similarities and network structures within VANESA. Biological elements, which occur in both
networks, are colored yellow. Regulatory processes taking place in both systems are highlighted
with blue edges. Based on the results of the network comparison functions, scientists are able
to focus on specific structures and elements, which they could visually examine within the
visualization pane of VANESA.
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5.7 Network visualization and interaction
One of the most important parts in biological network modeling is the representation of knowl-
edge, data, and results. The aim of VANESA is to support biological scientists working at the
bench. Data in different kinds of formats has to be transformed into pictures that can be in-
terpreted by human beings. Solving a problem means not only to calculating results. It means
representing results so that the solution is transparent and understandable. Results need to be
rearranged to lead insights into a collection of data. The resulting representation needs to be
simple in order to efficiently encode data.
In order to develop a simple and efficient user interface for VANESA, scientist’s experiences and
interactions were studied. The focus of the user interface design and human-system interaction
is the reconstruction and analysis of biological networks at hand, without drawing unnecessary
attention to the operational process. Therefore, a balance between technical functionality and
visual elements had to be found to create a graphical user interface that is operational, usable,
and adaptable to changing user needs. As a guideline for the design process, the concepts
defined in the EN ISO 92413 standard for ergonomics of human-system interaction were used,
particularly the sub-sections 10-14 for the design of dialogues between humans and information
systems. Additionally to the EN ISO 9241 standard, there were many meaningful discussions
with scientists from the laboratory to discern what users aim to do with biological networks
and how the system should coincide with given research activities. A lot of prototyping and
usability testing was necessary to get a good understanding of scientist’s needs.
To see how visually presented information may affect people’s understanding, special attention
was paid to how researchers perceive, think about, and interact with biological graphs. The
complexity of data can make analysis a challenging task. Scientific visualization must assist
researchers in data analysis and speed up progress in having visual access to large quantities of
data. Visualization can provide valuable assistance for data analysis and decision-making tasks
[Fry08, TM04].
Therefore, experiences have been gained on eye-tracking in graph layout visualization, visual
acuity, surrounding items, and color scales. These factors were studied as a basis for graph
layout design (see Figure 5.15) to determine what catches the user’s attention. Neuromorphic
models were used to identify elements of a visual scene that are likely to attract attention. The
iLab Neuromorphic Vision toolkit4 was used for this purpose, which is based on the theory of
computational modeling of visual attention [IK01]. As model input, different kinds of biological
networks, as well as different networks sizes were tested. The neuromorphic model studies
provide valuable insight into when, why, and whether specific visualization techniques provide
effective cognitive support.
3http://www.iso.org
4http://ilab.usc.edu/toolkit/home.shtml
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Figure 5.15: This figure shows one computational neuromorphic model study for the informa-
tion visualization design of VANESA (A). During the study, the effect of color, intensity, and
orientation on a middle-sized protein-protein interaction network was analyzed (B). The results
have been used to provide valuable insights into why, when, and whether specific visualization
techniques provide effective cognitive support for human observers. The aim was to find visu-
alization techniques that assist researchers with cognitive support in providing information of
the most relevant objects within biological networks. The starting point was the investigation
of how to visually guide users in detecting the most important network motifs and elements
within a graph.
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Figure 5.16: This figure shows how an inverted background and foreground increases contrast
and the visual appearance of a network model. Users are able to focus better on network
structures and model elements.
It was discovered that users get tired of examining a biological network after a certain time.
Their eyes become stressed and their concentration decreases because of the size and complexity
of data. The contrast between white background and black network visualizations particularly
makes it difficult to focus on certain elements. A white background can become very aggressive
after several minutes. Therefore, a function has been implemented which inverts background
and foreground. Using a black background and grey network representation, users feel more
comfortable and are able to identify structures and important elements much easier (see Fig-
ure 5.16). Besides, they spent more time on analysis and are more active in the interactive
exploration of the system. Shades, contrasts, transparency, size, and network layout also make
information more visually accessible. Especially network visualization is of great importance.
Although the JUNG library offers several layouts, they are not appropriate for arranging large
and complex networks. Therefore, an external java library was integrated, which includes a
spring-embedded layout called GEM Layout [FLM94]. This network layout makes it possible
to minimize edge crossing, edge breaks, considers node distance, min/max size of nodes, edge
length, and tries to build up symmetry. This layout is always applied when users automatically
reconstruct biological networks from database content.
Furthermore, VANESA supports zoom-in and zoom-out functions to aid in examining certain
details. Rotate and stretch functions make the network interaction even more convenient. As
biological networks can be large in dimension and size, an additional visualization viewer acts
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Figure 5.17: Selected elements within a biological network are highlighted in VANESA. This
enables users to focus on important elements, rather than being overwhelmed with the whole
network complexity.
as a satellite view, which helps users orient themselves in the model. In the satellite view,
the full graph is always visible and all mouse actions affect the network in the main panel. A
rectangular shape in the satellite view shows the visible bounds of the main panel. To make
the interaction more intuitive, a search form enables users to find network elements. Therefore,
an additional panel lists all network elements within the network. The elements are ordered
by name and can be selected with a mouse click. Using this list, users can intuitively search
for elements of interest and automatically center them in an animated way in the main panel.
As a reconstructed biological model can consist of many different elements from various -omic
levels, different elements can be displayed or hidden in the network representation in order to
increase the clarity of the network representation. Thus, users have the possibility to focus
on particular elements before going into the overall context of the model (see Figure 5.17).
Furthermore, users can adopt the network representation. Each biological element has its own
characteristics. VANESA offers a specialized form for each of the biological compounds, in which
users can specify identifier, name, description, synonyms, and structural information, among
others. Node color and shape can be also changed in order to highlight selected elements within
the network. It is even possible to draw an entire cell and to place the network elements on
drawn compartments, such as cell membrane, nucleus, and others.
5.8 Data exchange
For the exchange of models between different software tools, a script has been implemented,
which converts the data structure presented in Definition 5 into the respective format of
the selected exchange formats (see Section 3.6). For each format, the concepts, relations,
and additional attributes of the models are analyzed, transformed, annotated, and validated,
to ensure well-defined and correct results. In the example of the Systems Biology Markup
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Language (SBML), the models are passed and checked within the SBML provided library called
LibSBML. This ensures maximal compatibility and error checking, which guarantees valid mod-
els that can be exported, as well as imported. The same method applies to the Mathematical
Markup Language (MathML). For the CellIllustrator Markup Language (CSML) and Modelica
Exchange Format (.mo) adapted scripts have been implemented, since these formats do not
support libraries for the creation and manipulation of biological models. Here, the ontology
presented in Definition 7 is converted into the specific structure of the formats. The .txt file
export is only based on the adjacency matrix. The export is realized by writing the matrix
entries in the form of node-to-node relations.
In addition to the previous mentioned data exchange formats, users have the possibility to export
their created models as JPEG or Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) file formats. Therefore, new
algorithms have been implemented to export the visualized network models as digital pictures.
JPEGs can be used for basic graphic representations, as they are well-suited for displaying
the overall model. However, in order to represent all details of a network model, line-drawing,
fonts, and iconic graphics need sharp contrasts, without causing noticeable artifacts. This is
also possible with JPEG files but increases the size of the file exponentially, especially when it
comes to visualizing dense graphs. Furthermore, JPEGs are not well-suited to files that undergo
multiple edits. For that reason, a SVG file format export has been implemented. Using the
SVG export in VANESA, models can be represented in any size, as the network representations
are saved as vector graphics. Thus, scientists can represent their results as a whole or as any
picture cutout in high resolution. Moreover, the SVG pictures can be easily edited, manipulated,
shifted, and cropped, with any imaging software application. This is important, since scientists
need the possibility to visually highlight, combine, or annotate certain details in their models
before publishing them.
In order to import biological data that can be mapped on an existing network, an easy-to-use
import function has been realized. It is possible to map microarray results on a database created
network as shown in the cholesteatoma application case (Figure 6.1 on page 127). Therefore,
the text file has to be constructed with a list of nodes and list of edges. After each node
additional parameters can be specified, such as description and experimental value. After each
edge, which is specified by a from-to-to relation, the direction can be optionally specified. One
example for such a file is shown in the following:
#Nodes
BIRC2# Apoptosis inhibitor 1; 1.0
LRRC1# Leucine rich repeat containing 1; 0.67
...
#Edges
BIRC2;TRAF2; FALSE
RIPK2;CASP8; FALSE
...
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Figure 5.18: This picture shows the webpage of VANESA. At www.vanesa.sf.net all users can
instantly start VANESA via web start or find information on the aims, the software design,
features, as well as ongoing projects and cooperations.
Based on this data structure, VANESA is able to read in the information and reconstruct the
network with the corresponding experimental values. Therefore, a color gradient is used to
intuitively present the experimental results. The gradient goes from bright green (small value)
to black (value between 0.8 and 1.2) up to bright red (high value) for microarray mapping.
5.9 Feature Summary
As presented in the aforementioned sections, VANESA offers a wide range of useful functions.
All presented features together create a powerful framework which is able to reach the initial
goal of VANESA, namely to reconstruct, model, and simulate biomedical networks in a new
sophisticated network based approach.
In order to make VANESA available to all users, a web page has been created in preliminary
work [Jan09], describing the software application and moreover, providing a web start possibility
to instantly start VANESA. Thus, VANESA is available to all users at www.vanesa.sf.net (see
Figure 5.18). The webpage provides information on the aims, the software design, features, as
well as ongoing projects and cooperations. A tutorial and screenshots provide an introduction
into the software application. The version history keeps user up-to-date about new software
releases. To the best of our knowledge, the terms of use and privacy have been written with
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the attempt to comply with all legal obligations. However, VANESA is free-of-charge for any
academic or private use. Commercial use is restricted and subject to a royalty obligation. In
addition to the previously mentioned information, a link to a specially created SourceForge 5
project is provided to download the latest programming code of VANESA. The main advantage
of SourceForge is that other developers can join the programming of VANESA and so doing,
help in improving and extending the software application.
To remind all reader of the various features provided in VANESA, the following listing summa-
rizes all functions, grouped into topic and research areas:
• Life-science database consulting:
– Access to the high quality data warehouse DAWIS-M.D.
– Automatic reconstruction of protein-protein interaction networks and signaling net-
works from the databases HPRD, MINT, and IntAct.
– Automatic reconstruction of metabolic networks from the BRENDA database.
– Automatic reconstruction of metabolic and gene-regulatory pathways from the
KEGG database.
– Sophisticated search form for each database, in which users are able to use Boolean
operators in their queries to narrow search.
– Possibility to load whole pathway maps or only networks with a limited size.
– Possibility of neglecting currency metabolites in the automatic network reconstruc-
tion.
– Organism specific search.
• Petri net simulations:
– Petri net simulation in the xHPNbio formalism in the PNlib of Modelica.
– Petri net simulation in the software application CEllIllustrator.
– Possibility to model qualitative, stochastic, continuous, hybrid, and functional Petri
nets.
– ODEs can be integrated into continuous Petri net models.
– Automatic translation of biological networks into the Petri net language.
– Basic Petri net validation checker to prevent model errors.
5SourceForge is a centralized location for software developers to control and manage free and open source
software development.
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– Automatic simulation within one active window.
– Token animations and charts to present simulation results.
– Export of simulation charts as tables and/or jpeg-files.
• Petri net analysis:
– Basic t-invariant calculation.
– Basic p-invariant calculation.
– Construction of a coverability graph.
– Construction of a reachability graph.
• Graph theory and centrality measurement:
– Hub detection based on node degree and average neighbor degree.
– Shortest path calculation and visualization.
– Possibility to determine the largest, smallest and average vertex degree within a
network, as well as the average neighbor degree.
– Possibility to calculate global network properties, such as graph density, centraliza-
tion, global matching index, and clustering coefficients.
– Calculation of all shortest and maximum paths, as well as the average lengths.
– Possibility to compare a set of different networks within a parallel coordinate plot
with regard to the aforementioned centrality measurements.
– Possibility to generate random, regular, bipartite, connected, and Hamilton graphs.
– Animation of centrality measurements.
• Network comparison based on topological similarities and biological identifier:
– Comparison of a set of networks based on the heat-graph approach.
– Comparison of a set of networks in 2.5D space.
– Comparison of two networks in 2D space.
• Network interaction and visualization:
– Network representation in 2D space.
– Network representation in 3D space.
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– Possibility to merge two graphs with each other.
– Different graph layouts, such as the spring-embedded GEM layout.
– Sophisticated network editing and manipulation functions.
– Users are able to invert foreground and background.
– Zoom-in / Zoom-out functions.
– Rotate and stretch functions.
– Copy and paste functions.
• Data exchange formats:
– SBML export and import support.
– MathML export.
– CellML export.
– Basic txt-network export and import support.
– Experimental data import and mapping by a txt-network file.
– JPEG and SVG export.
• Graphical user interface:
– Satellite view to get an orientation in large networks.
– Possibility to hide certain biological elements.
– Possibility to search for graph elements, which can be centered in an animated way.
– Possibility to divide biological networks into biological compartments, such as nu-
cleus, mitochondrion, among others.
– Possibility to change color and shape of biological objects.
– Auto-suggest function for the naming of biomedical elements.
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Application cases
VANESA provides a new state-of-the-art framework that can be used in a wide area of applica-
tions. To show how powerful this framework is, this chapter presents some selected application
cases in which the software application was used as a valuable tool for the reconstruction, anal-
ysis, and prediction of biological systems. The first two sections deal with the use of VANESA
in clinical studies based on the human experimental series. The first section presents how scien-
tists from medicine and fundamental research used VANESA to reconstruct protein-protein and
gene regulation networks to examine cholesteatoma-related genes. In addition, it is shown how
scientists used the graph theoretical framework to identify the most important actors within
the biological networks, which were further investigated in experimental studies. The second
section deals with the investigation of the dilated cardiomyopathy disease. Here, VANESA was
used to reconstruct signaling-pathways having a major role in cardiovascular diseases, among
others. The aim was to identify important regulatory elements and structures in perturbed
cardiovascular diseases pathways, which can be further investigated in the laboratory.
Since VANESA is not only limited to clinical studies, it can also be used in answering fundamen-
tal questions in molecular biology. Section 6.3 shows how the NF-κB system was reconstructed
and simulated using VANESA. The aim was to model and simulate NF-κB dynamics as they
appear in stem cells from mice. It is shown, how life-science database information and data col-
lected from literature were used to reconstruct the dynamic system and how it was automatically
simulated using hybrid Petri nets in VANESA. Scientists from neurobiology and cell-biology
performed the system reconstruction, whereas computer scientists realized the hybrid Petri net
modeling. This demonstrates a further powerful feature of VANESA, namely, the possibility
to cooperatively work on one model with scientists from different research fields. Furthermore,
VANESA was used in biotechnological research applications as described in Section 6.4. In the
modeling of pathogen bacterial cell-to-cell communication, VANESA demonstrated its ability
to model and simulate population dynamics. The models were reconstructed with information
from several different life-science databases and exported to the Petri net simulation software
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CellIllustrator for simulation. The last section summarizes the presented results and highlights
the importance and usability of VANESA.
6.1 Identification of novel cholesteatoma-related genes
Cholesteatoma is a potentially life-threatening middle-ear disease [ST07]. First reports were
presented in 1972 by Lim and Saunders [LS72], who performed a detailed histology of
cholesteatoma. Since then, it is investigated in detail and characterized as a gradually expanding
destructive epithelial lesion, which can cause extensive local tissue destruction in the temporal
bone [HdHTDG07, SGTS11]. First of all, clinical symptoms are conductive hearing loss and
later on sensorineural hearing loss, vertigo or facial palsy, and infection through the tegmen of
the middle-ear. This infection can in fact, result in meningitis or an intracranial abscess. In
2010, Nunes et al. reported that the annual incidence of cholesteatoma revolves in approxi-
mately 3 out of 100,000 cases in children and 9 out of 100,000 cases in adults [NdBC+10].
In order to identify novel cholesteatoma-related genes, scientists from medicine, molecular biol-
ogy, neurobiology, and bioinformatics started to investigate the middle-ear disease in detailed
experimental molecular studies, in which VANESA was used as the major bioinformatics tool
for the biological system modeling and analysis [KJB+12]. The aim was to identify and re-
construct protein-protein interaction networks which might describe the transition of a healthy
system into an altered one that causes the development of cholesteatoma. So far, the complex
interaction networks for cholesteatoma are unknown. The approaches which show small reg-
ulatory motifs are unable to help in answering fundamental questions. Moreover, information
about this disease is distributed over many different databases and other repositories, where
data is not interconnected. Here, VANESA was used to automatically collect knowledge from
different important databases to reconstruct a sophisticated biological model which can be en-
riched with experimental findings and analyzed with graph theoretical approaches, for further
experimental investigations.
At the onset of this study, differentially expressed genes in human cholesteatoma in comparison
to healthy external auditory canal skin were investigated. Therefore, whole human genome
microarrays, containing 19,596 human genes, were used to identify significant differentially
expressed genes. This approach has already proved very useful as reported by Kwon et al.
[KKKJ06] and others [YKW+06, EPN00]. The microarray analysis was performed with an in-
house R-statistic-software-based analysis pipeline, which includes some of the most important
Bioconductor1 software packages. Primarily, the Linear Models for Microarray Data (LIMMA)
package [SGC+05] was used to normalize and identify the most significantly expressed genes.
Therefore, a background correction was performed [RSO+07], followed by a Loess-normalization
within the arrays and across the different samples [SS03]. In the last step, linear models were
1www.bioconductor.org
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Up-regulated processes Involved
genes
Down-regulated processes Involved
genes
Signal transduction 162 Signal transduction 72
Cell communication 156 Cell communication 69
Protein metabolism 96 Cell growth and/or maintenance 44
Cell growth and/or maintenance 70 Energy pathways 25
Immune response 66 Metabolism 25
Energy pathways 65 Immune response 13
Apoptosis 6 Carbohydrate metabolism 2
Anti-apoptosis 5 Cell adhesion 2
Inflammatory response 5 Apoptosis 1
Pyrimidine salvage 3 Cell differentiation 1
Table 6.1: Some of the most important affected processes in cholesteatoma based on expression
values derived from analyzed whole human genome microarrays.
applied to perform hypothesis tests such as (log2) fold changes, standard errors, t-statistics and
p-values. Using these methods and statistics, the most significant differentially expressed genes
within seven selected human samples were identified, resulting in 766 up-regulated and 369
down-regulated genes in cholesteatoma. Table 6.1 lists some of the most important regulated
functions with the number of identified regulated genes, which were are at least twice as high
as in the cholesteatoma samples.
Based on the list of up- and down- regulated genes, the aim was to identify motifs and reg-
ulatory structures that turn a healthy biochemical system into a cholesteatoma. Therefore,
VANESA was used to reconstruct the underlying biological networks. The initial point for the
network reconstruction was a list of about 20 hand-selected genes showing a strong differentially
expression pattern in the cholesteatoma. For each of the selected genes, protein-protein inter-
action and signaling networks were reconstructed with information derived from the databases
IntAct [KAB+12], HPRD [KPGK+09], and Mint [LBP+12]. This resulted in a set of biological
networks containing the direct interaction partners and other nearby biological elements. In
general, each of the networks is constructed of 15 up to 200 biological elements. Based on these
networks, medical scientists started to compare and investigate the different reconstructed net-
works in VANESA to identify significant regulatory motifs and structures. Therefore, the net-
work comparison function of VANESA was used, which highlighted similarities and differences
between the analyzed networks. Having a notion about the relevant elements and structures,
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the networks were reduced to the relevant parts and merged into a global network, containing
the significant structures and elements of the initial networks.
In the next step the microarray results were mapped on the analyzed and filtered networks
using the microarray-fold-change import function in VANESA. Each of the nodes within the
networks was colored with regard to its fold-change, showing the biological regulatory effect
in the system. The graph theoretical environment with its hub detection and other centrality
measurements highlighted the most significant elements. One example of such a network is pre-
sented in Figure 6.1. This signaling network represents the S100 interaction network. Proteins
are the nodes and the edges are protein activation/inactivations, such as phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation across a set of proteins. The colors of the nodes represent the microarray
expression levels. The network shows the correlation of the up-regulated S100A7, S100A8, and
S100A9 genes, as well as the ILK, IκB, USF2, and ARRB2 genes. In addition, three other
signaling networks were reconstructed revealing regulatory motifs for cytokeratin and different
matrix metalloproteinases, among others.
Due to these reconstructed and analyzed models, scientists were able to identify genes poten-
tially involved in cholesteatoma development, and furthermore, regulatory motifs and structures
which were so far unknown. They investigated all elements within the network showing a high
fold-change which were closely connected in the reconstructed signaling pathways. This step
was performed in the network visualization pane of VANESA, where the scientist could visually
and interactive examine the reconstructed systems. After selecting the most promising motifs,
selected genes within these regulatory structures were further analyzed with the Real-Time Poly-
merase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) to prove that the reconstructed regulatory networks were cor-
rect. Therefore, the following genes, which revealed a much higher expression in cholesteatoma
and are part of signaling modules, were investigated: genes involved in metabolism activity,
such as matrix metalloproteinases, PI3, SERPINB3, and SERPINB4, genes involved in cell
growth and/or maintenance activity, such as SPP1, KRT6B, PRPH, SPRR1B, and LAMC2,
genes involved in signal transduction such as LCN2, GJB2, and CEACAM6, and genes involved
in cell communication processes such as CDH19 and genes belonging to the S100 family. In
addition, relevant genes involved in the regulation of nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nu-
cleic acid metabolism such as TFAP2B, ID4, and PAX3, genes responsible for immune response
such as SP5, FGFBP2, and CXCL1, and seven other apoptose and anti-apoptose relevant genes
were examined. In summary, in almost all cases PCR proved the identified regulatory motifs
and models reconstructed in VANESA correct (see Figure 6.2).
The study revealed even more potentially involved genes in the cholesteatoma development. Af-
ter analyzing and putting all results into relationship, it was possible to demonstrate that the
expression profile of cholesteatoma is similar to a metastatic tumor and chronically inflamed tis-
sue. Furthermore, the reconstructed biological networks, which include cholesteatoma-regulated
transcripts are a valuable new framework for drug-targeting and therapy-development. These
regulatory networks enriched with experimental findings are, to the best of our knowledge, the
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Figure 6.1: Reconstructed S100 protein-protein interaction network with its regulatory motifs in
VANESA. The network shows an up-regulation of S100A7, S100A8 and S100A9 as well as ILK,
IκB, USF2, and ARRB2. Centrality measurement highlights the most prominent actors within
the network (the larger the circles, the more important/prominent the elements). Colors repre-
sent the expression values of the mapped microarray experiments (red= up-regulated, green=
down-regulated, blue= equal expression, white= not investigated in microarray experiments).
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Figure 6.2: RT-PCR analysis of potential transcripts that might be involved in major processes
in cholesteatoma. The figure shows the expression of different genes in external auditory canal
skin and cholesteatoma. In summary, metalloproteinases (MMPs) and their substrates are
highly up-regulated in cholesteatoma; transcripts that encode e.g. for tumor suppressors are
down-regulated.
first ones, which can help scientists from medicine and biology to identify molecular switches
turning a healthy system into a unhealthy one. Further biological analyses on these networks
are ongoing and already show new findings, which are under experimental investigations.
6.2 Investigation on the dilated cardiomyopathy disease
Most industrial countries face high and increasing rates of Cardiovascular Diseases (CVDs), that
by now are some of the leading causes of death. A detailed study in 2006 showed that CVDs,
as an underlying cause of death, has accounted for 34,3% of all deaths in the United States
(data is provided by the American Heart Association: Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics -
2010 Update2). CVDs and all other heart diseases and failures accounted for about 56% of all
deaths in 2006. Still, the mortality statistics remain similar and therefore, a lot of attention
has been focused on the metabolic aspects of CVDs related pathways. The aim is to discover
new CVDs specific molecular targets to promote the investigation of protein’s functional roles
in their specific biomedical pathway.
Based on a project founded by the European Union [CA08], scientists from biology and bioin-
formatics used VANESA to reconstruct associative metabolic and protein-protein interaction
networks derived from misleading proteins in an experimental CVDs sample case [KHA+10].
The research object was a dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) case of a female patient with renal
2http://www.americanheart.org/presenter.jhtml?identifier=3000090
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Figure 6.3: A reconstructed MPDZ signaling pathway from VANESA, based on database infor-
mation from KEGG and HPRD. Green colored nodes represent important regulatory elements
having a major role in cardiovascular diseases.
insufficiency. DCM is a condition in which the heart becomes weakened and enlarged, and
cannot pump blood efficiently. In order to understand the biomedical system and to find new
starting points for experiments and therapies, metabolic pathways, enriched with information
about protein-protein interaction, should be modeled.
From a set of experimentally relevant identified proteins, interaction networks had to be re-
constructed within VANESA. One of the experimentally investigated proteins was MPDZ, a
holding protein showing a large diversity of interacting proteins [USFL98]. Using VANESA,
the biochemical environment of MPDZ was investigated in detail by reconstructing metabolic
and protein-protein interaction networks based on data from the databases KEGG [KGS+12]
and HPRD [KPGK+09] (see Figure 6.3). The main goal was to identify involved metabolic
pathways and furthermore, proteins related to the DCM case that interact with MPDZ. In
the first case, VANESA was used to find and reconstruct all KEGG pathways containing the
MPDZ protein. These networks were then automatically expanded with information from the
database HPRD. By analyzing these networks, molecular scientists were able to identify twelve
proteins which are major regulation elements in the human tight junction signaling pathway
and related to the DCM case. All-in-all, it was possible to link the following pathways with
MPDZ and the DCM case: dilated cardiomyopathy with renal insufficiency, diabetes type 2,
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Common perturbed pathways Protein names Swissprot
code
Tyrosin metabolism (hsa00350) Catechol-O-methyltransferase P21964
Basal transcription factor
(hsa03022)
General transcription factor II,
General transcription factor IIB
O15359,
Q00403
Protein export (hsa03060) Signal recognition particle 54kDa P13624
MAPK signaling pathway
(hsa04010)
Arrestin beta 1 P49407
Cell cycle (hsa04110) Cyclin A1,
MCM6 minichromosome maintenance
deficient 6,
Cyclin-dependent kinase 7,
Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1C
P20248,
Q14566,
P50613,
P49918
Ubiquitin mediated proteolysis
(hsa4120)
Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2I
(UBC9 homolog, yeast)
P50550
Focal adhesion (hsa04510) Caveolin 1, Caveolae protein, 22kDa Q03135
Antigen processing and
presentation (hsa04612)
Heat shock 90kDa protein 1,
Alpha calnexin
P07900,
P27824
Small cell lung cancer
(hsa05222)
TNF receptor-associated factor 4 Q14848
Porphyrin and chlorophyll
metabolism (hsa00860)
Heme oxygenase (decycling) 1 P09601
Neuroactive ligand receptor
interaction (hsa04080)
Nuclear receptor subfamily 3, group C,
member 1 (glucocorticoid receptor)
P04150
Insulin signaling pathway
(hsa04910)
Flotillin 2 Q14254
Table 6.2: Summary of proteins identified in the reconstructed networks from VANESA which
have an important role in perturbed CVDs pathways.
and pulmonary disease, among other various perturbed pathways as listed in Table 6.2. Thus,
scientists from biology and medicine were provided with predicted gene-controlled and protein-
protein interaction processes for the discovery of novel biomarkers and unknown therapeutic
targets. Furthermore, the research progress allowed the investigation of the biological function-
ality of DCM related genes, among others.
In further bioinformatic studies, VANESA, the 3D visualization tool CELLmicrocosmos 4.2
Pathway Integration (CmPI) [SKS+10], and the text-mining tool Associative Network Discovery
visualization (ANDvisio) [DIKI10], were used to reconstruct an abstract cell environment for
the investigated CVDs systems [STK+10]. Related to the real localization of the signaling
pathways within a true cell it was aimed at gaining insights into the functional as well as spatial
interrelationships of MPDZ (see Figure 6.4). Therefore, experimentally gained knowledge was
used to reconstruct a virtual cell environment in the tool CmPI based on the reconstructed
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Figure 6.4: The MPDZ signaling pathway visualized in an abstract virtual cell environment
in the software application CmPI, based on information derived from VANESA and the text-
mining tool ANDvisio. Proteins are placed due to their real cell location and information flow
within a cell.
networks from VANESA and localization information from the text-mining tool ANDVisio.
This approach demonstrates that with experimentally derived data, data mining, text mining,
and data fusion, information flow and metabolic processing can be reconstructed in 3D space.
This extends the usual approaches in 2D network modeling, as new insights can be gained on
cell localization.
6.3 Modeling the NF-κB system
The Nuclear Factor ’kappa-light-chain-enhancer’ of activated B-cells (NF-κB) transcription fac-
tor is one of the most investigated transcription factors in humans and animals. NF-κB is
involved in anti-apoptotic signaling, neuroprotection, learning and memory, cancer, and innate
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immunity. The NF-κB pathway is a ubiquitous stress -response that activates the NF-κB family
of transcription factors [WD10]. Antigen receptors, receptors of the innate immune system, and
certain intracellular stressors are potent activators of this pathway. The transcriptional pro-
gram that is activated is both anti-apoptotic and highly pro-inflammatory. Any compromise
in engagement of the pathway results in immune-deficiency, whereas constitutive activation
generates a sustained inflammatory response that may promote malignancy. Furthermore, ex-
perimental approaches have demonstrated diverse functions of the NF-κB transcription factor
in the nervous system. For example, inhibition of neuronal NF-κB by super-repressor IκB re-
sulted in the loss of neuroprotection and defects in learning and memory [KK09]. Thus NF-κB
is the subject of much active research and of great clinical significance.
In order to understand the regulatory mechanism and the dynamics of this transcription factor,
scientists from cell biology, neurobiology, and bioinformatics used VANESA to reconstruct and
simulate the NF-κB system to understand cell signaling flow. With access to the databases
KEGG [KGS+12], HPRD [KPGK+09], IntAct [KAB+12], and MINT [LBP+12], an automatic
reconstruction of the corresponding protein-protein interaction and signaling networks was re-
alized in VANESA. Therefore, scientists queried each of the aforementioned databases with a
list of known involved genes. This list was derived from several microarray experiments, ana-
lyzing genes from cortex and hippocampus of wild-type and transgenic mice. The analysis of
these microarrays, similar to the work presented in Section 6.1, was performed with an in-house
R-solution. The laboratory experiments focused on 7,000 genes playing an important role in
neuroprotection, learning, and memory, among others.
Using VANESA, its was possible to reconstruct a biological model containing the selected
genes organized in protein-protein interaction and signaling networks to gain further meaningful
data. This resulted in a combination of tightly interlinked complex systems at various levels of
magnitude. The main resulting network contains 778 nodes and 1,868 edges, which clearly shows
how many different elements are involved in the direct NF-κB regulation system. Further studies
performed in-house, with a genome-wide transcription-factor binding site search, revealed even
more elements regulated by NF-κB. About 9 % of all genes in the human genome reveal a
potential NF-κB binding site (see Figure 6.5). Thus, it is not surprising that computational
and experimental results have yielded datasets of increased size and complexity, which produced
large dense graphs.
With regard to the visualization of the resulting networks, VANESA and the software applica-
tion GI-EB [NHE12], a framework for edge bundling integrating topology, geometry, and impor-
tance, were linked with each other to help and assist scientists in visually exploring the system.
This software linking resulted in a new way to analyze large scale networks that combines data
integration and modeling methods with centrality measurement techniques [JKH+11]. This
approach uses edge bundling methods to reduce visual clutters and shows high-level edge pat-
terns, and important system structures (see Figure 6.6). Furthermore, centrality measurement
as individual-level network analysis was performed in GI-EB and in VANESA. As centrality
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Figure 6.5: Using an in-house bioinformatics transcription factor binding search software, a
genome wide analysis for genes potentially regulated by NF-κB was performed. The analysis
revealed that each chromosome contains genes with a potentially NF-κB binding site, except
for chromosome Y. In summary, 2,421 potentially NF-κB regulated genes were identified in the
human. Each chromosome shows an affinity for 5.5% to 9.27% of the total amount of genes to
be regulated by the transcription.
measurement a combination of different measures such as degree, stress, betweenness, and close-
ness was applied on the networks. This approach has already proven useful in other application
cases [YBL06] and also in this study, important elements within the dense networks have been
indicated. The visualization and analysis technique produced pictures that clearly show the
most significant topological structures of the input network. Significant regulatory elements
and structures are visually accessible, indicating common biological processes. Thus, it was
possible for molecular scientists from biology to focus on regulatory elements and structures
that have not yet been found and were unknown so far. This motivated new experiments and
further investigations.
However, in order to understand system dynamics, important paths and network structures
were further examined in the Petri net environment of VANESA. Therefore, the initial network
was reduced to the most important elements and automatically translated into the Petri net
language in VANESA (see Figure 6.7). Using hybrid Petri nets and the model parameter
presented in Table 6.3 and 6.4, the simulation was performed. For each place in the Petri net,
specific ODEs for the functional processing were applied, mainly based on the mathematical
Hill function. For places where dynamics are not known, discrete instead of continuous places
and transitions were used.
The simulation results from VANESA reflect the importance of elements such as TNF and
other cytokines and chemokine as major input signals (see Figure 6.8). Further on, proteins
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Figure 6.6: A visualization of a reconstructed NF-κB protein-protein interaction and signaling
network from VANESA and the software application GI-EB. The network consists of 778 nodes
and 1,868 edges and represents the first direct interaction partners of the transcription factor.
The most important paths and structures are highlighted with edge bundling and centrality
measurement methods. Biological elements are placed on concentric circles according to the
centrality measurements. Nodes which are more important than others are placed in the inner
circles, less important nodes are placed outside the main core of the visualized network.
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Figure 6.7: A reconstructed NF-κB hybrid Petri net model in VANESA. The figure shows the
negative feed-back loop of NF-κB, which results in oscillating levels of NF-κB activity within
the nucleus. There, it turns on the expression of specific genes that have a DNA-binding site
for NF-κB. Based on the laboratory investigated gene mRNA level and additional experimental
data, the translation of the corresponding proteins was simulated, which then, influence the
NF-κB transcription factor in a so-called feed-back loop.
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Property IκB-α IκB-β IκB-
Cytoplasmic IκB
association
(µM−1 min−1)
0.3 × 102 0.3 × 102 0.3 × 102
Cytoplasmic IκB
dissociation (min−1)
6 × 10−5 6 × 10−5 6 × 10−5
Nuclear IκB association
(µM−1 min−1)
0.3 × 102 0.3 × 102 0.3 × 102
Nuclear IκB dissociation
(min−1)
6 × 10−5 6 × 10−5 6 × 10−5
IκB- NF-κB + IKK
association
(µM−1 min−1)
11.1 2.88 4.2
IκB- NF-κB + IKK
dissociation (min−1)
7.5 × 10−2 10.5 × 10−2 10.5 × 10−2
IκB- IKK + NF-κB
association
(µM−1 min−1)
0.3 × 102 0.3 × 102 0.3 × 102
IκB- IKK + NF-κB
dissociation (min−1)
6 × 10−5 6 × 10−5 6 × 10−5
IKK-mediated IκB
degradation (min−1)
3.6 × 10−1 1.2 × 10−1 1.8 × 10−1
Cytoplasmic bound IκB
degradation (min−1)
6 × 10−5 6 × 10−5 6 × 10−5
IκB- NF-κB export
(min−1)
8.28 × 10−1 4.14 × 10−1 4.14 × 10−1
Inducible IκB
transcription
(µM−1 min−1)
1.386
Table 6.3: The table shows NF-κB dimer model parameters from literature [WBH05, Kea06,
BKK+07] which were partially used to simulate the NF-κB system in VANESA. Therefore,
values for the negative feed-back loop of NF-κB were investigated such as cytoplasmic associa-
tion times, nuclear association times, dissociation times, degradation times, transcription times,
and export times, among others. Primarily, the table focuses on the IκB-α, IκB-β, and IκB-
proteins, which inhibit NF-κB in its functions.
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Property IκB-α IκB-β IκB-
Constitutive RNA
synthesis (min−1)
1.85 × 10−4 4.27 × 10−5 4.27 × 10−5
RNA degradation
(min−1)
3.36 × 10−2 1.68 × 10−2 1.18 × 10−2
Hill coefficient 2
Cytoplasmic protein
synthesis (min−1)
24.48 × 10−2 24.48 × 10−2 24.48 × 10−2
Cytoplasmic protein
degradation (min−1)
1.2 × 10−1 1.8 × 10−1 1.8 × 10−1
Nuclear import (min−1) 1.8 × 10−2 1.8 × 10−2 1.8 × 10−2
Nuclear export (min−1) 1.2 × 10−2 1.2 × 10−2 1.2 × 10−2
Cytoplasmic IKK
association
(µM−1 min−1)
1.35 0.36 0.54
IKK-mediated IκB
degradation (min−1)
7.5 × 10−2 10.5 × 10−2 10.5 × 10−2
IKK-bound IκB
degradation (min−1)
1.8 × 10−3 0.6 × 10−3 1.2 × 10−3
Table 6.4: The table shows additional NF-κB dimer model parameters from literature [WBH05,
Kea06, BKK+07] which were partially used to simulate the NF-κB system in VANESA. The
table focuses on RNA synthesis, the optimal hill coefficient for ODE modeling, protein synthesis
and degradation time, nuclear export and import parameters, as well as IKK regulation times,
among others.
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Figure 6.8: The figure shows one part of the NF-κB simulation results performed in VANESA.
The charts show the relative mRNA expression values of selected elements of the dynamic
system on a time-line of 500 minutes. The focus of these charts are the oscillating levels of NF-
κB activity within the nucleus with regard to a TNF-α stimulus, showing different dynamics
than the ones known from literature. This has led to new hypotheses.
that directly influence the translocation of the NF-κB transcription factor, such as IKK and the
IκB- isoforms clearly stand out and demonstrate their regulatory effect on the network. Having
a closer look at the simulation results, the functional sense of the NF-κB - system becomes more
accessible. In addition to the most important biological elements of the known system such as
TNFR-α, NF-κB, IKK, IκB-α, IκB-β, IκB-, it was possible to identify new possible regulatory
structures and potential proteins that might play a further crucial role within the system.
One example points out the role of the specific interacting heat-shock protein HSC70 with p65.
Moreover, the simulation reveals different oscillating levels of NF-κB activity within the nucleus
with regard to a TNF-α stimulus. This is very interesting as all other published models show
different cell dynamics. This led to new hypotheses and motivated further experiments.
6.4 Modeling cell-to-cell communication
Due to the complexity of pathway interactions and large numbers of components involved
in cell proliferation, cell differentiation, signal transduction, cellular rhythms, and cell-to-cell
communication, it is quite difficult to intuitively understand the behavior of cellular networks.
Particularly, the understanding of the molecular mechanism of cell-to-cell communication is
fundamental for system biology. Cell-to-cell communication or Quorum Sensing (QS), the use
of small molecule signals to coordinate complex patterns of behavior in bacteria, has been the
focus of many reports over the past decade and became a major objective in bioinformatics. In
general, bacterial cells are able to adapt their behavior to the environment and its conditions to
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Figure 6.9: The figure presents the reconstructed QS system for the bacteria Aliivibrio salmoni-
cida from VANESA. The model is based on information from eleven different life-science
databases showing the intracellular network. The main goal of this model is to describe and
investigate molecular switches causing gene activation of bioluminescence and other processes.
control and limit activities within their community [Sch01, RS06]. Therefore, bacteria use QS
to coordinate their gene expression according to the local density of their population. However,
until now, many details of the intracellular molecular machinery that are responsible for the
complex collective behavior of cellular and multicellular populations are unknown.
Therefore, vibrio infections of the organism Aliivibrio salmonicida were examined in detail.
Aliivibrio salmonicida is a moderate halophilic and psychrophilic bacterium infecting fish pop-
ulations. The virulence factors make the bacterium one of the major agents of cold-water
vibriosis. In most of the cases, infections due to Aliivibrio salmonicida result in tissue degra-
dation, haemolysis, and sepsis in vivo [TN88]. Thus, it is not surprising that QS regulated
virulence factor production is of great importance as fish infection with vibrio bacteria is one
of the major bacterial threats in marine aquaculture [EHG89, TIS04]. In general, the QS sys-
tem is comparable to an ’on’ and ’off’ system under the influence of molecular noise [GTL06].
The cell population uses small, freely diffusible signaling molecules such as autoinducers or
pheromones for communication processes. Due to specific receptors, external signal molecules
can be recognized, which results in the transcription of certain regulatory genes. At low pop-
ulation density, the concentration of autoinducers in the environment is almost zero and the
intracellular network remains in the ’off’ state. When cell density increases, the concentration
of autoinducers increases. Once a certain autoinducers threshold is reached, the QS network
becomes active and turns on the expression of the phenotype specific genes. The switch from the
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Figure 6.10: An overview of a reconstructed QS system consisting of four modeled Aliivibrio
salmonicida cells based on the Petri net language. The modeled cells perform cell-to-cell com-
munication by exchanging small molecule signals, such as C6-HSL, 3-oxo-C6-HSL, and other
auto inducers to coordinate complex patterns of behavior.
steady-state network into the QS network is a so-called positive feed-back loop, which results
in motility, biofilm formation, virulence factor production, and secretion or other processes, to
achieve advantages in environmental adaptation and survival.
Motivated by the goal of having a better understanding of QS processes, VANESA was used by
scientists from biology to reconstruct cell-to-cell and cell differentiation models [JKT+10]. In
order to understand the QS system, the signaling networks of Aliivibrio salmonicida under high
and low population density were modeled. As the starting point for the reconstruction, only a
few proteins were known, which were derived from experimental datasets [HLH+08]. Based on
these proteins, VANESA was used to reconstruct signaling networks based on database infor-
mation from the eleven different life science databases UniProt [AJMO+12], KEGG [KGS+12],
OMIM [ABSH09], GO [BDD+12], ENZYME [Bai00], BRENDA [SGC+11], PDB [WIN+05],
MINT [LBP+12], SCOP [AHC+08], EMBL-Bank [CAB+09], and Pub-Chem [WXS+12]. As
VANESA only queries the databases KEGG, HPRD, Mint, and Intact, parts of the aforemen-
tioned databases had to be integrated into the software application for this research application.
The signaling networks were created step-by-step, adding all relevant biological elements from
the aforementioned data sources. In the final step, all networks were merged in VANESA, re-
sulting in one system (see Figure 6.9). Thus, it was possible to consider important regulatory
elements such as transcription factors and sRNAs, among others.
These networks were the base for further simulation processing. Therefore, the reconstructed
networks were automatically transformed into the Petri net language in VANESA, to simulate
cell-to-cell communication structures for hypothesis generation and testing. The models were
exported from VANESA into CellIllustrator, where they were further investigated by experts
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from biology. In this application case, the simulation was performed in the software applica-
tion CellIllustrator [NSJ+10], in order to combine the reconstructed model with other already
existing models. Furthermore, the different models were combined into a system of interacting
cells (see Figure 6.10) imitating cell communication.
These studies subsequently revealed a much more complex system for the intracellular network
switch into the ’on’ state. The different gene activation mechanisms by LuxR1/LuxR2 and
LitR were investigated in detail, as well as secretion, mobility, biofilm formation, and other
operons. New intracellular circuitry of signal transduction and gene expression were detected
and successfully simulated. It was shown how the concentration of the autoinducer C6-HSL
inside and outside the cell influences changing speed parameters and how cell behavior varies.
Based on this new QS model, catalytic efficiency was calculated to influence the signal molecules,
the diffusion speed of the medium, and finally, to find new ways to block virulence factors.
6.5 Summary
VANESA, with is various functionalities, has proved very useful in a wide area of application
cases. Using VANESA, scientists have been able to model and simulate intracellular molecular
machineries from a variety of research cases. Using this tool they were able to extend and
deepen their knowledge and moreover, were motivated to perform further experiments based
on the resulting molecular insights of VANESA. The here presented application cases already
showed some valuable results. In a clinical trail, the middle-ear disease cholesteatoma was
examined. Therefore, signaling networks for the development of the cholesteatoma were recon-
structed in VANESA, which turn healthy external auditory-canal skin into deregulated cells.
The reconstructed networks formed a valuable framework to gain better insight into regulatory
mechanisms and possible drug-targeting approaches. More than twenty important gene motifs
and regulatory structures were identified that are related to metastatic tumors and chronic in-
flamed tissue development. Furthermore, VANESA proved very useful during the investigation
of cardiovascular diseases. Therefore, associated deregulated pathways with regard to dilated
cardiomyopathy were examined regarding to their major regulation elements. More than twelve
proteins, which have an important role in common pertubated pathways were identified with
VANESA. This helped scientists from medicine and biology in finding novel biomarkers. Be-
sides, it was demonstrated how VANESA can work cooperatively with other software tools,
such as the 3D cell visualization tool CmPI and the text mining tool ANDvisio. With this
approach, an abstract virtual 3D cell environment was reconstructed to examine information
flow and biological processing in the cell environment.
As presented, VANESA is also able to contribute to fundamental research in molecular biology.
It was used by scientists from molecular biology to reconstruct the negative feed-back loop
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for the transcription factor NF-κB. Based on the reconstructed networks, centrality measure-
ments pointed out new regulatory motifs which were successfully simulated within the Petri net
environment of VANESA. This resulted in new insight into the molecular level of regulation.
Moreover, VANESA played an important role in economical studies as well. In order to under-
stand the spread of pathogen bacteria in fish populations, cell-to-cell communication processes
were modeled and simulated with VANESA. Here, it was possible to identify the molecular
switches, which are involved in turning on virulence factor production.
In summary, VANESA proved very useful as a valuable tool in molecular research. Any sci-
entist can work with this tool. It can greatly help scientists in modeling and simulating the
role of individual components and processes in the reversible or irreversible changes of network
architecture. This can contribute to new biological findings, and possible medical and biotech-
nological strategies. And in application cases in which additional data is necessary, the software
application can be extended by new data repositories and analytic approaches. Furthermore,
VANESA can be integrated into a pipeline of other tools to perform even more sophisticated
investigations. This makes VANESA really unique in the wide area of bio-research modeling
tools.
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Chapter 7
Summary
During the analysis of a biological element or process, scientists are faced with collecting, ana-
lyzing, and modeling a huge amount of data in order to create a meaningful model for hypothesis
testing. Therefore, the aim of this work was to realize a software application which assists sci-
entists in the reconstruction, analysis, and simulation of biological systems. In general, detailed
information about the research object is available, but more extensive information about the
global context and underlying system is missing. Moreover, this information is necessary, as a
biological object or process never acts as an independent unit. It is a part of a bigger machinery
or regulatory process which needs to be mapped out in order to understand dynamic cell system
behavior. Although information can be found stored in different databases, data is distributed
over many heterogeneous data sources. This data needs to be filtered in terms of content and
quality, and moreover, normalized and linked in complex and time-consuming processes. Mo-
tivated by this problem, VANESA has been implemented. It is a powerful and easy-to-use
modeling software for the automatic reconstruction and analysis of biological networks based
on life-science database information. Using VANESA, scientists are able to model any kind of
biological processes and systems as biological networks. VANESA combines different fields of
research such as information fusion, modeling, Petri net simulation, and network visualization,
which are some of the most important areas in bioinformatics and systems biology.
Based on a simple list of research objects such as investigated proteins or genes, biological
models can be automatically reconstructed using VANESA. Therefore, VANESA accesses the
data warehouse DAWIS-M.D. and extracts information from the life science databases KEGG,
HPRD, IntAct, and MINT to produce a complete interaction network system covering the
most important -omic levels. Data is automatically gathered, normalized, and linked into one
model in VANESA. Using the functionality of the data warehouse system DAWIS-M.D., it is
even possible to link different biological domains such as genes, enzymes, proteins, and com-
pounds with each other, which then, can be represented as biomedical networks within the
software application. Each database can be queried one-by-one or in combination. With the
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provided information, signaling networks, protein-protein interaction networks, metabolic path-
ways, regulatory networks, disease/drug networks, and chemical networks can be automatically
reconstructed. This results in biological models, which enable scientists to focus on complex
interactions and/or to investigate the role of individual components and processes within entire
biological systems.
As database-generated networks can be large and complex, VANESA also provides a graph
theoretical network analysis environment, with which the relative importance and significance
of elements in a biological network can be determined. Biological elements having an important
degree distribution can be easily identified and linked to network functionality and information
flow. Further centrality analysis ranks vertices and edges to identify network motifs, which
directly or indirectly regulate system behavior. This results in pictures that clearly show the
most significant skeletal structures of the input network. Thus, users can interactively explore
the networks and moreover, filter important information from the mass of data. In addition, it
is possible to compare biological networks with random artificial networks to identify structures
and motifs that only appear in real-world systems. This makes VANESA also a useful tool for
theoretical biology.
Simulation is another strength of VANESA. For the simulation of biological processes, users
do not need data for kinetics or knowledge about mathematical differentiation equations and
programming. VANESA provides a biologically sophisticated graphical user interface in which
biological models can be modeled and simulated using the PNlib in Modelica. Simulations can
be performed using qualitative, stochastic, continuous, hybrid, and functional Petri nets of the
xHPN paradigm. Due to VANESA’s generic design and strict separation of internal data struc-
ture and graphical representation, it is possible to automatically convert the integrated ontology
for network representation into the xHPN formalism. Thus, basic networks and reconstructed
networks can be easily transformed and simulated in the Petri net language. In addition to
the possibility to perform simulation processing using the PNlib, VANESA can export models
into CellIllustrator, one of the best-known simulations environments. Petri net analysis tech-
niques, which allow checking the liveness, boundedness, and reversibility of Petri nets, are also
supported in VANESA.
Another important aspect of VANESA is the graphical user interface, network visualization,
and human-system-interaction which has been specially designed for the needs of scientists in
bioresearch fields. The elements are designed to be truly interactive to assist users in their
research. Everything is reachable within a maximum of three mouse-clicks. With a biologically
sophisticated graphical user interface, users are able to intuitively model and simulate complex
dynamic interactions and processes in one active window. Users can automatically reconstruct
biological networks or draw any kind of biological model by hand. Furthermore, they have
the possibility to edit, compare, manipulate, transform, and zoom into parts of the biological
networks. Information is always visualized in a clear and understandable manner. This helps
in better understanding and identifying relevant objects, processes, and motifs.
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Graph layouts visualize networks in an appropriate way. This prevents data from being vi-
sualized as an impenetrable furball. Filtering algorithms and graph theory enables users to
reduce network complexity to focus on significant objects. Since VANESA also enable users
to perform Petri net simulations, the software application automatically adapts to the selected
class of graphs. In the Petri net view, users are able to edit discrete Petri nets as well as specify
systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for continuous Petri Nets. Simulation results
can be animated or visualized as diagrams or made accessible in tables, which then can be used
in other programs, such as Excel.
Analyzing, discussing, and sharing results with VANESA make this software even more power-
ful. Scientists from different research areas can cooperatively work on one existing model. One
case for usage would be that scientists from biology reconstruct a biological model, whereas sci-
entists from bioinformatics or mathematics perform the simulation processing. However, with
the possibility of sharing results with some of the most important common software-independent
standard data formats, such as SBML, MathML, and an additional easy-to-read text data net-
work exchange format, users can incorporate their thoughts and hypotheses in existing models
worldwide.
7.1 Future perspectives
As new questions from the natural science arise, new approaches and data sources will be
necessary for the future. Therefore, the development of VANESA will be continued. Due to
its design, it is easy to extend VANESA and integrate new data sources and/or algorithms.
Any scientist from computer science, with a little bit of background knowledge, can do this.
However, the following list shows some of the next developments in VANESA.
• Additional databases
A consideration is being made to introduce and integrate a new microRNA database into
DAWIS-M.D., which can be made accessible for VANESA. Based on information from
the biological databases TarBase [SCH05], miRBase [KGJ10], experimental datasets, as
well as predicted bioinformatics data, a new level of fine-regulation should be linked to
the already accessible -omic levels in VANESA. The structural database will be added for
RNA, where 3D structures can be well approximated by 2D structures. With the calcu-
lated structures, direct functions for interaction with other RNAs, proteins, genes, and
metabolites will be determined. In addition to the RNA database, the MetaCyc database
[CAD+12] should be integrated. The MetaCyc database contains more than 1,790 path-
ways from more than 2,216 different organisms. Information stored in this database is
non-redundant, experimentally elucidated, and curated from scientific experimental litera-
ture. This new repository should be a further important resource for metabolic pathways.
In addition, it is intended to integrate a transcription factor database, such as Transfac
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[MKMF+06], Transpath [KPV+06], and JASPAR [PCTK+10]. Additionally, the OMIM
database [ABSH09] should be used, containing important information about known dis-
eases and dysregulations in cells.
• Global network properties
Global network properties should be investigated more intensively. The statistical testing
of network properties is probably the most crucial and widely underestimated aspect of
complex network analysis. Actually, several graph theoretical approaches are implemented
in VANESA. However, it is planned to implement new bioinformatics approaches for high-
level statistical testing, such as flow-based centralities [Kos11]. Using these measurements,
it would be possible to find specific correlations between network flow structures, biological
hubs, and global network properties.
• Petri net simulation
Another important aspect of future development should be the automatic Petri net simu-
lation of reconstructed networks in VANESA. The goal is to provide an open-source Petri
net simulation tool based on OpenModellica [FAL+05]. However, some essential features
in OpenModelica are not yet supported but necessary for the simulation of biological
networks. So far, only Dymola and CellIllustrator [NSJ+10] can be used for simula-
tion processing in VANESA. Being successful in implementing the necessary features in
OpenModellica, VANESA would become one of the most powerful Petri net simulation
software.
• Visualization
Next to the aforementioned developments, added improvements should be made in in-
formation visualization. The aim is to simplify the automatic creation and modification
of networks, as well as to investigate new graph-layout visualization techniques. The
interest in information visualization has emerged from the problem to understand huge
and complex networks as they appear nowadays. Information visualization is a critical
component in scientific research and too often unattended. And still, large datasets and
the different kinds of datasets are big challenges. Therefore, a focus should be made on
the creation of new approaches for conveying abstract information to see, explore, and
understand large amounts of information in intuitive ways. One example for such an
approach is the combination of edge bundling techniques with centrality measurements
[JKH+11], as already applied in this work. Using such techniques, scientists working at
the bench would have the possibility to interactively and intuitive access their datasets,
which in terms, would lead to a high acceptance of the software application and result in
new findings in complex datasets.
By realizing the aforementioned approaches, VANESA will be able to assist scientists in answer-
ing new questions which are in the future. Especially the microRNA regulation and modeling is
of great interest and importance, as the investigation of this -omic level is still in its beginning
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stages. Having access to a microRNA database it should be possible to develop a new kind
of network analysis and theory. In combination with other life-science databases, more and
detailed knowledge and information could be made available for network reconstruction and
knowledge seeking. This would give scientists the possibility to go further into the details of
molecular cell biology and open the door to new therapeutical approaches and network phar-
macology. Chapter 6, where the investigation of the cholesteatoma is described, already showed
the potential with the existing features in VANESA. This can be extended to another level.
However, as the integration of new databases will create more complex networks, the work on
the visualization is mandatory. Further work should be performed on the Petri net simulation.
With the existing features and the recommended approaches, VANESA will become even more
powerful and will stay up-to-date and be useful to researchers from different fields of studies in
the next level of molecular research.
7.2 Discussion
VANESA, with its provided features has already proved very useful in a wide range of applica-
tion cases. Scientists from biology, biotechnology, medicine, bioinformatics, and other disciplines
used the software application as a valuable part in their molecular research. First application
cases have already led to new biological findings and motivated further laboratory experiments.
Primarily, VANESA is intended for biological scientists working at the bench but any scientist
can use it due to its intuitive design. VANESA is unique in its ability to reconstruct, visualize,
analyze, and simulate biological systems. With just three mouse-clicks and some information
about the research object, users have the possibility to model and analyze entire molecular
interaction systems in the form of biological networks. Instead of collecting, transforming, nor-
malizing, and linking information from distributed and heterogeneous data sources, VANESA
enables users to gather useful information from some of the most important life-science database
in one workflow. This gives scientists the possibility to analyze their research objects in a global
as well as detailed context, considering the most important interacting elements and -omic lev-
els, such as genomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, and proteomics. During research studies
these reconstructed models can be then extended by new elements, enriched with experimental
findings, and simulated to imitate cell behavior and cell changes. This can truly help scientists
in their aim of understanding molecular dynamics and information flow. All in all, with its
features, good balance of computational power, and farsightedness, the software application
can be a really helpful tool in the natural sciences and furthermore, has the potential to be
placed in the same row with some of the most important software applications.
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